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ABSTRACT 

 
 
 Supervising Professor:  Jennifer S. Holmes, PhD 
 
 
 
 
Conflicts, because they are conducted by living beings, are in some sense living beings as well. 

Like other living beings they have life stages – they are born, they grow and strengthen, they 

mature, and in most cases, eventually die. Conflicts also exhibit significant “life events” over 

their lifespans from painful (and often violent) births, to intractable stalemates, to eventually, 

resolution and post-conflict rebuilding. Conflicts are also organic and don’t always resolve 

themselves in accordance with any easily quantifiable rules. Because conflicts don’t seem to 

follow precise rules, it becomes imperative for both policy makers and conflict theorists to 

develop both broad and deep understanding of the “lives” of conflicts. This dissertation is an 

attempt to do precisely that. 

This dissertation develops contributions to understanding conflict “life events”– from armed 

secession attempts and government responses, to phases of seemingly endless fighting, to issues 

faced by peacekeeping organizations after the fighting ends. Each article explores a specific set 

of circumstances that could occur at particular stages of a conflict under study, but when taken 
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together, add to a foundation of knowledge that could be used to guide both policy makers with 

practical application and academic theorists for further study. 

The Three Articles  

Breaking Up Is Hard To Do: A Case Study Of Sudan And The Secession Of South Sudan 

examines secessionist activities and the decision to fight, negotiate, or settle multiple separatist 

movements active in Sudan since 1956. This article explores the range of government responses 

to those secession attempts using a single country as a case study. Various groups have attempted 

secession through armed conflict in Sudan with varying results (one successful secession, at least 

one active secession conflict, and several defeated secessions). 

Zombie Wars: Conflicts That Never Seem To Die applies a model originally developed to analyze 

personal conflicts to gain understanding into the psychology of intractable conflicts. The 

MACBE (motivation – affectation – cognition – behavior – environment) model provides a 

“system of systems” view into why parties in dispute often fail to respond in ways that other 

theorists (rationalists, economists, power theorists) would predict.  

Strangers In A Strange Land: Organizational Learning During The United Nations Interim 

Security Force In Abyei (UNISFA) Mission evaluates the impact of a United Nations 

Peacekeeping unified operational command on the application of organizational learning over 

the course of a peacekeeping operation.  
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CHAPTER 1 

BREAKING UP IS HARD TO DO: 
  

A CASE STUDY OF SUDAN AND THE SECESSION OF SOUTH SUDAN 
 
Preface  

  I first became really interested in secession stories after learning some of the how and 

why of South Sudan becoming the world’s newest nation (learning that occurred before the event 

actually even happened). In July of 2010, I had just been released from my assignment as the 

senior American military advisor to the Ethiopian Defense Command and Staff College 

(EDCSC) and was waiting around Addis Ababa for either a new assignment, or to go home (I 

eventually went home in September, 2010 after a short stint at the Headquarters of Combined 

Joint Task Force – Horn of Africa (CJTF-HOA) in Djibouti). One of my “unofficial” duties 

during the wait time in Addis was to maintain contact with my former students from the EDCSC 

to gauge their attitudes and perceptions regarding the myriad of U.S. national security issues in 

play throughout the Horn. Among the contingents of my former students were two groups of 

“international officers”. The first was a group of five Somaliland Defense Force officers and the 

second, larger group, was a dozen Sudanese Peoples’ Liberation Army (SPLA) officers from 

South Sudan.  

 One of the SPLA officers contacted me at the Addis Hilton to arrange a meeting with the 

entire SPLA contingent to discuss their relative unhappiness with the Ethiopians’ decision to 

terminate the U.S. advising mission to the EDCSC.  I agreed to meet with them, expecting to get 

an earful from the SPLA officers about how, now that the Americans were gone from the 

EDCSC, the new instructors (all Ethiopian) were treating them unfairly. We met at the Queen of 
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Sheba Hotel in Addis on a Saturday morning, and after perfunctory coffee, got down to what 

they wanted to talk with me about.   

 The discussion did, in fact, start off with their concerns about the Ethiopian instructors, 

but quickly moved on to the upcoming referendum on independence for South Sudan mandated 

by the 2005 Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA). I asked what they thought the outcome 

would be and one of the officers replied, “We never belonged with Khartoum.” Another chimed 

in that, “the issue was already decided.” They were all positive that the referendum would go for 

independence.  I asked if they thought Khartoum would honor the vote. “Doesn’t matter,” replied 

another officer, “we will go our own way now.”  

 “But,” I countered, “won’t Khartoum fight to keep the oil?” One of the SPLA officers 

replied, “They won’t. Because if they did, they would lose the rest of Sudan and they don’t want 

that.” 

 I asked about how southern independence might affect Darfur. The group consensus was 

that the ongoing troubles would continue because Khartoum really had no plan to resolve the 

issues past continuing to support the Janjaweed militias, but the SPLA would not intervene on 

behalf of the local (primarily Fur and Maasalit) peoples any more than they already were. I 

didn’t ask what that support might be – I just assumed that the SPLA was doing something in the 

areas south of Darfur. One of the officers mentioned the Beja people (an ethnic group 

concentrated between the Blue Nile and the Red Sea along the Ethiopian and Eritrean border) 

and that Khartoum had recently made peace overtures. “Khartoum is making peace with 

everyone in Sudan, except in Darfur,” one of the officers said, “because they know we are going, 

and they aren’t strong enough to keep the rest by force.” This comment surprised me, as I had 
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made the assumption (like many novices to the region) that the primary cleavage in Sudan was 

North-South and Christian-Muslim. My hosts assured me that the problems of Sudan were much 

more complex than that.  

 My last question was, “what about Bashir?” The pundit thinking at the time (if there is 

such a thing as Horn of Africa punditry) was that if the South ultimately went for independence, 

Bashir would have to fight or see his government toppled. The SPLA officers were of a different 

opinion. “He will stay,” one said, “because there is no one else.”   

 This three-hour meeting was my first real education into the particular workings of an 

actual secession, and planted the seed of a question in my mind as to why things in Sudan were 

working out the way they were, and, if independence was possible for South Sudan, then why 

not for my other friends in Somaliland (or any other place where a secessionist group had 

achieved a defacto state)?   

Introduction 

 Despite a wide range of self-determination and separatist movements all over the world, 

very few of those movements tend toward the secession end of the scale. And of those, even 

fewer have resulted in new independent states. Of the some 195 current widely recognized 

sovereign nations, 126 have come into being since the end of World War Two. However, most of 

these new countries were the result of the end of the colonial era as new countries (sometimes 

reincarnations of very old countries) replaced colonial administrations in Africa, Asia, the 

Caribbean, and Oceania. For example, of the 55 “new” nations in Africa, only three (Eritrea, 

Namibia, and South Sudan) have come from non-colonial or pre-colonial origins. Another source 

of this explosion of sovereignty has been the implosion of the former Soviet Union and 
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Yugoslavia. Between them, they account for 21 new nations, many birthed in bloody fighting. 

However, even these states have (more or less) accepted pre-existing internal boundaries as the 

new national boundaries. Only Kosovo, which split itself off from Serbia (and has limited 

international recognition) is really a completely “new” state. 

 However, there have been nationalist-separatist movements quite literally around the 

world as groups have agitated for some greater self-determination in places from Quebec to 

Scotland, Belgium, Catalonia, Chechnya, Somaliland, Mindanao and Kurdistan. Although most 

separatist activities fall along a relatively peaceful continuum ranging from protests to civil 

disobedience to political action, a number of separatist movements have resorted to violence and 

conflict up to civil war to achieve their ends, but very few have actually achieved the goal of a 

successful secession. In Africa, while Eritrea, Namibia, and South Sudan have achieved 

independence, Somaliland and Puntland still remain in limbo, part of Somalia (but not really), 

while Western Saharan and Biafran independence movements were defeated by Morocco and 

Nigeria. The success of Kosovo in breaking away from Serbia is mirrored by the failures of the 

Chechen and Dagestani independence movements in Russia. At current count, only five nations 

have achieved near-universal internationally recognized independence through victory in a 

contested secession war since 1945 (Bangladesh, Eritrea, East Timor, Namibia, South Sudan).  

 The historical record naturally leads to a general question of why have so few 

secessionist conflicts ended with state partition (a new independent state)? Inside the general 

question, can analysis of a single “crucial” case provide context to enable better understanding of 

gaps in current theory and lead to better understanding of the very rare phenomenon of 

successful secession? Specifically for Sudan, why did the government opt to fight, negotiate a 
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settlement, or allow secession in response to armed secession attempts in South Sudan, the Beja 

Region and Darfur? Is Sudan a crucial case?  

 Gerring (2004) defines the case study as, “an intensive study of a single unit for the 

purpose of understanding a larger class of (similar) units” (p. 342). He elaborates further, “Case 

studies, if well constructed, allow one to peer into the box of causality to the intermediate causes 

lying between some cause and its purported effect. Ideally, they allow one to “see” X and Y 

interact...” (p. 348). Along with George and Bennett (2004) and others, he describes how 

process-tracing can be used to provide a minutely detailed explanatory narrative, which provides 

more certainty for the covering laws (theories) (Gerring, 2004). Finally, he contends that case 

studies are the only way to get at the motivations of the actors involved. Building on Taylor 

(1970), Gerring (2004) reminds us that, “Intentionality is an integral part of causal analysis...” (p. 

348). He concludes, “...the investigation of a single unit may allow one to test the causal 

implications of a theory, thus providing corroborating evidence for a causal argument” (p. 348). 

 Using the single-case utility arguments of Gerring (2004), George and Bennett (2004), 

and others, Sudan clearly meets the requirements of a crucial case. By understanding how things 

played out in Sudan, both researchers and policy practitioners can gain understanding into the 

motivations and intentions of key actors in other, similar situations. For example, understanding 

the motivations at the time of the Nimeiri and Bashir governments, along with the SPLM/A 

rebels led by John Garang to opt for fighting, negotiating or ultimately settling on a peace 

process, can lend understanding to the intransigence or willingness to negotiate that other 

national leaders and rebel groups display at various stages of their conflicts.  
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Literature Review 

 There is a growing body of research into secession movement termination, including 

partitions and negotiated settlements. Review of this literature suggests a number of promising 

hypotheses that may be factors in addressing the research question.  The first of these findings 

suggests that international recognition is really all that matters for the failure or success of 

secessionist movements in civil wars. However, international recognition doesn’t explain 

everything. The second revelation is that negotiations are very difficult in secessionist/civil war 

termination because secessionists’ goals morph over the course of the conflict, especially when 

they achieve some semblance of success in the fighting. These “moving goalposts” often lead the 

rebels to elevate their demands from separation to overthrow, making it impossible to negotiate a 

settlement. This finding also is useful to explain some, but not all, of our research question.  

 At this point it is important to note that, for the purposes of answering this research 

question, secession means a negotiated end to hostilities resulting in a new recognized state. A 

failed secession doesn’t necessarily mean the rebels lose; they may succeed at overthrowing the 

government and taking power over the whole of the original state, or they may settle for some 

sort of power sharing short of independence (local autonomy, a share of the central government, 

a federal restructuring of the State). This outcome clarification sheds additional light on just how 

rare secession has been throughout the Westphalian era. The trend over time is solidly for 

consolidation over separation. O’Leary (2007) shows support for this when he says, “The 

modern norm of respecting the territorial integrity of states in part flows from the acceptance of 

both nationalist and democratic ideas and practices in the international order, and their respective 

rejections of the legitimacy of conquest. It is against the norm of respect for the territorial 
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integrity of states that proposals to partition independent states are now judged unlawful and 

wrong.” Even former colonies have supported the existing system by choosing to accept colonial 

borders rather than forge new separatist boundaries. 

 Because successful secessions have been a rarity, study of how secession wars end has 

lacked a full depth of scope. Wood (1981) said, “Despite the vital importance of the outcome of 

current secessionist attempts... ...there is at present no coherent, systematic way of analyzing the 

origins of secession, the conditions which make it succeed or fail, or the consequences of various 

secessionist strategies or governmental responses.” Liklider (1995) adds, “There is a substantial 

literature on the causes of such violence, an important topic. However, …the ending of such 

violence is often the major consideration, whether for reason of policy or humanitarianism; but 

ironically, we know much less about how this happens, with or without outside assistance.”  

 Starting with the idea that powerful international actors are reluctant to recognize 

secessionist movements even if they are militarily successful, most secessionist movements fail. 

Support comes first from O’Leary (2007), who says, “… proponents of partition may flourish 

when great powers intervene in multinational and pluralist states, as has happened recently in the 

Balkans and Iraq. He continues that, “…partition’s incidence has been minimal in the last 60 

years because strong states uphold colonially established borders in Africa and Asia...”(O’Leary, 

2007). Ottaway and Mair (2005) add, “Until the end of the Cold War… The concern of the 

superpowers and former colonial powers… was to keep in power friendly regimes, with little 

regard for the long-term consequences for the stability or even the survival of the state.” 

McNamee (2012) uses the example of South Sudan to demonstrate the difficulty in achieving 

wider international recognition. He writes, “That South Sudan’s legitimacy as an independent 
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state has been so fulsomely acknowledged... ...illustrates one of the main distinctions between its 

independence struggle and other self-determination movements in Africa that seek to imitate it. 

None could expect to attain the level of international legitimacy conferred on South Sudan, at 

least initially.”  He continues, “Currently, no would-be secessionist state in Africa has even tacit 

agreement of the parent government to secede under any circumstances, save in Ethiopia...” 

(McNamee, 2012). Dugard (2011) adds, “... unlike Eritrea, South Sudan did not enjoy a separate 

colonial identity but was instead a region of an existing State whose boundaries were protected 

by the principle of uti possidetis [juris] (as you possess under law). In this respect, the secession 

of South Sudan is more comparable to the failed secession of Biafra, a distinct region in a federal 

State whose boundaries were likewise protected by the principle of uti possidetis” (p.199).  

 There is research that should encourage international actors to re-assess their current 

collective anti-partition preferences. Chapman and Roeder found, “partition emerges as a better 

solution to nationalist wars than the alternatives of unitarism, de facto separation, or autonomy 

insofar as it increases the prospects for post conflict peace and democracy” (Chapman & Roeder, 

2007). This argument is countered by Sambanis, however, when he finds, “partitions do not help 

prevent recurrence of ethnic war and that they may not even be necessary to stop low-level 

ethnic violence. Although it may seem like a clean and easy solution, partition fares no better 

than other outcomes of ethnic civil war” (Sambanis, 2000). Dugard (2011) finds that secession 

success is tied to a perception of consent by the losing State. He writes, “Only the agreement of 

Sudan, pressured by international public opinion, prevailed over the principle of uti possidetis. 

This allowed the African Union to welcome the independence of South Sudan as an example of 
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consensual secession and not as a precedent for the redrawing of colonial boundaries of Africa” 

(p.201). 

 The second explanation that even when conflicts begin as secessions, most civil wars end 

up with settlement goals that raise the stakes of the conflict to survival for the government; 

negotiations with the opposition become impossible. Walter (1997) provides initial support for 

this explanation, “… civil wars rarely end in negotiated settlements. Instead, most internal wars 

ended with the extermination, expulsion, or capitulation of the losing side. Licklider (1995) adds,  

“… in civil wars the members of the two sides must live side by side and work together in a 

common government after the killing stops. Compromise is particularly difficult because the 

stake is control of this new government and is thus, literally, life and death for the combatants.” 

Downes (2004) also provides support regarding the difficulty of reaching settlements, “...the 

experience of warfare provides combatants with ample evidence of their adversary’s malign 

intentions. Although the enemy appears willing to settle now, the war just fought gives each side 

little reason to be sanguine about the other’s future intentions. Negotiated settlements to civil 

wars, however, require that groups forsake their armed forces—and hence their ability to protect 

themselves and enforce the terms of any agreement negotiated—in order to unify the country” 

(Downes, 2004).   

 Collier & Hoeffler (2002) find that resources play a great factor in secession decisions. 

They give two reasons: first, control of resources allows secessionists to finance the fight; and 

second, successful secession means permanent control of resources in the breakaway areas. 

Goertz & Diehl (2002) among others, add to this line, finding that governments respond more 

aggressively protect economically valuable territory. This indicates that control of resources adds 
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to the difficulty of settlements argument, as neither side should want to agree to a settlement that 

limits control of resources.   

 Difficulty of settlements arguments also encompasses Walter (2006) who argues that 

reputational costs incurred by a government are the main measure for choosing whether, and 

how to respond to secession attempts.  Her argument is that governments will respond to 

secession attempts more aggressively (and by extension, be less likely to accept a secession 

outcome) when the risk of other groups leaving is present.   

 While both the international actors and difficulty of settlements arguments shed a great 

deal of light on the difficulty of successful secession, even together, they may not tell the whole 

story. A third line of enquiry asks how the above theories play out in the context of time in 

regards to secession conflicts. Whether the involvement of international actors, or the difficulty 

of settlements (including reputation and resource arguments) explain some, most, or all of the 

reasoning for the decision by the parties to fight, negotiate, or settle is inextricably tied to the 

“facts on the ground at the time” of any particular secession. 

 It is into this line that exploring the case of Sudan and the Khartoum government’s 

responses to the separatist movements emanating from the South, Beja and Darfur falls. The 

Bashir government faced two powerful rebel forces (and one lesser force) in areas of the country 

far from the traditional center of power, and which the government lacked the military ability to 

defeat by force of arms. In one case, Khartoum concluded an agreement, which allowed the 

South to break away and form a new nation. However, in the case of Darfur, Bashir’s 

government was able to successfully split the Darfur rebel coalition and conclude an agreement 

that kept Darfur solidly under Khartoum’s control, even in the face of intense international 
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pressure. In the third case, Khartoum offered nominally conciliatory terms to the Beja Peoples’ 

Congress that granted them a measurably greater say in their own governance, but far short of 

the independence achieved by the South. This presents a unique opportunity to conduct a case 

study of how the actors calculated what terms could be reached that would be acceptable to their 

respective stake-holders, and to what extent acceptability was shaped by the context of the 

situation on the ground at the time.  

 To get at the time aspect of the processes that led to the three agreements, the lens of 

Putnam’s (1988) two-level bargaining game can provide a useful tool. Although Putnam 

developed the basic framework as a way to better understand international negotiation, the model 

seems adaptable to the purpose of examining the parties in opposition during civil wars, and 

especially wars of secession as opposed to a war with the purpose of overthrowing the 

government in its entirety. The heart of Putnam (1988), which is further expanded on by Iida 

(1993) and Janusch (2016), contends that negotiators in state-level disputes have to play a two-

level game. The first level consists of developing a range of dispute resolutions acceptable to the 

party or parties in opposition (in Putnam and others, State level actors). The second level of 

Putnam’s game is ensuring those first level positions will be accepted by the domestic audiences 

(selectorate), should the other State-level actors accept one of the proposed resolutions. In the 

case of Sudan, the State-level actors are replaced by the Key Actors, such as Dr. John Garang, 

Omar al-Bashir and Ali Osman Taha, while the selectorates are their respective constituencies – 

the SPLM/A and the National Congress Party (NCP), the Islamist ruling party in Khartoum.  

 Using the framework of the two-level model should produce evidence to support a more 

nuanced view to assessing Sudan’s secession conflict termination outcomes. The case will draw 
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on Political Science, International Relations, and Political Economics viewpoints to achieve a 

more well-rounded understanding of issues that drove the various Sudanese groups to attempt 

secession, explain why the government fought to retain those groups (and their territory), and 

what drove the conflict termination processes that resulted in three very different outcomes. 

 Sudan is an excellent case study (a crucial case) to contextualize “in time” the 

international actors and difficulty of settlements (reputation and resource) theories of why so few 

secession attempts succeed. Sudan has the requisite core v. periphery dynamic, valuable 

resources, ethno-national fractionalization, and international actor involvement to test both 

theories in an empirical setting.  

The Competing Theories 

1. International Actors and Recognition 

 Morrison (1967) writing about the legal and political aspects of Recognition points out, 

“At least two major theories have been advanced to provide a framework for this part of 

international law. The "constitutive theory" views recognition as the voluntary act of the 

recognizing state; the "declaratory theory" accepts recognition as automatic” (p.857). He further 

distinguishes between recognition of ‘States’ and ‘Governments’, noting, “Where governments 

or heads of state succeed one another through the constitutional processes... there is normally no 

official notice taken of the transition. Where, however, violent or substantial changes in the 

constitutional structure take place, a decision must be made by each external state whether to 

recognize the new authorities. The problem is especially difficult when internal war results in the 

existence... of two or more authorities each controlling a substantial segment of the territory...” 
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(Morrison, 1967 p.858).  Oppenheim (1921) explains the constitutive theory, “A state is and 

becomes an international person through recognition only and exclusively.”   

 In contrast, Morrison defines the declarative theory of recognition, “...that international 

law is an objective system, which dictates the conditions upon which a state becomes a member 

of the international community. When a state has fulfilled these conditions, it automatically 

becomes subject to the rights and duties of international law, without any formal action on the 

part of the other members of the international system” (Morrison, 1967 p.861). Moore & 

Wharton (1906) found, “The rights and attributes of sovereignty belong to it [a State] 

independently of all recognition, but it is only after it has been recognized that it is assured of 

exercising them.” However, Dugard (2013) counters that as a practical matter, the declarative 

theory is just as unworkable as the constitutive theory. He writes, “Taken to its logical extreme 

self-determination threatened the sovereignty and territorial integrity of all nations with 

dissatisfied minorities. It was therefore with a sense of relief to many nations that self-

determination was ‘conscripted into the cause of decolonization’” (pp.94-95). 

 The practical application of international recognition has fallen between the two theories, 

resulting in non-recognized states, partially recognized states and fully recognized states. Dugard 

(2013) explains the difficulties of applying either the constitutive or declarative recognition 

theories, “There are many secessionist movements in many States. Not infrequently a group of 

persons with a common identity, perhaps qualifying as a ‘people’, dissatisfied with the policies 

and practices of the central Government, form a political movement that espouses the rhetoric of 

secession as a means to securing greater internal autonomy. Sometimes, when autonomy is 

unachievable, real secession becomes the goal of such a movement” (pp.170-171). 
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2. Difficulty of Settlements 

 Governments incur costs for contesting secession. As those costs rise to some threshold, 

the government, as a rational actor, should, at some point - first, negotiate for a settlement short 

of secession, then, at some further point, cut its losses and allow the secession in order to 

maintain power in the rump state. The range between these points would, in essence, be 

Zartman’s (1989) range of “ripeness” for settlement. 

 Governments, however, often do not seem to act rationally. They pour even more 

resources into the fight with the objective of defeating the rebels, or at worst, achieving 

settlements that minimize power devolution. Granting secession in these circumstances appears, 

at the time, to have been a worse option than defeat for the government, even if they retained 

power in the rump state. Examples of this behavior include the Mengistu regime’s defeat by the 

Eritrean Peoples’ Liberation Front/Tigrayan Peoples’ Liberation Front (EPLF/TPLF) led 

rebellion, the Serbian response to Kosovo or Georgia’s loss of Ossetia and Abkhazia to Russia, 

although in the latter two cases, the government found itself taking on a major power in addition 

to the rebels.  

 The concept of cost includes the broad categories of economic costs, reputational costs, 

and legitimacy costs.  Each of these categories, in turn, is made up of expected costs in areas 

such as: loss of access to resources; cost from damage to international reputation, and; cost to 

stability of the government. Some of these costs are difficult to measure other than as qualitative 

judgments of what were the government’s (and the rebels’) stated reasons at the time for 

choosing fighting, negotiating, or agreeing to the secession. These costs are valued differently at 

different times over the course of a conflict.  
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 This case study will attempt to determine how those varying values influenced the actors’ 

decision-making in regards to stakeholder demands over the course of Sudan’s tumultuous 

history.  

Geography and History 

 Discussion of Sudan is invariably tied to geography and history, with big geography and 

long history. Sudan and South Sudan are comprised of dozens of ethnically and religiously 

distinct groups from Arabs to Furs to Dinka and Neur and other Nilotic peoples (see Maps 1 and 

2) spread over 2.5 million square kilometers of territory that varies from Saharan desert in the 

north to high, arid plains in the west to the foothills of the Simien Mountains in the east to 

verdant grasslands and savannas in south (see Maps 3 and 4). The area is also defined by the Nile 

River, which splits the area both north to south and east to west. The river also defines the status 

of the people of Sudan, as the Khartoum’s ruling elite and their three tribes are known as the 

‘people of the country’ or awlad al-beled, while the Southerners were collectively known as 

zurga, ‘blacks’ and the tribes of Darfur as awlad al-gharb, ‘children of the west’ (see map 5). 

Other Sudanese, such as the Beja in the east and the non-Khartoum centered farming and herding 

tribes of the north were also lumped into the ‘others’ category by the three tribes, who 

concentrated power from the center in Khartoum. 

 Religion in Sudan is almost entirely Islam, although until the late 1980s, of the Salafist 

bent. However, with the coming to power of the NCP during the 1989 coup, a more 

fundamentalist Sufi version of Islam, with an emphasis on Sharia as the basis for national law 

has been promoted. In South Sudan, Christianity (mostly of the Evangelical kind) and strands of 

Traditional Animism are the two dominant religious followings, with a scattering of Islam 
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throughout the country.  South Sudan is officially a secular state with freedom of religion 

guaranteed by the constitution. 

 Both countries are desperately poor, and primarily depend on primary commodity exports 

for revenues and economic activity. South Sudan is almost entirely dependent on oil export, the 

proceeds of which are shared with Khartoum, as the only export path for Southern oil is through 

Sudan to the terminal at Port Sudan. Khartoum relies on the transit fees for the pipeline, and also 

generates export revenue for a number of other agricultural goods, primarily cotton. Sudan has 

some light manufacturing capacity in and around Khartoum and Omdurman that generates 

economic activity as well. 

 The history of the fissures of Sudan dates back centuries, but for the purposes of this 

research, the starting point is the colonial period and the Anglo-Egyptian Condominium.    

Johnson (2011) explains, “To understand the peace process, some knowledge of the history of 

Sudan and its many conflicts is essential.” Having lived and worked in Sudan for many years, he 

concluded that, “ ...history is a battleground, where Southern and Northern intellectuals struggle 

to institutionalize their own versions of the background and events” (p.4). He found that while 

Northerners blamed the policies of the Anglo-Egyptian Condominium, then the British colonial 

system, and then foreign interference for most of the post-independence problems and violence, 

Southerners laid most problems squarely at the feet of the Khartoum ruling elites and the three 

tribes (Johnson, 2011). 

 The chronology of the North-South conflict starts even before independence with a 

soldiers’ mutiny in Torit town in 1956. Several Dinka soldiers were convicted of mutiny and the 

murder of their Northern officers and were summarily executed. This, combined with the 
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replacement of many Southern administrators with Northerners drove Southerners into rebellion 

under the banners of the Anya-Nya Front. This, the First Sudanese Civil War lasted from 1956 to 

1972. The Addis Ababa Agreement that ended the first war created a regional autonomous 

government for the South, and mandated that the national government in Khartoum create a 

development strategy that invested in development projects not just in the South, but in all of 

Sudan’s periphery areas as well. 

 Throughout the 1970s and early 1980s, Khartoum mostly kept to the terms of the Addis 

Ababa agreement, funneling IMF and World Bank project money into development projects.  

However, many of these projects were either covertly, and sometimes overtly controlled by the 

Khartoum elites who were the only people with the requisite political and economic skills to 

manage the developments. Arabized Sudanese businessmen from Khartoum were soon in control 

of vast swaths of farmland stretching down the Blue Nile towards Ethiopia and across the Nuba 

Mountains to where the Bahr El-Ghazal (Kiir River) joins the White Nile in Jonglei. As the 

Northerners appropriated the land for commercial use, Southerners started to balk at the idea of 

becoming paid laborers on lands that had been customarily owned by their own tribes for a 

millennia. 

 As the 1970s ended, a number of events coincided that drove the South back into 

rebellion in what would be known as the Second Sudanese Civil War. The first of these events 

was a scaling-back of IMF and World Bank development investment. When the investment 

stopped, periphery projects were the first to be shuttered. Although projects such as the Jonglei 

Canal were not necessarily beneficial to the South in terms of Southern directed development, 
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the loss of the development dollars had an out-sized impact on the mostly Southern labor force 

that was idled by the loss of jobs.  

 The second event was President Jaafar Nimeiri’s Islamic awakening. When Nimeiri took 

power in 1969, he was secular, socialist, and a military officer.  He is credited as the driving 

force behind the 1972 Addis Ababa Agreement, which ended the first war. He was also 

responsible for using Sudan’s strategic location and his friendly relations with both Western and 

Arab powers to leverage foreign investment into Sudan. However, by the early 1980s, with 

international investment waning, Sudan’s economy crashing and ethnic tensions rising seemingly 

everywhere across the nation, Nimeiri found Islam. John Young (2012) explains how Nimeiri, 

starting in the summer of 1983, enacted a litany of Islamic laws by presidential decree, pushing 

them through a toothless National Assembly. The leader also declared a state of emergency, 

setting up emergency courts, which routinely handed down medieval punishments including 

public floggings and amputations for the most minor of infractions.  

 The third event was the discovery of oil in the Bahr el-Ghazal region of South Kordofan, 

and Unity, and along the Blue Nile River in Blue Nile and Jonglei provinces. Chevron 

prospectors staked out promising claims all along the Bahr el-Ghazal and Blue Nile from Heglig 

through Abyei and south towards Bentiu and Malakal towns. The vast bulk of the discoveries 

were being struck in the Southern autonomous region under the control of the Juba regional 

government.  

 The oil finds sparked the fourth event that precipitated the Second Sudanese Civil War. 

In 1983, at about the same time as he was enacting the harsh Islamic law regime, Nimeiri pushed 

a measure through the National Assembly that reorganized Sudan’s territory into a new 
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provincial structure designed to strip the Juba regional government of control of the oil-rich 

provinces and dissolve the Southern regional government. The provincial reorganization proved 

to be the match that sparked a renewal of the North-South fighting.  Southern born soldiers of the 

Sudan Armed Forces (SAF) had primarily been garrisoned in the Southern region as a condition 

of the Addis Ababa Agreement. When Nimeiri reorganized the provincial boundaries, he also 

attempted to reorganize the SAF and bring the Southern units under Khartoum’s direct control. 

The Southern units revolted against the change, so Nimeiri sent a young, highly educated SAF 

colonel who happened to be a Dinka as well south to sort out the revolt and bring the soldiers to 

heal. However, Col. John Garang, rather than resolve the revolt, joined the rebel soldiers and 

escaped across the border into Ethiopia. 

 Thomas (2009) explains that Garang, internationally known as Dr. John, founded the 

Sudanese Peoples’ Liberation Movement/Army from the cadre of rebelling troops. With the aid 

of Mengistu’s Communist regime in Ethiopia, Garang’s SPLM/A had established firm control 

over much of the South by the mid-1980s. Garang, however, never led the SPLM/A as a 

separatist.  Rather, according to Thomas (2009), Johnson (2011), Young (2012) and others, 

Garang’s vision was for a “New Sudan”, just, democratic, socialist, and secular with power 

devolved from the core to all the peripheries. 

 By 1985, Nimeiri was spent as the leader of Sudan. Young (2012) says, “Nimeiri then 

entered a downward spiral: weakened by his loss of support in the south he turned to the 

Islamists, but they had many enemies and this further reduced his popularity. He then turned on 

the Muslim Brothers and arrested Turabi and another thousand Islamists over the coming weeks, 

which the Islamists held was due to pressure from President Reagan” (p.29). Nimeiri’s downfall 
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was a significant gain for the National Islamic Front (NIF) (which morphed into the National 

Party Congress or NCP). Nimeiri’s hold on power slipped away and he was replaced in a 

bloodless coup by a military caretaker government in 1985. Sadiq al-Mahdi permanently 

replaced Nimeiri, winning parliamentary elections in 1986.  

 The civil war continued to go badly for Khartoum under the al-Mahdi led government as 

well. The SPLM/A consolidated its hold on the south, and backed by Ethiopia and Uganda, 

demonstrated a clear military superiority over Khartoum’s forces. Thomas (2015) explains the 

troubles al-Mahdi faced,  “By 1989, the SPLA had liberated most of South Sudan. ...and was on 

the offensive in South Kordofan and Blue Nile. The National Salvation Revolution, led by Omer 

al-Bashir, ousted a defunct parliamentary regime, just as the Cold War drew to a close” (p. 189). 

 Bashir and the National Congress Party took control of Sudan’s government just at the 

time of the rise of fundamentalist Islam as a governing doctrine. Young (2012) contends that for 

Sudanese Islamists, the NCP led government was at the leading edge of change in the Islamic 

world.  NCP fundamentalism permeated into every fabric of Khartoum’s governing structure, 

often shortcutting official offices and ministries through behind the scenes “shadow” 

governance. 

 However, Young (2012) notes that the people of Sudan’s peripheries mounted a sustained 

resistance to the imposition of Khartoum’s brand of Sharia, either through force of arms by local 

security forces and militias in the South, East and other peripheries, and also from many in the 

ruling tribes themselves, where the traditional tribal values were able to resist the NCP’s 

fundamentalist onslaught.   
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 After a brief respite resulting from the downfall of the SPLM/A’s Derg allies in Ethiopia, 

Khartoum’s fortunes in the war again took a turn for the worst.  By the mid-1990s, it had become 

apparent that Khartoum would not be able to enforce a military solution on the SPLM/A. It was 

also clear that, even with the support of friendly neighboring countries (Ethiopia, Eritrea, and 

Uganda) concerned that the NCP’s brand of Islamism might spill across the borders; the 

SPLM/A was not strong enough to force the issue with Khartoum either. However, it was at this 

juncture that Sudan and the Sudanese problem found its way to the forefront of the world stage.  

 Young (2012) explains that Garang cultivated close ties with international Christian 

organizations like Britain’s Christian Solidarity International and the US Samaritan’s Purse, and 

high-profile U. S. Christian evangelical leaders like Billy and Franklin Graham. The Grahams 

were close to Republican Party leaders, especially President G.H.W. Bush. Even after Bush’s 

defeat in the 1992 election, Sudan stayed on the radar of the U.S. National Security Apparatus 

because of the NCP-led Khartoum government’s decision to back Saddam Hussein’s claim to 

Kuwait in the 1990-91 Gulf War. Bashir and the NCP found themselves practically friendless in 

the world for most of the 1990s: abandoned by Egypt as a result of assistance they had provided 

to a Libyan assassination plot against Hosni Mubarak in 1993; at odds with Saudi Arabia over 

their position during the Gulf War; accused by the U.S. of harboring terrorists (Osama bin Laden 

stayed briefly in Sudan in 1995-96).  

 Internally, Khartoum was facing fledgling rebellions nearly from one end of the country 

to the other. In addition to the South, the Beja Peoples’ Congress, with the help of the SPLM/A 

and the Eritreans, had established a viable armed resistance movement in the east. In Darfur in 

the west of Sudan, long simmering troubles between the Fur and Maasalit (Africans), and the 
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Baggera (Arabized) tribes spilled over into violence that escalated to all-out tribal wars by the 

early 2000s. In Khartoum itself, university students and trade unionists were voicing public 

discontent with the NCP’s ever more repressive Sharia law based rule. 

 September 11, 2001 seemed to completely change Bashir and the NCP government’s 

calculus regarding the way forward for the Khartoum regime. Even though the government’s 

coffers were rapidly filling from the sale of Sudanese oil, the regime was more worried about its 

survival in the face of an angry United States’ declaration of a ‘War on Terror’, and 

proclamation by President G.W. Bush that nations were either with the US or against it in the 

coming war. Khartoum sought to reassure the US that it was very much with the USA.   

“One year after the September 2001 attacks on the American mainland, a rattled Sudanese 

government signed a bilateral treaty with the United States pledging to end abduction in South 

Sudan” (Thomas, 2015 p. 12). Along with American interest came American engagement. 

Thomas (2012) continues, “The United States engaged briskly in the peace process after 2001, as 

part of a coalition of Western states made up of Italy, the Netherlands, Norway and the United 

Kingdom. The NCP engaged too: ...and was eager to cooperate with the US after the 2001 al-

Qaeda attacks...” (p.12). 

 The increased international attention to the North-South conflict enabled meaningful 

progress by both sides in the Naivasha (Kenya) talks. These talks were unusual in that, for the 

first time, the leaders were meeting. Dr. John Garang and Ali Osman Taha met face to face. 

Young (2012) writes, “... soon the SPLM-NCP negotiations were reduced to Garang-Ali Osman 

negotiations” (p.105). He further found that the reduction of the negotiations to only two 

individuals accelerated the pace and ability to decide issues. “Garang had almost unlimited 
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authority to decide, while Ali Osman... appeared to have a wide mandate to negotiate...” (Young, 

2012 p.105). Garang and Ali Osman concluded a framework at Machakos in 2002 that set the 

stage for the final rounds of negotiating that ultimately led to the CPA in 2005. 

 It was just at this time that the situation in Darfur blew up. The low-level, mostly tribal 

violence exploded into open war in late 2002 – early 2003 as local “self-defense” forces (mostly 

Fur and Maasalit militias) took up arms against groups of marauding “Arabized” nomads known 

popularly as the Janjaweed. The Janjaweed had originally been armed and financed by Khartoum 

to block Libyan and Chadian influence in the sparsely populated western and northwestern 

regions of the country. However, when the Darfur militias, emboldened by the success of the 

SPLM/A, threatened the government’s control over the west, Bashir and the NCP unleashed the 

Janjaweed on a murderous rampage of death, destruction, rape and mayhem in Darfur. This 

“new” war, declared genocide by many human rights organizations, quickly overshadowed the 

conclusion of the North-South peace process.  

 In the east, “Victories were being racked up... nominally by the Beja Congress and the 

Rashaida Free Lions, joined together as uneasy bedfellows in the Eastern Front, but in practice 

with considerable support from Eritrea and the SPLM/A” (Young, 2012 p.59). He describes the 

Beja as a large and impoverished Muslim African tribe [more closely related to the Tigray 

people of northern Ethiopia and Eritrea], which had been struggling for decades against 

Khartoum. While these armed groups in the east achieved some military success, Young (2012) 

writes that they were never able to turn themselves into a true guerrilla movement. 

 The limits of the Eastern Front to expand their control aside, by early 2004 Sudan seemed 

on the brink of implosion. In the wake of the Machakos Accord, working parties from both the 
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NCP and the SPLM/A were hammering out the details of Garang and Ali Osman’s agreement. 

The two sides ended up deferring many of the outstanding issues into a “post agreement” 

framework. However, the main issue of a “self-determination” referendum for the South stayed 

in.  Young (2012), Thomas (2009, 2015), and Johnson (2011) all agree that Garang did not 

intend for the South to secede when he signed the Comprehensive Peace Agreement in 2005. As 

for Khartoum, Young writes, “...the NCP attempted to present self-determination as a great 

compromise and convince themselves that with Garang committed to unity he would eventually 

bring the SPLM/A and southerners around to his view” (Young, 2012 pp.96-97). 

 The Government of Sudan and the Sudanese Peoples’ Liberation Movement/Army signed 

the Comprehensive Peace Agreement on January 9, 2005 in Naivasha, Kenya with Dr. Garang 

signing for the SPLM/A and First Vice President Ali Osman Taha for the Government of Sudan. 

Under the terms of the agreement, a government of national unity (GONU) was established with 

Bashir as President, Garang as First Vice President, and Ali Osman was to become Second Vice 

President in a triumvirate presidency. This arrangement was seen as critical to the successful 

implementation of the CPA. Young (2012) explains, “... he [Garang] and Ali Osman both 

operated as if they would hold the presidency and could work out the inevitable problems of the 

agreement’s implementation. Thus the two agreed that critical issues ranging from Abyei to 

border demarcation would ultimately be deferred to and resolve[d] in the presidency. ...many of 

the most intractable problems facing the implementation of the CPA were left to the 

presidency...” (p.107). 

 Dr. John Garang was killed in a helicopter crash on July 30, 2005, and with his death the 

implementation of the CPA devolved from his vision of a “New Sudan” to one of the SPLM/A 
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led South marking time until they could hold their referendum on “self-determination”. Salva 

Kiir replaced Garang as First Vice President in Khartoum, but unlike Garang, he had neither the 

stature or the relationship with Ali Osman, nor the vision of a unified Sudan needed to 

successfully resolve the deferred issues in the CPA. What Kiir did have is a mandate from the 

SPLM/A to prepare for the inevitable split.  Kiir left the GONU in 2007 and spent the next four 

years in Juba, leading the SPLM/A as it built a “government in waiting” to be anointed as soon 

as the referendum voting was finished. 

 The referendum vote was held starting on January 9, 2011, exactly six years to the day 

from the signing of the CPA. Almost 99% of Southerners voted in favor of secession. The 

Republic of South Sudan came into being on July 9, 2011.  

Analysis 

  The historical narrative, framed through the lenses of the International Actors and 

Difficulty of Settlements theories, and using Putnam’s two levels of bargaining leads to a series 

of “why” questions regarding the motivations, actions and outcomes of three critical time periods 

and events that led up to South Sudan’s successful secession. The three periods encompass: the 

triggering events of the Second Civil War; the events surrounding the al-Bashir/NCP led 

government’s rise to power, and; the post 9-11 negotiations that ultimately led to the CPA, of 

which the most important provision was the referendum to allow the South to secede.   

 The first critical period centers on Nimeiri’s decision to dissolve the Southern 

Autonomous Regional government and repartition the South into three provinces, disband the 

constitution, and implement a particularly brutal form of Sharia law. Nimeiri must have known 

that those decisions, taken in total, would enrage the Southerners (and many other peripheral 
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peoples), who were still uneasy over the slow pace of investment into their areas agreed upon in 

the Addis Ababa Accords of 1972, and were mistrustful of the “Arabized” three tribes who 

controlled the Khartoum government. 

 Evaluating Nimeiri’s decisions leads to two quick conclusions: by dissolving the 

Southern government and repartitioning the territory, he was attempting to secure the newly 

discovered oil resources, along with commercially developable farmland for the Khartoum 

commercial elites, and; moving to shore up support for his government in the face of a rising tide 

of Islamist fundamentalism creeping into those same elites. Nimeiri’s choice to abandon the 

Addis Ababa Agreement, and precipitate the Second Civil War, is both a resources and 

reputation based decision.  

 In terms of resources, the Addis Ababa Agreement consisted of an economic framework 

that it was hoped would create a shared economic interest in national development. Thomas 

(2015) explains how the centerpiece of the plans were agricultural projects financed by 

international borrowing in the north–south border regions, which had been the front lines in the 

civil war, and had been closed districts during the colonial period. The global financial crisis of 

the late 1970s, dried up the sources of development financing, and drove Sudan into bankruptcy. 

Per Thomas (2015), “The debt crisis made investment in Sudan’s southern and western 

peripheries unrealizable, and disinvestment from the periphery set it on course for a long war 

with Sudan’s centre...” (Thomas, 2015 p. 88). 

  Control over the newly discovered oil resource was also a major factor in the Nimeiri 

government’s decision-making from the late 1970s on. In Sudan, as international development 

credit was drying up, oil exploration and extraction money was starting to trickle in. Starting 
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with Chevron in 1974, Thomas (2015) explains that the commercial elites in Khartoum drove the 

decision process about the location of oil production and transportation infrastructure over the 

next four years. Khartoum at first discouraged exploration in the South, Thomas (2015) says 

because of fears that any discoveries might reignite separatist sentiments. Once border area 

discoveries in areas such as Abyei, Heglig and Bentiu became commercially viable, Nimeiri’s 

government, under the influence of hardline Islamist Hasan al-Turabi, made the first attempt to 

redraw the internal boundaries to move oil producing areas into Northern controlled provinces.  

Although the 1980 effort was unsuccessful, the actions telegraphed to the South that Nimeiri and 

Khartoum were on a path of consolidating power back to the center. Within three years, Young 

(2012) explains that Nimeiri’s Khartoum government had completely fallen under the influence 

of Turabi’s hardliners who were intent on returning all governing power to the center.    

 Nimeiri used the proposed internal reorganization to embellish his reputation with the 

new rising Islamist movement that had infiltrated to the highest levels of the ruling Sudan 

Socialist Union Party. In June of 1983, Khartoum dissolved the Southern Regional Assembly 

and arbitrarily divided the region back into its pre-Addis Ababa Agreement provinces. Nimeiri 

also declared Arabic the official language and Sharia was to be instituted in the predominantly 

non-Muslim South (Young, 2012). While these decisions cost Nimeiri any remaining support he 

had in the South, he seems to have calculated that it was a price worth paying to hold the support 

of Khartoum’s elites, who had fallen under the spell of nationalist Islam that Turabi and his 

adherents were proffering as the future of not only Sudan, but of the Islamic world. 

 The second critical period runs from the time of the al-Bashir and NIF/NCP-led coup that 

overthrew the al-Mahdi government in 1989 up to the start of serious negotiations to end the war 
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in the late 1990s. Nimeiri and his Islamist hardline backers were overthrown in a bloodless coup 

in 1985. The military coup leaders turned over power to a civilian led administration led by 

Sadiq al-Mahdi. Just when it appeared that al-Mahdi’s government was willing to entertain talks 

that would have restored great measures of Southern autonomy and ended the Ethiopian leader 

Mengistu’s support of the SPLM/A, Islamist hard-liners, again led by Turabi, with General Omar 

al-Bashir as the public face, overthrew al-Mahdi and renewed efforts to subjugate the rebellious 

South and create an “Islamist” state. 

 The NCP brokered coup that brought al-Bashir to power (and Turabi back to power) was 

a manifestation of the Khartoum ruling elite’s fear that negotiating with the South, now unified 

in its resistance under the banner of John Garang’s SPLM/A and backed by Mengistu’s 

Communist government in Ethiopia, would lead to a fragmentation of Sudan. They feared other 

marginalized groups that made up the periphery of the nation – Darfuris in the west, the Beja in 

the east, disaffected farmers along the northern reaches of the Nile would use force of arms to 

secure advantages similar to whatever self-determination the Southerners seemed poised to gain 

from the negotiations with al-Mahdi’s government.  

 Young (2012) explains the NIF/NCP’s priorities as defeating the SPLM/A, recreating 

Sudanese civilization in a fundamentalist Islamist image, and then exporting that brand of Islam 

across the Horn of Africa and the greater region.  In light of these goals, it seems clear that 

negotiating to end the major conflict facing the NCP (the war with the SPLM/A) would result in 

a blow to Khartoum’s ability to maintain control over the nation. If Khartoum could prevail over 

the South, the other restive groups – already low level violence had broken out in Darfur as a 

result of famine in that region in the late 1980s, and Mengistu backed Sudanese rebels were 
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trading violence with Sudanese backed Ethiopian rebels in eastern Sudan – would be cowed back 

into subservience to the central government. 

 Support for this argument comes first from Young (2012) who describes the NCP’s 

ratcheting up of the war through the use of a mass conscription army as an organization where 

recruits, “...were given a little military training and a lot of religious instruction before being sent 

to the battlefields of the south, where they were usually slaughtered by the better Derg trained 

and equipped SPLA soldiers” (p.53).  

 After Mengistu’s ouster in Ethiopia in 1991, Khartoum used the period of transition, and 

Eritrea’s secession to try to export “Islamic revolution” into the two “Christian-dominated” 

nations. Khartoum’s interference in the affairs of its two neighbors, led by battle-hardened 

revolutionary leaders who President Clinton labeled “Africa’s Young Lions”, did not go at all as 

the NCP had planned. Both the Ethiopians and the Eritreans renewed support to the SPLM/A that 

had provided by the Derg in the 1980s (Young, 2012). The actions to support Islamist factions in 

the two countries only served to internationalize the struggle with the SPLM/A further, ensuring 

that Southern calls for self-determination would fall on receptive ears, at least in the Horn of 

Africa.  

 In Uganda, Museveni’s new government, in concert with Ethiopia and Eritrea, and 

influenced by U.S. based Evangelical Christian organizations, began actively backing the 

SPLM/A, capitalizing on the religious schism between the north and south. The NCP used the 

backing of the three nominally Christian States to try to unify domestic support for the war“... 

defining Sudan’s conflict in exclusively north–south terms was attractive because it would 

undermine the alliance between the SPLM/A and its northern allies and make survival of the 
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agreement dependent upon its signatories, thus providing a new lease of life for the embattled 

regime” (Young, 2012 p.90). 

 The one area where the NCP seemed to do well during this period was development of 

the oil industry. Even though most of the resources were located in the areas of heaviest conflict, 

Khartoum managed to keep the oil flowing and reap the benefits, which they plowed into ever 

more military capabilities. This ability to finance the war, even though the Sudan Armed Forces’ 

performance was generally poor, along with the recent example of Eritrea, played a large part in 

the NCP’s refusal to negotiate throughout the mid-1990s.    

 While the beginning of this period saw the NCP government eschewing negotiations in 

preference for a military solution, eight years of failure of almost every NCP initiative against 

the SPLM/A and the international isolation that ensued from the interference with its neighbors 

(and its flirtation with fundamentalist Jihadis) taught the leaders in Khartoum several valuable 

lessons they would need to heed in order to preserve the regime. Young (2012) explains, “The 

NIF had learned crucial skills of political survival, including the ability to make the best of 

rapidly changing circumstances, and those circumstances suggested to its leaders that the best 

means both to ease international pressure and to maintain its Islamist project, indeed to survive, 

was to move from war to peacemaking with the SPLA” (pp.43-44). Johnson (2011) corroborates, 

“...Sudan had ‘two governments’ during the nineties: the cabinet in office constituted the formal 

government, while powerful players behind the scenes... ...were the ‘shadow government’ 

actually taking a lot of the decisions. After 1998... ...it was possible [for the government] to take 

a united position on negotiations. ...Those negotiations would moreover allow the NCP to secure 

the system, ensure stability, and remain in power, an important motivation for talks” (p.21). 
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 The third critical period begins with al-Bashir and the NCP’s reaction to the September 

11, 2001 attacks and the intense international engagement in the Sudanese problems following 

those attacks. It was during this period that the Khartoum government basically gave away South 

Sudan through the guarantee of a “self-determination” referendum that became the only 

substantive resolution enacted in the implementation of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement of 

2005. This period was marked by intense international attention and pressure on Khartoum to 

settle the war, and the first inklings by the international community, led by the United States, that 

a two-state solution would be the best outcome to end Africa’s longest running war. 

 Sudan had attracted increasing negative international attention throughout the 1990s for 

its support for and desire to export a brand of fundamentalist Islam that included the likes of 

Osama bin-Laden’s al-Qaeda and the Taliban in Afghanistan. Thomas (2015), “Sudan’s 

ferocious national project attracted more critics as the War Against Terror got under way: 

powerful international actors sought out examples of what they saw as authentically ‘Arab 

Muslim’ wickedness in Sudan...” (p.12). Recognizing that their regime was in mortal peril, al-

Bashir and the NCP set out early on after the September 11 attacks to convince the United States 

that Sudan was definitely aligned against the terrorists. 

 Once the attention of the United States became focused on the Sudanese problem, Young 

(2012) explains that several key U.S. groups shaped American involvement in shaping the 

direction that resolution would take. From President W. Bush, the Congressional Black Caucus, 

Christian Evangelicals, human rights organizations, and U.S. oil companies all managed to 

combine their widely divergent political views and bring to bear a tremendous pressure on 

Khartoum to bring and end to the war. Additionally, Baker (2009) explains the power of the 
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South Sudanese diaspora in pushing the U.S. to mediate the negotiations between Khartoum and 

the SPLM/A. She writes, “...the South Sudanese in the diaspora as active supporters of secession 

and outside governmental support from countries like the United States in helping mediate the 

creation of the CPA, played a major role in the new country’s self-determination” (Baker, 2009). 

 The biggest challenge that Khartoum faced once they made the decision to begin the 

process of finding a negotiated settlement to end the war was to confine the talks to a bilateral 

process with only the SPLM/A and resist the pressure to include rebels from Darfur, the east, and 

the north in the negotiations. Young (2012) remarks that by the time that negotiations began in 

earnest (when Ali Osman and Garang met in Naivasha), “... it was hard enough trying to broker a 

deal between two parties, and the addition of others would have made things impossibly 

complicated.’ Indeed, in hindsight there is a tendency to justify the exclusion of other groups by 

comparing the situation to the Darfur talks at Abuja where large numbers participated and the 

result was chaotic” (p.113). Thomas (2009) confirms, “The CPA was a two-way deal between 

the two biggest military-political groups in the country. It excluded all regions of Sudan and all 

actors that had not taken part in the war between the SPLM and the NCP-led government...” 

(p.12). The NCP was able to convince key international figures that, “... Sudan’s conflicts were 

too complicated to be taken up under one roof and instead must be dealt with separately. Western 

diplomats ... maintained that the CPA was the first element in a step-by-step process to end all of 

Sudan’s conflicts” (Young, 2012 p.14). Johnson (2011) found, “...even the SPLM/A feared that 

explicit inclusion of Darfur and eastern Sudan would complicate the negotiations and make 

agreement more difficult to reach. The SPLM concentrated instead on a solution for the Three 

Areas [Abyei, the Nuba Mountains, Blue Nile]...” (p.64). 
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 The cost of keeping the negotiations bilateral for Khartoum was that the Southerners 

were able to elevate the self-determination issue to the forefront of the talks. Young (2012) 

makes the point that support for separatism wasn’t solely a province of the South. He says, 

“Support for southern separatism was not restricted to the SPLM. This is suggested by the 

unwillingness of the NCP to permit other rebel groups to participate in the negotiations, which 

would give them a more country-wide character...” (Young, 2012 p.99). Johnson (2011), who 

had unique access to the negotiations from her position as Norway’s Special Envoy to the 

negotiations recounts, “The [government] delegation had been instructed to consult with 

Khartoum if this [self-determination] was tabled – but it was not seen as a red line that could not 

be crossed” (p.52). Young (2012) contends that the NCP’s commitment to an Islamic state 

became more important than maintaining Sudan’s territorial integrity. Thomas (2015) explains 

that even if Khartoum’s goal was not to allow secession, but create a more equal and inclusive 

government, the CPA, “...allowed for South Sudanese voters, who had borne the brunt of the 

country’s long wars, to pass judgment on that reinvention in a referendum that gave them a 

choice between unity and independence” (p.2). 

 Khartoum, by keeping the negotiations separate, was able to re-consolidate control back 

to the center in the remainder of the country. Young (2012) explains that by the end of 2006, the 

NCP had forged the Eastern Sudan Peace Agreement, which normalized relations with Eritrea 

and pacified the Beja and Rashaida around Port Sudan. They also concluded the Darfur Peace 

Agreement with the Minni Manawi faction of the Darfur rebels, even though no other parties 

signed on. They finally signed an agreement with the National Democratic Alliance and 

smoothed relations with Egypt.   
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 The third period was highlighted by Khartoum’s adjustment to the reality that the war 

was going to be solved through negotiation rather than a military decision, and that the 

negotiations were going to be driven by the desires of the international actors, who were 

sympathetic to Southern wishes for self-determination up to secession. The NCP was also driven 

by the goal of keeping the rest of Sudan under Khartoum’s political control, and to continue 

implementation of the Islamist ideology throughout the remainder of the country. Finally, the 

NCP was able to “divide and conquer” three of the four armed insurrections, conducting four 

separate peace agreements in less than two years. By letting the South go, they were able to 

strengthen their hold on the remaining regions. 

Conclusions 

  This research shows that there is more evidence to show that Nimeiri’s decisions that led 

to renewed fighting by the Southerners was primarily motivated by the need to secure the 

commercial agriculture and oil resources for his power base in Khartoum.  Further, the evidence 

suggests that the perceived need to secure the resources was driven by Sudan’s exceptionally dire 

economic situation resulting from the failure of the internationally financed development 

projects in late 1970s.  

 However, once the decisions to grab the resources were made, there is also evidence to 

support the idea that Nimeiri’s decisions regarding the implementation of a fundamentalist Islam 

based government was designed to cement his government’s reputation as “the” controlling force 

in Sudan. Whether Nimeiri took this step through a true change of heart (he had been, at best, a 

lax Muslim up until then), or as a cynical ploy, the effect of cementing the support of the 

hardline Islamist faction of the Khartoum ruling elites led by Hasan al-Turabi was the same. 
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With their backing, the Nimeiri re-engaged in the kinds of repressive measures that drove John 

Garang to found the SPLM/A and start the Second Sudanese Civil War. 

 In the second period, the reasons the al-Bashir led NIF/NCP coup removed al-Mahdi’s 

Sudan Socialist Union government from power stemmed from the concerns that the same 

Islamist hardliners who had backed Nimeiri in the early 1980s had with the al-Mahdi 

government’s peace feelers. They feared those overtures would include offers of Southern 

autonomy, or even secession. Turabi’s followers had become ascendant again by the late 1980s, 

recovering from the setback of losing power with Nimeiri’s ouster, and had infiltrated the top 

ranks of Sudan’s administrative and commercial state. Once they took power, they almost 

immediately embarked on a sustained series of disastrous military campaigns against the 

SPLM/A. This indicates that the NCP’s decision to intensify the fighting against the South (and 

to embrace leaders of international Islamist organizations such as Al-Qaeda) was part of the 

NCP’s goal to “Islamize” Sudan into a fundamentalist, Salafist Islamic state and even try to 

export the NCP’s Islamist vision onto its neighboring countries. 

 It was only at the end of this period in the late 1990s, when the repeated military actions 

against the SPLM/A had failed, and the export of Islamism had drawn in support against the 

regime from neighboring Ethiopia, Eritrea and Uganda, that the regime began making decisions 

that seemed driven by regime survival rather than ideology. Faced with possible military defeat 

internally and international isolation externally, al-Bashir and the NCP became pragmatic, 

arresting Turabi, purging many of the most strident Islamists from the government, and 

moderating (at least publicly) their positions regarding pathways for Southern autonomy. 
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 The third period saw the ascendency of international actors as a driver of both regime and 

rebel decisions on how to fashion an acceptable peace process. The September 11, 2001 terror 

attack forced any remaining support for the Al-Qaeda brand of Islamism underground in Sudan 

as the NCP assessed that opposing the United States would be fatal to the regime. International 

involvement, especially of the Americans and Europeans also played a significant role in the 

regime’s attitude toward secession. The reality was that the Bush Administration saw the Sudan 

issue as essentially a bipolar issue between the oppressed, Christian South and the only recently 

reformed Islamist North. Knowing this tempered any calculus in Khartoum of continuing to try 

to end the war with a military solution. All indications show that, as a practical matter, the 

Northern negotiators led by Ali Osman, had consigned themselves to Southern secession by the 

time they signed the Machakos Accord in 2002.  

 The regime’s objective changed from one of negotiating a peace that would retain the 

South to one of keeping the country from imploding in the manner of Yugoslavia. The strategy 

Khartoum employed to achieve this was to conduct numerous bilateral peace agreements with 

disaffected groups between 2003 and 2006 resulting in four separate agreements, only one of 

which allowed for a self-determination process. These separate negotiations were all conducted 

in the face of conflicting international attitudes. Western interests seemed amenable to further 

partition, while the African Union was leery of a Balkanization of Sudan, fearing a ripple effect 

across the continent. The humanitarian crisis in Darfur loomed over this stage of Sudan’s history 

as well. Powerful non-governmental organizations made their presence felt and materially 

impacted how Khartoum was able to navigate through the last stages to the signing of the 

Comprehensive Peace Agreement. At the end, pragmatism won out. Khartoum agreed to and 
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(more importantly) honored the only term of the CPA that mattered to the Southerners. IN order 

to retain the remainder of the country under NCP control, Khartoum blessed the January 9, 2011 

referendum and was the first government to recognize South Sudan as new nation on July 9, 

2011. 

Limits of the Research and Policy Implications 

 There are a number of limitations to this research, which offer promising opportunities 

for further research. One limitation is that this research did explore whether the partition of 

Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union into multiple states influenced the negotiations in Sudan, 

especially in the post 9-11 phase of the process. Understanding whether and how the recognition 

of those new nations played in the thinking about a Sudanese Peace among the key actors would 

shed light on possible pressures faced by both Khartoum and the SPLM/A. A second limitation is 

a lack of access to both the Government of Sudan ad SPLM/A internal deliberations 

documentation. Even though the study made use of an exhaustive body of contemporary 

reporting and writing (including first-hand accounts of country experts and participants in the 

peace process), and academic writing on the topic, access to the “inside information” could add 

even more context to this analysis. 

 Despite these limitations, the findings have implications for both academics studying the 

phenomenon of secession, and practitioners working to solve other secession-minded conflicts. 

The in-depth study of this single case was able to provide necessary context into the decision-

making process in ways that purely theoretical modeling cannot. Many intangible factors that 

rose and fell in importance were addressed. Finally, the nature of the regime, and contemporary 

challenges were addressed. For example, the Nimeiri regime of 1983 was not the same as the 
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1977 version. The same context applies to the al-Bashir led NCP. Without the influence of 

Turabi, the NCP was much less ideological and much more pragmatic in its approach to finding 

a solution, even when that solution ultimately became secession. Finally, the role of international 

actors is critical to any discussion of secession as a solution to an internal conflict. In Sudan, the 

international community, led by the United States and Western Europe, saw secession as a viable 

option during the early 2000s. Under that pressure, Khartoum had little leverage to deny the 

South the option. This same international attitude has not manifested itself in either Kosovo, 

where a Russian led bloc refuses recognition, or in the case of Somaliland, where the African 

Union is loathe to recognize a defacto state and the rest of the international community defers to 

the regional organization.   

Understanding the context of this case has policy implications for many of the world’s 

most violent and enduring conflicts, which are driven by separatist desires for independent states. 

Understanding the determinants of success and failure for these groups is essential to preventing 

violence and resolving these conflicts once they arise. Recognizing the conditions under which 

secession becomes a viable option (as well as when it is not) for secessionists might prevent 

these kinds of conflicts’ emergence or escalation. Great Power recognition is often a pivotal 

determinant of state emergence for aspiring secessionists.  

Finally, Universal (or at least widespread) recognition legitimizes membership in international 

society and that legitimacy provides both material and intangible support to aspiring new States.  
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Appendix 1: Maps 

Map 1. Ethno linguistic Coverage Sudan - 2007 (source: Dr. M. Izady, 
http://gulf2000.Columbia.edu) 
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 Map 2. Religious Preferences – Sudan 2007 (source: Dr. M. Izady, 
http://gulf2000.Columbia.edu) 
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Map 3. Sudan Agriculture (source: International Potash Institute, 2010 (Adapted from: 
http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/maps.asp?iso3=SDN&lang=en, and FAO, 2006).) 
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Map 4. Resources and Transportation links 2003 (source: National Geographic Society) 
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Map 5. Political Boundaries 2008  (source: wikimedia commons, Lokal_Profil, CC-BY-SA-2.5.) 
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CHAPTER 2 

ZOMBIE WARS: CONFLICTS THAT NEVER SEEM TO DIE 

Introduction 

 Zombie Wars embody what I. William Zartman and P. Terrence Hopmann described as “an 

archetypical intractable conflict” when describing the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict (Hopmann & 

Zartman, 2010). Such conflicts have long backstories, are framed by Scylla and Charybdis scale 

differences, and, most important, and fade in and out of the world’s headlines. Zartman (1985) 

first described these types of conflicts as “hurting stalemates.” Although he was describing civil 

wars, his basic idea is that if one side in a war is unable to defeat an opponent rapidly, it will be 

less likely to do so over time.  

 Conflict zones from Kashmir to South Ossetia and Abkhazia, Transnistria, Mindanao, South 

Thailand, the Donbas, and the most famous never-ending fight of all, the Israeli-Palestinian 

conflict have all taken on dimensions of a zombie war.  Governments and opponents, both 

internal and international, have lacked the resources (or will) to score outright victories or arrive 

at lasting settlements. The conflicts have dragged on for years, decades and generations in spite 

of repeated efforts by the international community to achieve settlements, at least during times 

when these conflicts bubble up and grab the world’s attention.  This leads to questions of how 

settlement practitioners and students of these conflicts think about the parties and problems they 

are trying to mediate and study.  

 Gurr, writing for Foreign Affairs in 2000, postulated that conflict, and ethnic conflict 

particularly, was on the wane. However, near the end of his essay, he found that, “Some ethnic 

wars are being held in check by cease-fires and contested agreements that could easily come 
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apart. Consider Georgia, Azerbaijan, Iraqi Kurdistan, Bougainville, or Northern Ireland. South 

Asia alone is home to a dozen thorny ethnic and political conflicts” (Gurr, 2000 p. 62). All of 

these conflicts, and the wave of new regional conflicts ushered in by the September 11, 2001 

attacks and the USA’s response, may all be on the way to becoming Zombie Wars.  

 This new wave of wars, and the ongoing wars that pre-date them, are subjects ready-made for 

extensive study across the spectrum of conflict related disciplines. This research builds on the 

systems view paradigm elaborated by Morton Deutsch to explore why certain conflicts become 

zombie wars. Three Zombie War cases are analyzed using Pruitt and Olczak’s (1995) Motivation 

– Affectation – Cognition – Behavior – Environment (MACBE) model for analyzing conflict.  

The analysis emphasizes the “unique” aspects of each case study on its own terms, while at the 

same time looks for cross-case similarities and parallels that could be generalized to other 

zombie war type conflicts. The three cases are archetypes of different conflicts – one is interstate 

(the Armenia-Azerbaijan War over Nagorno Karabakh), the second is a civil war (Colombia’s 

fifty year war with the FARC), and the third is a failed state anarchical war (Somalia). 

 The MACBE model is an “eclectic, multimodal systems approach to addressing social 

conflict that traces the source and potential resolution of a conflict to changes in five distinct yet 

interdependent ‘subsystems’ of the individuals involved” (Deutsch, et al. 2011 p. 547). The 

model views intractable conflicts “as destructive patterns of social systems.” These systems are 

multiple and multi-level, interacting across the entirety of the conflict over time, which leads to a 

Gordian Knot-like state of intractability. The model’s holistic approach spans the political, 

relational, pathological, and epistemological as organic elements of the conflict, which is 

regarded as living system in its own right. 
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 The expectation is that there are parallels of these MACBE dynamics (the subsystems) 

among actors that cut across conflict types from interstate war to civil war to the chaos of a failed 

state. Identifying these parallels can inform conflict resolution analysis more generally, as well 

as lead to better understanding of intractable conflicts prior to developing resolution structures 

and processes. 

Literature 

  Any systematic study of war should raise conclusions that could become policies that might 

prevent recurrence, point out pitfalls in policymaking and suggest peace-building actions. 

Wallensteen (2013) explains that gaining understanding into the causes of war and finding 

resolutions to the near constant recurrence of conflict is central to peace research study themes. 

He elaborates on scope of the debate among academics and practitioners and points out that 

many studies are either: very general, subsumed into ‘realist’ or ‘liberal’ approaches; or too 

specific, concentrating on a narrow subset of war cause or resolution variables.  

 Deutsch, et al. (2014), Balch-Lindsey, et al. (2008), and Heraclides (1997) all explain the 

inadequacy of rational actor models that attempt apply formulas of costs and benefits to conflict 

resolution models. Deutsch, et al. (2014) assert that most rational actor models cannot account 

for the human factors the are the true fabric of protracted social conflicts. They say that between 

and within group identification of the parties in conflict are typified by emotion, rather than 

rationality. “These processes have a boiling emotional core, replete with humiliation, frustration, 

rage, threat, and resentment between groups and deep feelings of pride, esteem, dignity, and 

identification within groups” (Deutsch, et al., 2014 p.720). In specifying the problem for civil 

war, Balch-Lindsey, et al. (2008) infer that [from the government’s perspective] a political-
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economically rational decision to negotiate or mediate is less preferable than a fight to the finish. 

They find, “... a government's preference to continue fighting suggests that the government 

prefers its own military victory to virtually any other outcome, and the outcome is likely to be 

continued fighting and a longer civil war” (p. 352). Heraclides gives support to the idea that 

when states opt for military solutions they are likely headed to an indefinite continuation of the 

conflict. She contends the best that military solutions can achieve is to “freeze” a conflict in “an 

ambiguous state of limbo” which favors the opposition, who may “gradually come to be seen as 

a de facto state” (Heraclides, 1997). 

 Another shortcoming of rational actor models is the diminishment of history. Morey (2009) 

finds that these long periods of conflict bind leaders as much to the past as to the immediate 

environment which adds to the complexity of any analysis. Current and future actions must be 

weighed, and may be determined by the past. He says, “the shadow of the past, and the feelings 

of fear that have developed, begin to drive actions. In most cases, a state will escalate the level of 

violence when targeted with aggression, instead of responding in proportion to the original act” 

(p. 334).  He concludes that leaders who attempt to break the cycle of conflict often suffer a 

domestic backlash. “When thinking about rivalries, there are two main characteristics important 

to the definition: time and repeated conflict. Rivalries are not short-lived competitions, they last 

for long periods” (Morey, 2009 p. 334).  

 Legitimacy is the next issue that feeds back into the discussions regarding the inadequacy of 

rational actor models to explain the intractability of the conflicting parties’ positions that result in 

zombie war outcomes. Park (2015) puts the idea of even consenting to bargain in perspective, 

“Bargaining during civil war is more than just a critical step in the process. It is often a 
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watershed event in the domestic politics of a warring country. The mere act of a government 

coming to the bargaining table with a rebel group gives that group a certain degree of legitimacy 

within the domestic political system...” (p. 172).   

 The vehicle of mediation has been found to have limited utility in attempting to forge 

resolution until conflicts have “ripened” through violence to a point that the parties are willing to 

entertain solutions. Mooradian and Druckman (1999) find that although, “The parties must 

recognize when an opportunity occurs for negotiating their way out of a painful situation. ...the 

analyses show that the [military] offensives, not the mediations, provided the impetus for 

negotiation” (p. 722). They conclude that,  “... timing for conflict settlement depends on raising 

the level of conflict until a stalemate is reached and then begins to hurt” (p. 726). This is a 

sobering conclusion. Heraclides (1990) agrees, “... even a promising mediatory attempt may be 

repudiated without much ado by one or both parties to the conflict. The weaker party may not 

want to negotiate from a position of weakness; the stronger party may still be wedded to the 

military solution to the problem. Equally, the costs for either party may not have reached an 

unacceptable level...” (p. 346).  

 Outside interventions seem to have little utility in resolving zombie wars as well. Regan 

(2002) finds, “the evidence suggests that neutral [intervention] policies are largely incapable of 

contributing to the termination of a conflict” (p. 72). His modeling finds that even interventions 

by international organizations do not show an independent effect on the expected time until a 

conflict ends. While he allows that impartial and multilateral organizational intervention 

structures may be more effective at maintaining stability once conflict has ended, they do not 

seem to facilitate a quicker end to an ongoing conflict (Regan, 2002).  He writes, “[intervener] 
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neutrality during an ongoing conflict may be insufficient to convince the actors that stopping the 

fighting is in their best interests” (p. 71). 

 Finally, the framework of what constitutes a Zombie War starts with Deutsch, et al. (2014) 

who define a specific type of intractable conflict. They posit that, “Intractable conflicts regularly 

occur in situations where there exists a severe imbalance of power between the parties in which 

the more powerful exploit, control, or abuse the less powerful” (p. 717). They point out that 

protracted conflicts are most likely, “...where there is a lack of an overarching political authority 

or of the necessary checks and balances that help manage systems...” and “...are an extreme 

example of power vacuums...” (p. 718). They explain how the exclusivity of the social structures 

limit cross group communication and isolate the parties from each other from the individual to 

the community level. This isolation leads to stereotyping of “the other” by each group. These 

isolating relationships fuel an “inescapable” conflict, as each party sees, “...no way of extricating 

themselves without becoming vulnerable to an unacceptable loss” (p. 721). Finally, the 

existential nature of these conflicts permeates everything from policy making, leadership, 

education, the arts, and scholarly inquiry down to seemingly mundane decisions like whether and 

where to shop and dine. They write, “The totality of such experiences feels impenetrable. Yet 

they are systems in a constant state of flux. ...issues in the conflict, the levels where they 

manifest, the critical parties involved, the nature of the relationships in the network, the degree of 

intensity of the conflict, and the level of attention it attracts from bystander communities are all 

subject to change. This chaotic, mercurial character contributes to their resistance to resolution” 

(Deutsch, et al., 2014 p. 721). 
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Research methodology 

  Using the model to analyze Zombie War case studies starts with building conceptual 

definitions of the five MACBE dimensions. Case analysis can then be operationalized through 

qualitative examinations of salient actors in each case. To more fully understand the dimensions, 

it helps to think of them as spheres or process nodes, overlapping and inter-connecting, with bi-

directional effects, circular effects, and feedback loops (See Appendix 1).  

 The MACBE definitions build on work done by DeSivilya (2004) to focus analysis on how 

the five dimensions interact, yet remain distinct from on another. 

 a. Motivation. Actors embrace intransigent positions. They view the conflict as  “zero-sum,” 

ratcheting up actions from dominating, to defeating, to destroying their opponents. The end game 

becomes non-negotiable. 

 b. Affect. Actors move along escalating levels of emotional affectation, starting with anger 

towards some real or imagined slight or offence by the opposing party. This heightened emotion 

blossoms into overall antagonism, culminating in feelings of hatred and desires for vengeance  

 c. Cognitive. Actors’ cognitive processes are flawed through the biased processing of 

information about the self and the other. This bias manifests itself through stereotyping of 

opponents and opposition sympathizers, selective perception and disproportionate weighting of 

negative information and discounting of positive information. The flip side is the positive bias in 

processing information about one’s own side. Negative information is discounted (or blamed on 

external factors), while favorable information is inflated and internalized. The negative 

perceptions create an inability to foster any trust between the parties in conflict.  
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 d. Behavior.  Actors display aggression and defensiveness. Much behavior is violent. 

Verbalizations about the opposition are uniformly negative (derogatory names, taunts).  Actors 

turn to physical violence against each other. Communication between the opponents is difficult 

to impossible.  

 e. Environment.  The community and geography shape both individual and group level 

transformations, and the community, in turn, is shaped by those same transformations. 

Communities become polarized as individuals pick sides between the rivals (or have their side 

picked by virtue of some environmental element such as (ethnicity, family, tribe, etc.) These 

group and community changes drive increased distrust and animosity between individuals on 

both sides of the conflict. Additionally, the physical environment influences the transformation 

of rivals. Distance from political power centers, access (or lack thereof) to resources, terrain, and 

historical attachment all contribute to shaping the environmental dimension. 

 Actors in zombie wars can be analyzed across at least four levels of organization starting 

with the individual, to the collective or community, the state level (including quasi-state rebel 

organizations), and international actors. The process mapping reveals up to twenty different 

interaction maps for an actor as the level of organization rises (for example: starting with a 

militiaman, rising to his militia unit, to the state-level organization’s militia command, and 

finally to international benefactors and detractors). In multi-factional case, a full analysis across 

the levels could reveal as many as hundred trace connected process nodes.  

The Cases – Does the model cut across conflict types 

 The Nagorno-Karabakh War, the Colombian Civil War, and the ongoing conflict in the failed 

state of Somalia are analyzed, concentrating on state-level actors involved in the Nagorno-
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Karabakh War and the Colombian Civil War, and community-level and state-level actors in the 

ongoing turmoil in Somalia. These three conflicts were chosen because they all differ in the type 

of conflict (one inter-state war, one civil war between a government and a rebel force, and one 

failed state with weak state-level, but strong community level institutions, and significant outside 

intervention). The cases also meet the definition of a Zombie War, featuring requisite power 

imbalances, long duration, and the abuse by the more powerful over the less powerful. 

 All three conflicts are in areas where the political authorities lack the power to peacefully 

manage the conflicts. In all three conflicts, the social structures of the opposing actors limit the 

ability for cross group communication. Conflict is seen as “inevitable and inescapable” in all 

three conflicts. Finally, in all three conflicts, at least one of the actors sees the fight as existential.  

 The use of three distinctly different types of conflicts will allow this research to meet its 

objective of determining whether the MACBE dimensions have similarities across the parties to 

the conflicts. For example, are there parallels of motivation between the Armenians and the 

Colombian government? parallels of behavior among the FARC, Al-Shabaab, and the NK 

Armenians? Discovering these parallels accomplishes a level of participant understanding that 

other research designs do not. 

 The Nagorno-Karabakh War has been flashing hot and cold since at least the late 1980s, as 

the Soviet Union began its disintegration. However, for the mostly Armenian inhabitants of the 

Nagorno-Karabakh, the roots go much further back. They see the genesis in the USSR’s 

incorrect drawing of the border when both Armenia and Azerbaijan were administrative units of 

the greater USSR. The Christian Armenians in Nagorno-Karabakh see themselves as the 

oppressed group, fighting for their very survival against the Mafioso Aliyev family that rules 
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Azerbaijan. The conflict has resisted the efforts of regional powers to mediate, and even of the 

Russian Federation. 

 In Colombia, the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia, or FARC have been 

waging a rebellion against the Colombian government since at least 1964. This communist 

inspired insurgency has flared hot and cold for almost 50 years, often pitting neighbor against 

neighbor, and witnessing atrocities on both sides. The citizens of Colombia rejected a peace 

agreement that would have ended the 50-year-old conflict in a referendum. However, in 

December 2016, the Colombian government approved legislation that would allow the rebels to 

lay down their arms within 150 days of its implementation.  

 Finally, in Somalia, the downfall of the Siad Barre dictatorship in 1990 has led to a more or 

less continuous war of factions that has defied efforts to settle. The failure of the Somali state has 

led to the rise of Al Shabaab, the defacto independence of the Somaliland and Puntland regions, 

a clan-level “anarchic system” in the central and southern regions, and the repeated incursions 

into Somalia by the Ethiopian, Kenyan, and African Union Armed Forces. The internationally 

recognized government of Somalia acts as little more than the mayor of the African Union 

secured section of Mogadishu and a few other African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) 

peacekeeping force secured villages and towns. 

Findings 

 Analysis consists of extensive literature reviews of each specific conflict, categorizing 

information about the salient actors into one of the MACBE dimensions (See Appendix 2). Case-

specific narratives were developed for each dimension. The narratives were compared to identify 
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any cross-case similarities and parallels by dimension. The discussion explains the significance 

of the results along with their generalizability to other conflicts.   

Motivation 

 In Colombia, the salient actors are the Government and the Fuerzas Armadas 

Revolucionarias de Colombia—Ejército del Pueblo (FARC-EP). The Government sees itself as 

the protector of Colombian democracy and is motivated to retain the status quo. Marks (2010) 

writes, “The national narrative—which increasingly reflected the reality of reformed, enhanced 

democracy— was that the state and its security forces were at one with the population in 

resisting those who would oppress them” (p.137). He explains that the FARC, in the 

government’s framing, were not freedom fighters, but criminals and terrorists – illegitimate 

threats to Colombia’s democracy. 

 In contrast to this, FARC seems to have devolved into a divided set of motivations. While the 

“old guard” still dream of a Bolivarian revolution in Colombia, younger FARC leaders seem to 

have the goal of continuing the fight because they don’t know what else they would do in a post-

conflict Colombia. The Council of Hemispheric Affairs report on Colombia from October 2007 

found, “Aside from true ideological believers, guerrillas report being motivated by desire for 

belonging, camaraderie, respect, or even adventure. They may want revenge, or at least defend 

themselves and their communities. Others have joined because it is the family tradition, and 

many stay because fighting for the FARC is the only life they know. Some simply feel they have 

no other options” (coha.org, 2007).  

 In Somalia, the myriad of groups in the failed state makes comparing and contrasting their 

group motivations somewhat more challenging. For this analysis, the narrative is limited to the 
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six groups: 1) the Transitional National Government (TNG or TFG), 2) Al Shabaab (AS), 3) the 

Breakaway states of Somaliland and Puntland, 4) the Clan Leaders, 5) the African Union (AU), 

and 6) Ethiopia and Kenya. Group motivations among even those groups who profess enmity 

towards each other often align as much as they conflict. For instance, the clan leaders are 

motivated by a desire for a return to traditional Somali customs and courtesies. This motivation 

is counter to Al Shabaab’s desire to implement Wahhabism and establish an East African 

Caliphate, but the Clan Leaders support the AS efforts to rid Somalia of “foreigners” (especially 

the hated Ethiopians). For example, “The arrival of Ethiopian troops in Somalia late in 2006 and 

a surge of nationalism among young Somalis ... to expel the Ethiopians motivated many” (Shinn, 

2011). The Transitional National Government (TNG) is motivated to restore Mogadishu’s 

control over the rest of the country, which aligns with their main benefactor, the AU. However, 

the Government of Ethiopia, one of the AU troop providing countries, has made several bi-lateral 

agreements with the de facto states of Somaliland and Puntland across a broad range of issues 

from intelligence sharing to economic development of the port at Berbera and in Hargeisa, to a 

duty-free trade zone at their border. These agreements work for the Somalilanders’ desire for an 

independent state and against the TNG’s motivation to exert centralized control. The overall 

evaluation of the various parties’ motivations is that few are non-negotiable, except an almost 

universal motivation to expel foreigners held by the Clans, AS, the Breakaway states, and even 

the TNG (if they were able to manage security on their own). AS routinely negotiates with the 

clans, the clans negotiate with the TNG and the Breakaway states, and the AU forces (even the 

Ethiopians). The Ethiopians negotiate with the clans, the TNG, and the Breakaway states. It’s all 

done in a seemingly endless give and take that mediates the motivations of all the involved 
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parties. The only other clear motivation concerns al Shabaab’s desire for an East African 

Caliphate. According to Ali (2008), “...the organization believes in creating a nucleus of 

Wahhabi sect strongholds in Somalia that would create an Islamic State of the Somalis in 

Somalia, Djibouti, Kenya and Ethiopia.” For their part, both the AU, and Ethiopia and Kenya 

profess to be motivated by regional security and the need to remove Somalia as a safe haven for 

transnational terrorists. 

 In Nagorno Karabakh, the parties consist of Azerbaijan, Armenia, and the Nagorno-Karabakh 

(NK) Armenians, who exert an outsized influence on Armenia’s MACBE processes. The 

motivations of the parties are diametrically opposed and non-negotiable. On both sides, the 

motivation is to be recognized as the sole determiner of the fate of the Nagorno Karabakh 

territory. For the Azerbaijanis, it means Nagorno Karabakh returns to Azerbaijani control with 

details of any eventual autonomous status to be worked out afterward. For the Armenians and 

NK Armenians, independence (presumably leading to a future union with Armenia) is the only 

option. Both sides ground their positions in unique views of history. For the Armenians, Nagorno 

Karabakh is the “last bastion” of Armenia, a place that has always been under Armenian control 

dating back to the 4th Century B.C. In their national mythology, it is the soul of Armenian 

identity. They argue that the decision to draw the borders so that Nagorno Karabakh was made 

part of Azerbaijan was either an oversight of the USSR’s inefficient bureaucracy, or an evil 

machination of Josef Stalin. The Azerbaijanis counter that Nagorno Karabakh is also the 

homeland of the Caucasian Albanians, and claim the homeland to at least the 4th Century A.D. 

From these starting points, each nation (and the NK Armenians as well) lays out a narrative that 
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reinforces the desire that this territory the size of Rhode Island be a part of their country, and that 

for it not to be would destroy the very notion of each side’s national identity. 

Affectation 

 This dynamic essentially describes the negative views one party holds regarding the other(s) 

involved in the conflict and is usually derived from some sort of sleight or perceived wrong or 

crime against the group. 

 In the Colombian government’s affective domain, FARC have devolved into little more than 

drug-trafficking criminals who cloak themselves with the trappings of revolution to paper over 

their illegal activities and foreign support. Holmes & Gutierrez (2014) found that destruction of 

the cartels allowed FARC to gain lucrative benefits from “taxing” the drug trade. The coha.org 

(2007) report alleged that FARC, “kidnaps hundreds of victims every year... have also attacked 

rural populations on numerous occasions...” and “...are generally seen by Colombians as violent 

criminals rather than as saviors of the country or benefactors of the poor.”  

 For FARC, the government is, at best, non-inclusive and not responsive to the needs of the 

peasantry, or, at worst, a repressive arm of the corporate and wealthy elites who have been 

stealing the country’s riches for themselves at the expense of the peasantry. Ospina (2016) 

explains that Colombians have little confidence in the government because of its obsessive 

secrecy concerning the peace negotiations. This low level of trust is exploited by the FARC to 

minimize atrocities they have committed. Many guerrillas feel that the urban elite does not 

properly respect them, and that they have not been sufficiently included in the social and political 

life of the country (coha.org, 2007). 
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 In Somalia the affectation dynamic is much more complex and much less rigid. Negative 

connotations are situational between the four Somali-based groups. For example, Hesse (2010) 

writes that the Clans express a negative reaction to AS ideas about Wahhabism. “Many let it be 

known they were not going to tolerate such prohibitions and claims. He recounts one clan 

leader’s response, “Our clan has agreed to defend our land,  ...we will fight the courts hiding 

under the cloak of Islam and trying to fool our people” (Hesse, 2010). They also detest the 

TNG’s artificiality and incompetence, which they perceive from the TNG’s inability to control 

any of Somalia outside Mogadishu along with the perception that but for AMISOM troops and 

Western money, the TNG would rapidly cease to exist. This affectation comes from their 

experience of the state as an instrument of domination, empowering the few who control it and 

exploiting the rest. All four groups share a common disdain for the foreigners, even though the 

TNG needs the AU to maintain its position. Shinn (2011) says, “Somalis generally do not want 

foreigners involved in their political life.” The Ethiopians are reviled, especially by al Shabaab 

and to a lesser degree by the Clan chiefs because of the 1976-77 war, and their incursions into 

Somalia in 2007 and 2011. Again from Shinn (2011), “The intervention of Ethiopian forces in 

Somalia served as a rallying cry... allowing [AS] to attract new followers to force out the 

“foreign invaders.”  

Finally, the TNG views al Shabaab’s extremist ideology, described as “new and dangerous,” as a 

profoundly negative aspect of the organization.  

 The Nagorno Karabakh case has the most visceral affectation, at least from the Armenian 

point of view. The Armenians see the Azerbaijanis as a genocide capable group. For the 

Azerbaijanis, the issue is more territorial – their view of the Armenians is that if they would just 
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return NK to its rightful owners (themselves), everything could get back to normal. The 

reciprocal ethnic cleansings of the 1980s and 90s weigh heavily for both groups.  

 Gamaghelyan (2010) describes the Armenian narrative of the devastation visited on 

Armenians by the ancestors of the present-day Turks and Azerbaijanis. “They invaded the region 

along with other Turkic tribes in the 10th through 12th centuries and have been responsible for 

innumerable massacres and the colonization of indigenous peoples, including Armenians.” 

Gahramanova (2010) explains, “Azerbaijanis are called “Turks” by the Armenians, due to their 

linguistic commonality with Turkey. Therefore, Azerbaijanis are seen [by Armenians] as sharing 

the responsibility for massacres against Armenian people during World War I, although 

Azerbaijan never was part of the Ottoman Empire.” More recently, the murders of 30 Armenians 

in Sumgait (1988), and more than 100 people in Baku (1990) are also evidence of general hostile 

intentions of Azerbaijanis towards Armenians (Gahramanova, 2010). 

 For their part, Azerbaijani scholars refute Armenian claims that the inhabitants of 

“Mountainous Karabakh” (the Azerbaijani name for the region) have been ethnically Armenian 

since earliest times, as compared to the people living on the plains to the east who are 

descendants of Islamized and Turkified Albanians (Haratunian, 2010). Ghaplanyan (2010) says, 

“Azerbaijani historians assert that the region was never part of Armenia and that the Armenian 

population arrived there from Persia and the Ottoman Empire after the Treaty of Turkmenchay 

(1828), when, thanks to the Russian policy that favored Christians over Muslims, the Armenians 

established a majority in what became Nagorno-Karabakh.”  Azerbaijani grievances also find 

root in class divisions that Harutunian (2010) traces back to at least the period of domination of 

the area by the Russian Empire. Azerbaijanis were generally poor, unskilled, and rural, while 
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Armenians were urban, entrepreneurial and wealthy – and favored by the Russians. These real 

and imagined advantages caused feelings of resentment that gradually coalesced into a pervasive 

anti-Armenian sentiment (Harutunian, 2010). The Azerbaijanis also accuse the Armenians of 

atrocities, forced displacements, and ethnic cleansing during the recent conflict. The Khojaly 

Massacre features prominently in the Azerbaijani narrative. In February 1992, Armenian forces 

(possibly with Russian support) allegedly executed 613 Azerbaijani residents of Khojaly city. 

This act of wanton violence confirms Azerbaijani suspicions that the Armenians are capable of 

genocidal actions. 

Cognition 

 The flipside of Affectation, Cognition is how each group sees itself and the biases built into 

the group’s thinking that maximize favorability and minimize fault. 

 Starting with Colombia, the Government (and especially the post-reform military, or 

COLAR) sees itself as an agency of restraint, composed of a democratically elected civilian 

administration and a military that is a highly professional counter-insurgency force. Marks 

(2010) asserts that both the administration and military pursued a strategy whose “central 

elements remained “protection of the population” and “elimination of the illegal drugs trade in 

Colombia,” to be accomplished through the application of national will, resources, and power.”  

 The FARC-EP see themselves as having been unjustly excluded from Colombian economic, 

political and social life (victimization). Per the coha.org (2007) report, “This is not simply a 

desire for better material standards, or even a sense that they have been unjustly relegated to 

poverty, although these elements may be part of the picture.”  FARC also sees itself as the only 

group who listens to the peasants’ concerns about growing violence by paramilitary groups 
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against them (Barreto, undated). Ospina (2016) says, “FARC’s position throughout has been to 

claim that the inequities and brutality of the state compelled it to wage its insurgency. It claims to 

speak for a broad social base and simply denies the extent to which it has, for decades, privileged 

assault on the innocent as its principle methodology for waging war. There is no crime that it has 

not committed: from torture and murder to laying extensive (and, normally, unmarked) 

minefields throughout the country, to kidnapping and rape, to drug trafficking. All these crimes it 

simply denies, insisting instead that the facts of history be decided by various truth commissions 

and international panels.”  

 In Somalia, the cognitive dimension is the most consistent, as every group colors its self-

perception either as a heroic defender of the group’s particular ideal, or as a victim of one of the 

other groups bent on destruction. However, the focus of the victimhood can change between 

perceived aggressors rapidly, as the shifting nature of the group relationships changes. 

 The TNG see themselves as the only rightful governing authority for Somalia. Hesse (2010) 

explains, “From the United Nations down through its member states, including those in the 

African Union and the Arab League to the besieged Transitional Federal Government of Somalia 

in Mogadishu, the official line is that the territorial integrity of ‘Somalia’ is inviolable and 

indivisible.”  

  Opposite the TNG, al Shabaab see themselves as the only “True Believers” in the Horn of 

Africa, destined to enlighten the now apostate Sufists with the real truth of Wahhabism. AS also 

portrays an image of strength. Botha & Abdile (2014) conducted a study of AS and former AS 

members and found, “...the majority of interviewees were drawn to al-Shabaab because it is 

feared and respected (99%), and the fact that when they as individuals are armed they are 
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respected (94%)” AS takes care of its own, “... any threat to the in-group will be interpreted as a 

threat to the individual.” “...over time the identity of the organisation becomes the identity of the 

individual...” (Botha & Abdile, 2014).  

 The Breakaway regions see themselves as defacto independent states already. From 

discussions with Somaliland National Army officers the author had in 2009 and 2010, the 

overriding sentiment was that: 1) the 1960 vote to join with Mogadishu was a mistake; 2) the 

1988 war to reverse that decision was a success on the ground; and 3) that the sooner the 

international community recognized that fact, the sooner Somaliland could get on with real 

development of its strategic position on the Gulf of Aden, its port at Berbera and industrial 

development in and around its capital of Hargeisa. There was constant speculation that the 

Chinese would even choose to build a rail line and possible military base “as the Americans had 

done in Djibouti” if they could just get recognized.  

 The Clans see themselves and their traditions and customs as the “true Somalis” to whom 

Somalis show their highest degree of loyalty (Hesse, 2010). They pride themselves on their 

independence from any central authority (Leeson, 2007), especially deriding the TNG as 

incompetent (Ali, 2008), and as lackeys of the AU and the despised Ethiopians. They are also 

circumspect about their relative power and drift in and out of alliances as necessary to protect 

their clan’s interest. The main driver of any temporary loyalty from a clan is normally a financial 

reward. Shinn (2011) reports that the Al Qaeda precursors to AS, “overestimated the degree to 

which Somalis would become jihadis, especially if there were no financial incentive, and failed 

to understand the importance of traditional Sufi Islam.” When clans do ally with groups like AS, 

it is generally for some specific reason. Ali (2008) says, “... all Somalis do not support Al-
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Shabaab as religious fanatics. There are a large number of South-Central Somalis who may 

genuinely believe Somalia is being occupied forcefully by Ethiopian colonial power and see the 

Al-Shabaab not as religious fanatics but as liberators.”  

 The African Union and its associated AMISOM security forces from Rwanda, Uganda, South 

Africa, and until recently, Burundi have a self-image as being the manifestation of the idea of 

“Africans solving African problems.” While participation in the mission isn’t completely 

altruistic (AMISOM contributing countries gat paid for their troop and contingent contributions 

at the same rates as troop contributing countries are reimbursed for United Nations missions), the 

non-bordering nations have a good case to justify the idea of service for a general improvement 

in African conditions. However, as the mission has worn on and enters its eighth year, the troop 

contributors have found it increasingly difficult to answer the bell with complete contingents of 

fully trained peacekeepers. There is also recognition among the AMISOM mission staff that they 

lack the full nation-building capacity within the African Union to ever fully restore a functioning 

central government to Somalia. 

 Finally, the Ethiopians and, to a lesser extent, the Kenyans see themselves as the bulwark 

against any further spread of AS and its brand of militant radical Islam deeper into the Horn of 

Africa. The Ethiopians, especially, feel that their efforts in 2007 were very much under-

appreciated by the greater world community, and specifically the United States. The author had 

numerous discussions with Ethiopian Defense Force officers who participated in the 2007 

invasion. The topic of conversation invariably drifted to why hadn’t the USA more vociferously 

defended its ally (Ethiopia) against charges of human rights violations during the Somalia 

operation? And why was the USA quick to sponsor UN resolutions to assist in paying AU troop 
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contingents, but never offered any compensation to the Ethiopians who made the AU mission 

possible in the first place. In Kenya, the same sentiments abounded after the nearly disastrous 

Kenyan incursion into southern Somalia in the fall of 2011.  

 In Nagorno-Karabakh, the self-perception of both sides can be traced through the biased 

literature produced by both sides. Gamaghelyan (2010) explains that most literature on the 

conflict, “...which varies from open propaganda to pseudo-theoretical and theoretical analysis, 

has been written mostly in the last two decades by scholars, journalists, and policymakers who 

are usually of Armenian or Azerbaijani origin.” He continues that, “...even the literature that is 

academically sound, such as Chorbajian (2001) and Nassibli (Mollazade 1993), focuses on 

legitimizing the position of their side and disregards even the most basic needs and interests of 

the other side” (Gamaghelyan, 2010). Each side frames the conflict as a heroic struggle against 

infidels and interlopers. 

 Armenians see themselves as doing nothing more than defending themselves and their 

brethren against a probable ethnic cleansing (at the worst) or permanent underclass status as 

citizens of Azerbaijan (at best). They also have an expectation, according to Huseynov (2010) 

that eventually Azerbaijan will have to accept the results on the ground (an Armenian military 

victory) and give up its claim to “Mountainous Karabakh.” Further, for Armenia to give up its 

claim on Nagorno-Karabakh, as either a part of Armenia, or as an independent Armenian state, 

would be to give up the entire idea of Armenian identity to perpetrators of genocide against the 

Armenian people. Voronkova (2013) says, “the predominant Armenian view emphasizes 

national identity and portrays the conflict as a struggle for national survival justified by a shared 

history of genocide that has become increasingly detached from time and space and is now part 
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of generalized notions of resistance and suffering.” Gamaghelyan (2010) explains the idea of 

Nagorno-Karabakh as the “last Armenian stronghold,” the loss of which is more than territorial; 

losing it would be tantamount to destroying Armenian identity. Finally, Kurkchiyan (2005) 

explains the Armenian victory “the first in 2000 years,” meant that Armenians, “were no longer 

losers, from now on, they were winners’ although appeal to ‘victimization’ remains as strong as 

ever in Diaspora communities.”  

 Nagorno-Karabakh also has a special place in the Azerbaijani collective memory. 

Gamaghelyan (2010) calls it, “the birthplace of Azerbaijani identity, the center of Azerbaijani 

culture and the home to many Azerbaijani poets and musicians.” For the Azerbaijanis, the idea of 

a permanent loss of Nagorno-Karabakh equals the loss of a big part of Azerbaijani national 

identity. For Azerbaijanis, the narrative is also one of victimization by a land-grabbing neighbor 

who took by force what they couldn’t get legally, and of a smear campaign that denies the reality 

that Azerbaijanis and Armenians co-existed peacefully for hundreds of years, until the radical 

Armenians in Stepanakert (capital of Nagorno Karabakh) engineered this illegal land grab. 

Behavior 

 This dimension highlights the actions on the ground and the attitudes concerning those 

actions by each side. 

 The Colombian Government’s actions have morphed over time from programs of 

indiscriminate attacks on peasant areas and heavy-handed actions by a mostly conscript military 

force and barely controllable paramilitaries at the beginning of the conflict to a more restrained 

and nuanced confrontation in the most recent stages. The military approach especially, rests on 

two main pillars: the Home Guards, and the professionalized, mostly volunteer military force 
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(the Colombian Army, or COLAR). Colombian military doctrine since 2000 has called for 

restraint in action by regular units. While not always successful, this doctrine has produced a 

marked increase in the favorability that Colombians view the military (Marks, 2010). The Home 

Guards concept enabled conscripts to serve their time in the Army posted near to their homes as 

local defence forces which took pressure off the COLAR, and gave the Home Guards the 

knowledge and ability to protect their own homes and villages. Holmes and Gutierrez (2014) 

found that these concepts enabled the government to execute a successful campaign that not only 

neutralized FARC, but also reduced the other sources of violence that have gripped Colombia 

including violent crime, drug-related crime, paramilitary violence and general lawlessness. 

 Ospina (2016) found, “A pernicious inversion occurred whereby FARC’s estrangement from 

the population increased in proportion to its increasingly symbiotic linkage with criminality. 

Rather than embracing the people, it brutalized them. By mid-1998, FARC, far from waging 

people’s war, had become a predator.” FARC’s forays into criminality have included 

assassinations, bombings, kidnappings for ransom, “taxing” the illicit drugs trade and 

manufacturing concerns, and the occasional military operation to temporarily capture villages, 

mostly in order to extract some needed operational items. One area where FARC is relatively 

self-reliant is funding, because of its protection “tax” of the drugs trade. This funding stream 

releases FARC from dependence on the peasant population for resources.  

 In Somalia, group behaviors are as fluid as the other dimensions. The TNG, in order to 

demonstrate some semblance of being a governing authority, performs all the perfunctory tasks 

associated with governing such as: holding parliamentary meetings, scheduling and holding 

national elections (in areas under TNG control), recruiting and training a national army, and most 
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important – acting as the conduit for international and non-governmental aid and assistance 

funds that may come into the country. 

 Al Shabaab’s activities range from conduct of guerrilla operations in the countryside and 

right into the edges of Mogadishu to suicide bombings, to “taxing” and administering occupied 

areas.  AS also conducts a very effective public information and propaganda war, using social 

media to great effect, not only in Somalia proper, but also among the Somali diaspora in Arabia, 

the UK and the USA. Shinn (2011) explains, “Suicide bombings, which were unknown in 

Somalia prior to 2006, and are even alien to Somali culture, have become commonplace under al 

Shabaab. In fact, this tactic, which has killed many innocent Somalis, is undermining support for 

the organization.” He also notes that other al Shabaab’s tactics, such as occasional beheadings, 

and forced marriages between Somali women and foreign fighters may actually work to alienate 

Somalis as well. According to Botha & Abdile (2014), “al-Shabaab uses coercion, intimidation, 

bribery and outright murder to collect information, forcing many people to cooperate from fear 

of being killed.” Al Shabaab has done remarkably well in recruiting “foreign” fighters to its 

cause, but most have been diaspora, either from the near (Kenya, Ethiopia, Arabia) plus a 

number from the far (Europe, UK, USA, Canada)(Mendelsohn, 2011). Shinn (2011) says that the 

large Somali community at Eastleigh in Nairobi is a breeding ground for al Shabaab where 

radical preachers play a key role in recruiting and fundraising. 

 For the Breakaway states, the behavior has been that of making the appearance of 

independence. Somaliland held a referendum in 1991 in which an overwhelming majority of the 

region’s 3 million residents voted for independence. The 1.5 million Puntlanders declared their 

own autonomy in 1998. Both “countries” have raised and maintained armies and customs 
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services, demarcated their common borders as well as those with Djibouti and Ethiopia, have 

negotiated trade agreements with each other, Djibouti and Ethiopia, and coin their own currency 

(the Somaliland Shilling).  Both regions have had repeated peaceful, open, and (by Somali 

standards) fair elections, and maintain nominally democratic governments.  

 Clan behavior is somewhat more complicated. Menkhaus (2003) reports that there are areas 

where Somali communities have been able to establish and maintain a high level of lawful 

behavior and personal security. He credits this to clan reliance on customary law (xeer), 

enforcement of blood payments (diya) for wrongs committed, and the application of Islamic law 

by local sharia courts. Most Somalis still prefer to take their legal disputes to a local sheikh or 

elder for mediation or adjudication, rather than to a court of law (Menkhaus, 2003). Clans are 

still quite wary of “foreigners” but, have on occasion even resorted to temporary cooperation 

with even the hated Ethiopians to drive out Al Shabaab from areas where AS had become too 

heavy handed with its Wahhabist doctrines, or too predatory in its taxing and administration of 

the area. 

  AMISOM and the African Union have recently come under criticism for sex trafficking of 

Somali women and girls in and around the AMISOM encampments in Mogadishu. Human 

Rights Watch has published a number of reports that have inflamed Somali sentiments and been 

a recruiting boon for AS. AMISOM enjoys nearly complete control of Mogadishu and its near 

surroundings, but as the mission has ground on for eight years with no sign of ending, donor 

countries are reaching their maximum capacity limits for available personnel. AMISOM forces 

have fought and won several pitched battles with AS forces that have made attacks into the 
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Mogadishu and Kismayo areas, however, AMISOM efforts to train a credible Somali National 

Army have met with less success. 

 Ethiopia and Kenya both launched ground offensives into Somalia from border positions in 

2011. After a rough start that saw the Kenyan effort nearly meet defeat in the mud of the Somali 

rainy season, the Kenyan Defense Forces eventually reached and occupied the southern Somali 

port city of Kismayo. Kenyan forces were incorporated into the AMISOM command structure in 

2014, with the mission of maintaining a security cordon around Kismayo back to the Kenyan 

border to facilitate the return of some of the refugees from the camps near Dabaab (at one time 

the largest refugee camp in the world). The Ethiopian offensive action that saw an advance along 

the border from the town of Beldwayne to the Somali city of Baidoa cleared that region of al 

Shabaab. Ethiopian military units also came under the AMISOM umbrella in 2014, although the 

Ethiopians have retained operational command of their forces. The mission for the Ethiopians 

has been to provide support for friendly clans and militias who want to push al Shabaab out of 

the central highland areas of Somalia. Ethiopian forces have also come under Human Rights 

Watch (HRW) scrutiny for their behavior in Somalia, and also in combatting separatist rebels in 

the Ogaden (Ethio-Somali) region of Ethiopia. HRW has documented alleged acts of torture and 

extra-judicial killings by the Ethiopians; however, internal Ethiopian investigations have 

disputed HRW’s findings.  

 Armenians have been heavily influenced by the behavior of the Nagorno-Karabakh (NK) 

Armenians, from the presence of large numbers of regular Armenian Army forces in NK and the 

adjacent occupied Azerbaijani territory to the intertwining of NK and mainland Armenia’s 

political leadership. Huseynov (2010) reminds that several of Armenia’s presidents were former 
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high office holders in the NK Armenian defacto administration, most famous having been Robert 

Kocharian. Armenia has also been quite active in recruiting international support, leveraging a 

powerful diaspora. American celebrity Kim Kardashian recently visited Armenia and has voiced 

her support for Nagorno-Karabakh’s independence across her vast social media following, to the 

delight of the NK Armenians and the ire of Azerbaijan (Nemtsova, 2016). Gahramanova (2010) 

explains that Armenia has conducted a far more effective “information war” ensuring that 

Armenian versions of the conflict are much more widely distributed than Azerbaijan’s.  

 The Nagorno-Karabakh Armenians have also initiated their own “diplomatic offensive” 

separate from Yerevan. This outreach program has garnered support from other separatist-

minded regions and areas with large Armenian Diasporas. Pokalova (2015) remarks that sub-

state government entities such as Australia’s New South Wales and the US states of 

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, California, Maine and Louisiana have voiced support for Nagorno-

Karabakh’s independence.  

 The Azerbaijanis have followed a path of trading resource access (primarily petro-resources) 

for support of their claim to Nagorno-Karabakh. Huseynov (2010) explains that the oil boom of 

the late 2000’s has enabled Azerbaijan to increase its military spending by a factor of fifteen, 

from US$135 million in 2003 to US$1.85 billion in 2008. Azerbaijan hopes these upgrades, 

coupled with a decided shift towards the USA (Azerbaijan voiced support for the American-led 

invasion of Iraq) will shift the military balance on the ground to their favor. The Azerbaijanis 

have also waged their own “information war” targeting fellow Islamic nations, as well as 

Georgia, who suffered at the hands of a Russian incursion over the South Ossetia region, to 

isolate Armenia. 
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Environment 

 The environmental dimension looks at the physical and the community environments, 

including the effects of geography. 

 Colombia’s government negotiated a settlement to end the conflict with FARC that was 

narrowly rejected by a referendum in October 2016. The negotiations leading to the proposed 

settlement had taken the government, headed by President Juan Manuel Santos four years to 

complete. However, former president Alvaro Uribe led a “no” campaign based on concerns that 

far too much leniency was being granted to the FARC members for past criminal activities and 

that the government would be responsible for rewarding “criminal” behavior thru the stipends 

and payments scheme for the demobilizing rebels. The vote exposed an almost even split across 

the country between reconciliation and punishment attitudes regarding the FARC.  Colombians’ 

attitudes regarding the FARC have shifted towards the view that they are nothing more than a 

criminal gang; this change in attitude has made getting the settlement approved much more 

challenging. 

 The FARC mostly come from rural and poor areas of Colombia, and are made up of mostly 

mixed-ancestry people. Their heritage places the FARC at a distinct difference from the mostly 

Spanish ancestry urban population, who they feel “look down on them.” They have maintained 

their presence mostly in the south and east of the country, near sanctuary in Bolivia and 

Venezuela. The FARC have connected themselves to global revolutionary and terrorist 

movements such as the Provisional IRA, from whom they received training in exchange for 

financial support. Sweig (2002) said, “...it would be a mistake to regard Colombia’s conflict as 
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only a terrorist or drug problem. Nor should it be considered a classic Marxist insurgency or 

counterinsurgency. It is, rather, a mix of all these elements.”  

 In Somalia, the physical environment, a forbidding desert, sparsely populated by nomadic 

herding clans, with a few settlements scattered across the landscape, and most larger cities 

confined to coastal areas help to define the community environments of the actors. 

 The TNG, operating behind the umbrella of the AU’s AMISOM force, is confined to 

presence in Mogadishu and Kismayo. Hesse (2010) reports that the TNG is a “bunker 

government” existing behind the “thin line of AU troops to which it owes its survival.” The TNG 

also has a problem with loyalty. Ali (2008) found that many southern Somalis who simply did 

not like the Ethiopian military in Somalia, including scores of heavily equipped government 

soldiers from the South deserted to fight against the Ethiopians. 

 Al Shabaab, by contrast, actively contests both the TNG and the more powerful Clans for 

control of much of central and southern Somalia. Shinn (2011) explains that AS has filled a 

“political vacuum” and no equivalent opposing force has consistently challenged it for control of 

those areas. AS also benefits from a reputation of being relatively corruption-free. Even though 

the AS practice of Wahhabism is quite severe, Ali (2008) remarks that Somalis under AS 

domination have a sense of consistency and predictability in their actions. He attributes this to 

the AS prohibition on the use of khat, the mildly hallucinogenic shrub chewed ubiquitously 

throughout the Horn of Africa. 

 For the breakaway states, remoteness from Mogadishu is a virtue. Leeson (2007) and 

Renders and Terlinden (2010) describe an environment of formal, though weak, governmental 

structures in both Somaliland and Puntland, complete with a semblance of state-level 
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administrative apparatus. In Somaliland, the local and national authorities, a number of smaller 

clan militia groups and their leaders, traditional authorities, religious groups, strong 

businessmen, remnants of the former state administration have been able to maintain a twenty-

five year long arrangement of governance that has kept the region at peace and relatively AS 

free. For Puntland, a major challenge is the impunity with which the Somali Pirates operate 

along their coastal areas. The Puntland Defence Force has been unable (or unwilling) to interdict 

the ground bases that the Pirates operate from. 

 In the clan controlled areas, Menkhaus (2003) relates that there maintains a very high level of 

distrust and grievance against the TNG as well as its AU and Ethiopian and Kenyan sponsors.  

The Clans still frequently war among themselves over grazing and water access for their cattle 

and camel herds, often resorting to pitting one or another of the larger players (AS, the TNG, 

Ethiopia/Kenya and the AU) against their transitory Clan rivals.  

 For the AU and AMISOM, as well as for Ethiopia and Kenya, the environment is shaped by 

the physical geography, but also by political calculus for the two bordering states and the troop 

contributing countries. The financial cost of maintaining a security presence is a staggering sum 

for the two relatively poor countries, and a fundraising burden for the AU. Both Ethiopia’s and 

Kenya’s political leadership have to weigh the costs of continued involvement across the border 

against the lost benefits from economic development deferred to pay for the occupation of 

Somalia. IN both cases, the costs have been mostly compensated by western and UN funding 

infusions for the AMISOM portion of each country’s operations. Additionally, in Kenya’s case, 

the al Shabaab problem has reached all the way to Nairobi, with the attack on the Westgate mall 

in 2013, and the reality that the Eastleigh slum has become a hotbed of recruiting and militant 
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preaching by radical Imams. Finally, the overwhelming numbers of internally displaced persons 

(IDPs) and refugees along both countries’ borders (DaBaab, in Kenya was, for a time, the 

world’s largest refugee camp, with a population of nearly a million) strains the resources of both 

countries to avert a catastrophic event among the camp residents. 

 The environment in Nagorno-Karabakh, like the two sides of the conflict, is vastly different. 

The Armenians and Azerbaijanis really are the mountain and valley people of the 1960s folk 

song. 

 Armenia’s location in the eastern reaches of the Ararat Mountains (the Armenian Highlands) 

plants it squarely in the middle of a restive and oftentimes unfriendly neighborhood. The people 

are predominantly Orthodox Christian, with close ties to the Russian Orthodox Church, and since 

independence, close political ties to Moscow as well. Economically, Armenia benefits from a 

financially powerful diaspora who have invested in both Armenia proper, and also into 

enterprises in Nagorno-Karabakh. Nagorno-Karabakh has become a source of timber, leading 

Armenia to make marked improvements to the Lachin Road, which connects Nagorno-Karabakh 

with Armenia proper. Armenia is relatively energy independent, even though it has no petroleum 

reserves of its own. Russia supplies the petro products in return for access to Armenia’s 

expansive hydro capacity and willingness to host nuclear power generation stations.  

 Azerbaijan, situated on the western side of the Caspian plain, is the last stop before Persia. 

Since independence, the government of Azerbaijan has been dominated by the Aliyev family, 

who in recent years has been compared to a mafia operation in the way the country is 

administered. Economically, Azerbaijan is a petro-state, with the vast bulk of its foreign income 

and investment in that industry. Azerbaijan has attempted, without much success, to modernize 
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and upgrade its military capacity, but corruption and bad leadership plagues Azerbaijani forces. 

The Azerbaijanis are primarily Shia Muslim, but the state itself is a secular one. This has made 

negotiating with its Muslim neighbors somewhat delicate. The Azerbaijani friendship with the 

USA has made relations with Iran tentative. Azerbaijan is still involved with Russia because of 

the Caspian Sea agreements on resource sharing, and the need to use Russian pipelines to export 

Azerbaijani oil. This arrangement is changing with the completion of the Baku-Tiblisi-Ceyhan 

pipeline that runs through Georgia to Turkey and terminates on the Mediterranean Sea. 

Conclusions 

 The dimensional findings across the cases revealed a number of parallels, which supports the 

expectations of the modeling process. However, it should be cautioned that the dimensions are 

better viewed as part of a qualitative continuum for analyzing the conflicts than as any kind of 

quantitative metric. Also, even though the dimensional issues were similar across many of the 

actors and cases, they were far from equivalent. The MACBE model was able to generate a 

number of broad topics that could be generalized to other conflicts, however, because every 

conflict is unique in its own right, the parallels asserted here may not apply fully or equally to 

any other specific conflict. 

 In the Motivational dimension, there was evidence of parallel findings of a need for 

recognized legitimacy that manifested itself most strongly with the Colombian Government and 

Somali Transitional National Government. The need to be recognized as an independent entity 

was strongly paralleled between the Nagorno-Karabakh Armenians and Breakaway states in 

Somalia. Adoption of non-negotiable conflict termination positions was strongest among the al 
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Shabaab, and both the Armenians (and their Nagorno-Karabakh Armenian surrogates) and 

Azerbaijanis.  

 In the Affective dimension, the need to de-legitimize the opposition was most strongly 

paralleled between the FARC against the Colombian Government and al Shabaab, the 

Breakaway states, and the Clans against the TNG, the AU and Ethiopia/Kenya. Delegitimizing 

the opposition as a criminal enterprise had parallels between the Colombian Government, who 

see the FARC as little more than drugs trade enablers and kidnappers, and Azerbaijan, who view 

the Nagorno-Karabakh Armenians as the instigators of a criminal enterprise.  

 Not surprisingly, the greatest number of parallels happened in Cognitive dimension.  Almost 

every group saw itself as heroic defenders of its cause, with the strong similarity between 

Armenia, Azerbaijan, FARC, al Shabaab, and the Breakaway states. The Colombian Government 

and Ethiopia/Kenya viewed themselves more as unappreciated defenders of their causes. Finally, 

Armenia, Azerbaijan, the Somali Clans, and the Colombian Government understood themselves 

through a historic lens, wrapping their worldview in each group’s unique historical right to 

prevail. 

 The Behavior dimension saw parallels in the excusing of atrocities committed by its group 

from Armenia, Azerbaijan, al Shabaab, and FARC. These groups shrugged off the incidences of 

rape, mass murder, suicide bombing, kidnapping and the like as either necessary to support the 

cause, or doing it to the other side before it could be done to them. Parallels in the effective use 

of information and propaganda (especially the use of social media) were strongest between 

Armenia and al Shabaab. The FARC also have a sophisticated social media presence.  In terms 
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of Diaspora outreach, both al Shabaab and Armenia displayed similar capacity and skill for both 

generating funding, sympathy, and in al Shabaab’s case, recruits to come join the fight.  

 The Environment dimension showed the fewest parallels. A preference for operating from 

remote locations was shared by the FARC, the Somali Clans, and the Breakaway States. The 

importance of Religious impacts on the conflict was nominally similar for both Armenia, an 

Orthodox Christian nation (and Nagorno-Karabakh as a Christian enclave) in conflict with 

secular-Muslim Azerbaijan; and al Shabaab, whose motivation is almost entirely based on an 

extreme version of Wahhabist Islam. The lawless environment of Colombia’s border areas and 

the central and southern regions of Somalia create a parallel where the FARC and the Somali 

Clans use crime and criminal enterprise as acceptable means of revenue generation and support. 

 The MACBE model is an interesting tool for examining conflict. Its use in this case study 

comparison revealed a number of parallel findings that do seem to cut across cases and even 

across groups within the cases. These parallels could be useful as starting points for evaluation of 

other Zombie Wars, and to inform conflict resolution study. These results lead to better 

understanding of these three conflicts, which should serve as an aid to any entity developing 

specific resolution structures and processes for one of them. This study could also help to inform 

conflict resolution policy more generally by adding a dynamic way of thinking that recognizes 

the complexity of conflict as a living organism rather than as an inanimate object with a static 

framework. While static groupings are much simpler to understand, they are not really very 

accurate, and do not allow for navigation of the complex social world of zombie wars in ways 

that allow for a deep understanding of the inherent complex problems. The kinds of assumptions 

generated by static models generally have limited value, because while social systems may not 
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be complicated systems, they are complex systems, with multiple inputs and outputs which 

impact other inputs and outputs in often very unexpected ways. Zombie Wars, like other 

complex organisms, have multiple independent actors, acting according to their own 

interpretations of the system’s status and using their own decision criteria. Every decision leads 

to an action, which then has effects on some, most, or even all of the rest of the system. Thinking 

of Zombie Wars this way may lead to a “system of systems” approach to mediation that would 

encourage the participation of more of the independent actors who, even if acting in their own 

self-interest, may do so in ways that lead to more constructive outcomes and resolutions.  
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Appendix 1: MACBE Visual Models 
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Appendix 2: MACBE Comparison Tables 

Government Guerrillas – FARC 
Motivation (+/-) Motivation (+/-) 
1. History of power sharing b/t the liberal and 
conservative parties that marginalizes 3rd party views. 
2. See themselves as the protectors of a capitalist 
democracy. 
3. The military as an institution is well-regarded by the 
Colombian people. 
 
 

1. Originally formed as a Marxist-Leninist rebellion. 
Goal was to overthrow the govt. and install a “peasants’ 
regime” 
2. Redistribute the wealth of the country to “the peasants” 
3. Split motivations: 
* Older members still hold on to an idealized “Bolivarian 
State” dream. 
* Younger members find power and a sense of belonging 
– family ties as well. 
4. Fighting is the only means to keep the FARC relevant. 

Affectation (-) Affectation (-) 
1. The rebels are really just criminals.  
2. FARC is an enabler of the drug cartels.  
3. Anger at the damage to Colombia’s reputation 
internationally done by the FARC’s complicity in the 
Cartel drug trade. 
3. FARC is a tool of unfriendly neighbors (Venezuela, 
Bolivia) who seek to undermine Colombia’s economic 
and political ties with development partners (especially 
the USA) 

1. Grievances against the government can be traced back 
to independence from Spain. 
2. A deep seated anger at being discluded from the 1960 
agreement that ended La Violencia (the Communists in 
general – led to the formation of the FARC). 
3. Urban Colombians (especially the wealthy and the 
elites) have no regard for the rights of the rural and poor. 

Cognition (+) Cognition (+) 
1. A professional counter-insurgency force. 
2. Only performing actions necessary for the safety of 
citizens and security of the state. 

1. Desire for respect from the urban elites. 
2. “Protectors” of the peasants. 
3. Mistrustful of the Govt b/c of the PU massacres of the 
late 90s. 

Behavior (+/-) Behavior (+/-) 
1. Less reliance on conscripts and paramilitaries. 
2. Doctrine calls for restraint in action – not always 
successful. 
3. Developed a “Home Guard” concept to allow 
conscripts to protect their own villages. 

 1. Kidnappings, assassinations, protection rackets, drug 
trade taxes, some main force actions (rare since the early 
00s). 

Environment (+/-) Environment (+/-) 
1. Continued dependence on outside assistance (US aid) 
to keep up the pressure on FARC. 
2. Negotiated settlement was rejected by a referendum 
in Oct 2016.  

1. Most come from the ranks of the rural and poor and are 
mixed ancestry – looked down on by the Spanish heritage 
elites. 
2. Territorial control is mostly in the south and east, near 
to sanctuary in Bolivia and Venezuela. 
3. Connected to global revolutionary and terrorist 
movements (PIRA, Cuba, Int’l Arms traffickers, etc.) 
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Somalia – Failed State 
Transitional National 
Government 

Al Shabaab (AS) Somaliland, Puntland, Other 
autonomous regions 

Motivation (+/-) Motivation (+/-) Motivation (+/-) 
1. Reinstate a national 
government. 
2. Prove to outside actors that they 
can administer the government. 
 

1. Evict all foreigners and establish a 
caliphate of the Horn of Africa 
2. Introduce a Wahabi-ist version of 
Sunni Islam 

1. Independence from Mogadishu. 
2. Recognition as separate countries. 
  
 

Affectation (-) Affectation (-) Affectation (-) 
1. AS are foreign sponsored 
terrorists. 
2. The breakaway states do not 
have a legal right to secede – they 
are violating Somali law as well 
as international norms. 

1. The AU and other foreigners are 
trying to “conquer” and “force 
convert” the Somalis from Islam. 
2. Foreigners are trying to steal the 
peoples’ resources. 
3. The TNG is the “mayor” of 
Mogadishu. 

1. The TNG is an artificiality that has 
no real control or authority in the 
independent states. 
2. AS are foreign sponsored terrorists 
bent on introducing a foreign 
ideology (Wahabism) into their 
lands. 
3. The TNG siphons of resources that 
would be better spent under 
Hargeisa’s control. 

Cognition (+) Cognition (+) Cognition (+) 
1. The only rightful governing 
authority for Somalia. 

 1.  True believers – creating the 
Caliphate in East Africa will lead to a 
greater Somali Islamic Republic 
bounded by Wahabi and Salafist 
religious doctrine. 
2. “The Youth”: scornful of the 
traditional ways. 

1. Somaliland (and Puntland) are de 
facto nation-states already. 
2. Regions could develop in earnest 
if they could achieve international 
recognition. 
3. The 1960 vote was a mistake – 
Somalilanders should not be bound 
by it. 

Behavior (+/-) Behavior (+/-) Behavior (+/-) 
1. The semblance of a 
government: 
* parliamentary meetings 
* national army 
* conduit for international/NGO 
aid 

 1. Guerrilla war, suicide bombings, 
“taxing” of occupied areas, forced 
marriages to AS members, public 
information and propaganda war. 
2. Foreign recruiting of near and far 
diaspora. 

1. All the trappings of a State: 
* elections 
* civil service 
* military 
* trade 

Environment (+/-) Environment (+/-) Environment (+/-) 
1. Able to operate only behind the 
shield of the AU. 
2. Confined to the environs of 
Mogadsihu and a few other cities 
(Kismayo). 

1. Contesting for control for much of 
south and central Somalia. 
2. Limited personnel recruiting and 
more extensive financial backing from 
foreign sources. 
3. Relatively corruption-free 
administration of occupied areas 
(although the Wahabi version of Sharia 
is quite severe). 

1. Relatively remote from 
Mogadishu. 
2. Functioning state-level 
administration. 

Other Players 
Clan Leaders African Union Ethiopia, Kenya 
Motivation (+/-) Motivation (+/-) Motivation (+/-) 
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 1. Maintain a relatively peaceful 
environment that respects the 
Clans’ traditional customs. 

1. Preserve the 1960 borders of the 
original post-colonial Somalia 

1. Preserve border security. 
2. Diffuse separatist tendencies 
among their own Somali populations. 
3. Exploit border area resources for 
their own development. 

Affectation (-) Affectation (-) Affectation (-) 
 1. TNG and Al Shabaab are 
equally distasteful.  
* TNG is too accommodating to 
“foreigners” 
* AS flaunts too many Somali 
customs of courtesy and manners. 
They also espouse Wahabism 
instead of Sufism. 

1. AS are terrorists with no legitimate 
interests in rebuilding Somalia. 
 

1. Eth: Somalis have fomented 
trouble in the Ogaden (Ethio-Somali) 
region for decades. 
2. AS are simply terrorists bent on 
upsetting Ethiopia’s internal ethnic 
and religious balance (same for 
Kenya). 
3. Somalis have been incapable of 
ruling themselves. 

Cognition (+) Cognition (+) Cognition (+) 
 1. Traditional customs and norms 
made Somalia the safest place in 
Africa until the Siad Barre regime 
fell. 
2. Clans were able to settle their 
differences thru traditional 
customs without a central 
governing authority. 

1. The good guys: Africans solving 
African problems. 
2. Limited patience for what seems to 
be a never-ending nation-building 
effort. 

1. Benevolent neighbors forced into 
action only to protect their own 
people. 
2. The bulwarks of resistance against 
the incursion of Wahabism into the 
Horn 

Behavior (+/-) Behavior (+/-) Behavior (+/-) 
1. Go with whoever is occupying 
their territory at the time. 
2. Try to maintain as much 
traditional custom as possible. 
3. Wary of “foreigners”. 
 

1. AU force deployed to Mogadishu. 
Main force encounters with AS. 
Security for the TNG. 
2. Annual troop rotations from donor 
nations. 
3. Recurrent negotiations under AU 
auspices. 

1. Multiple incursions into Somalia 
(Eth). 
2. Heavy troop presence along the 
border. 
3. Joined the AU Force in 2015. 
4. Extensive intelligence operations 
inside Somalia, including UAV ops 
w the USA 
6. Information Ops to discredit AS 

Environment (+/-) Environment (+/-) Environment (+/-) 
1. Little to no TNG presence for 
most. 
2. Transactional interactions with 
AS, AU, Eth and KA forces when 
they are encountered. 
3. Clans in the north and west are 
under the umbrella of the 
breakaway states, those in the 
center and south are on their own. 
4. Subject to intermittent violence 
as AS, the AU and the Eth and 
KA forces move back and forth 
across the terrain. 
5. Mostly nomadic – harsh semi-
desert terrain. 

1. Political cost to maintain AU 
security forces (Uganda, Rwanda, 
Kenya, Ethiopia). 
2. Financial backers have limited 
patience. 
3. Physical environment: Mogadishu as 
a fortress city. 

1. Limited political will in both 
countries to spend national resources 
on the effort. 
2. In Kenya, the AS problem has 
reached the capital (Nairobi). 
Ethiopia has fared better at 
containing AS at or near the border. 
3. For both, the logistics tail needed 
to support forces on the border is 
enormous relative to the capabilities 
of their security services. 
4. Border areas are semi- to fully 
desert areas with poor demarcations. 
5. Large numbers of refugees and 
IDPs at or near the border. 
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Nagorno-Karabakh – Border War 
Internal Players 

Armenia NK Separatists Azerbaijan  
Motivation (+/-) Motivation (+/-) Motivation (+/-) 
1. Union with NK as an integral 
part of Armenia 
2. Historic “last bastion” of 
Armenian identity 
3. Armenian leadership comes 
from NK 

1. Union with Armenia – or – complete 
independence from Azerbaijan 
2. Fear of an ethnic genocide by Azeris 
3. Culmination of historical efforts to 
restore NK to its rightful place as part of 
Armenia. 

1. Preserve the territorial integrity 
of Azerbaijan. 
2. Reclaim the historical 
homeland of the Caucasian 
Albanians (historical forbearers of 
the Azeri people). 
 

Affectation (-) Affectation (-) Affectation (-) 
 1. The Azeri “Turk” claims on 
the land are historically 
inaccurate. 
2. The Azeri “Turks” will commit 
genocide on the NK Armenian 
majority to ethnically cleanse the 
area. 
3. After massacres in Baku and 
other Azeri cities and towns in the 
1980s-90s, they can’t be trusted. 
4. They’ll commit forced 
conversions to Islam of anyone 
they don’t kill. 

1. Keeping NK out of the Armenian SSR 
was an underhanded trick by Stalin to 
keep Armenia weak. 
2. The NK Armenians have been the 
victims throughout this entire conflict, 
only fighting to defend themselves and 
their homes from Azeri “invaders” 
 

1. The Armenians are trying to do 
with force what they couldn’t do 
over the course of 60 yrs of legal 
maneuvers in the USSR. 
2. The Armenians have committed 
ethnic cleansing on towns like 
Shusha, which were Azeri 
majority towns in NK. 
3. Grabbing NK is just the first 
step in recreating a “Greater 
Armenia” which would include 
forced conversions to Christianity 
or expulsions and further ethnic 
cleansing or genocide of the Azeri 
people. 
4. The Armenians are nothing 
more than gangsters and thugs 
with no respect for the rule of law. 

Cognition (+) Cognition (+) Cognition (+) 
1. The dispute for NK is an heroic 
struggle against infidels and 
interlopers. 
2. Armenia is only defending the 
interests of fellow Armenians 
against probable ethnic cleansing 
(at the worst) or (at the least) 
permanent underclass status as 
citizens of Azerbaijan. 

1. This is a fight for freedom and self-
determination. 
2. To give up NK (as either a part of 
Armenia, or as an independent state) 
would be to give up the entire idea of 
Armenian identity to perpetrators of 
genocide against the Armenian people. 

1. NK has been Azeri land for at 
least the last 60 yrs, and portions 
of it have been in Azeri hands for 
centuries. 
2. Azerbaijan is the victim of a 
land grab by an expansionist 
neighboring country. 
3. Azerbaijan is the victim of a 
smear campaign – Armenians 
have lived peacefully among the 
Azeris for centuries, until the 
radicals in Stepanakert made this 
land grab.  

Behavior (+/-) Behavior (+/-) Behavior (+/-) 
1. Main force military action. 
2. Occupation of Azeri territory 
adjacent to NK. 
3. Appeals to Armenian diaspora 
to generate worldwide support for 

1. Ethnic cleansing of Armenian majority 
areas of NK. 
2. Ceded negotiating authority to 
Armenia. 
3. Sophisticated information campaign 

1. Using resource availability to 
try to win western sympathy for 
Azeri claims. 
2. Encouraging western (including 
Turkish) investment into Baku 
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the NK cause. 
4. Intransigent stand – no deal that 
doesn’t at least grant NK full 
independence (a prelude to an 
Anschluss in the future). 
5. Full military alliance with 
Russia to counter perceived Azeri 
friendliness with western powers. 
6. Multiple Armenian Prime 
Ministers elected from NK. 

geared toward broader diaspora 
community. 
4. Diplomatic outreach of a defacto state 
apparatus, including missions in Europe, 
the USA and Russia. 

and other petro-generating areas. 
3. Used petro-dollars to finance 
upgrades to the Azeri military. 
4. Backed US intervention in Iraq 
to shore up US support. 
5. Waged their own “information 
war” targeting fellow Islamic 
nations, and less scrupulous 
resource recipients to try to isolate 
Armenia. 
6. Invited US and Western 
military advisors to train and 
assist the Azeri Mil. 

Environment (+/-) Environment (+/-) Environment (+/-) 
1. Political – dependent on Russia. 
2. Economic – NK now 
responsible for a thriving timber 
industry that adds to Armenia’s 
export capacity. 
3. Relatively energy independent 
(Nuclear, Hydro), so not 
vulnerable to Azerbaijan’s biggest 
asset. 
3. Military – relatively modern 
and capable. Russian model with 
high morale and victory in the 
1991-94 war on its side. 
5. United in the idea that NK is an 
intrinsic part of Armenia (across 
the political spectrum). 

1. A major political force inside Armenia 
proper (multiple PMs from NK). 
2. A well-functioning administrative 
apparatus grounded in the time NK was 
an Oblast. 
3. Hardline about the only acceptable 
solution – self-determination for NK. 
4. Easily defended mountainous terrain. 
 

1. Ruled by an autocratic “strong 
man” family (the Aliyevs – more 
a mafia operation than a 
government). 
2. Economic – recipient of large 
petroleum exploration and 
transport investments. 
3. Military – more capable, but 
still relatively weaker than 
Armenia. 
4. Diplomatic – Outreach to 
Turkey, but limited by the Sunni – 
Shia difference. Iran has been off-
limits b/c of US influence. 
Limited rapprochement w Russia.  
5. Little prospect for retaking 
occupied Azeri areas outside NK 
by force.  
6. Extreme environmental damage 
to Caspian Sea around Baku. 
7. Dependent on a single rail link 
thru Georgia to the Black Sea. 
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CHAPTER 3 

STRANGERS IN A STRANGE LAND:   

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING DURING THE UNITED NATIONS INTERIM 

SECURITY FORCE IN ABYEI (UNISFA) MISSION 

Introduction 

 On a rainy morning in late June 2011, two Lieutenant Colonels from the U.S. Defense 

Attaché’s office walked quickly down the hallway of the headquarters building of the Ethiopian 

National Defense Force (ENDF) Department of Logistics to a meeting with Major General Gezai 

Abera, the ENDF Chief of Logistics. Gezai was trying to plan the deployment of over 4,000 

ENDF troops to Abyei, a border hotspot between Sudan and the soon to be independent South 

Sudan, and get the plan in place and executed in less than a month. Gezai, Lieutenant General 

Tadesse Worede - newly named mission commander, and Major General Yohannes Tesfamariam 

– Chief of the ENDF Peacekeeping, were trying to do something rare in United Nations 

Peacekeeping missions. 

 UNISFA was to be conducted as a “single-nation” peacekeeping operation, and the ENDF 

was under the gun to get it right. Although most UN peacekeeping missions use single nation 

troop contingents, normally those contingents would be sourced from multiple nations. 

Additionally, the Force Headquarters element for UN missions is almost never sourced primarily 

from one nation. The Ethiopians would figuratively be “writing the book” on how a single nation 

mission would be conducted. 

 Would the Ethiopians be able to overcome United Nations’ (and their own) organizational 

inertia and find new ways to succeed in this mission? Would the ENDF be able to demonstrate 
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any ability to “learn” as an organization over the course of this new operation? How would the 

Ethiopians adapt to the changing nature of the UNISFA operation from the initial deployment to 

the addition of the border verification mission to planning for a referendum on Abyei’s troubled 

future at some, as yet, unnamed future date. And, from a larger perspective, could an in-depth 

study of the conduct of the UNISFA operation shed light on if, how, when, and why strategic 

adaptation and learning happens within a peacekeeping operation? 

 This paper uses theoretical frameworks drawn from institutional and organizational 

adaptation, business adaptation, and military adaptation to create evaluative criteria to measure 

the ability of a peacekeeping operation to recognize the need for and the ability to apply the 

tenets of organizational learning. From this framework, the case study analyzes the UNISFA 

operation, including policy and implementation decisions at the UN, regional, national and 

operational levels to develop a set of “incidents” where organizational adaptation and learning 

should be expected to have occurred. These incidents will then be evaluated for evidence to 

support the theoretical frameworks of organizational learning.  

 Ideally, this evaluation captures both operation-specific adaptation, which could be used to 

frame future policy to guide UN Peacekeeping operation decision-making, and fills a gap in 

existing literature regarding under which conditions (if any) organizational learning occurs 

during peacekeeping operations. Policy makers need to know whether the learning (if any) that 

occurred over the course of the UNISFA operation is unique to this one operation, or are there 

lessons that can be generalized into other ongoing and future missions.  
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The results of this study will also find use in a broader theoretical sense, filling a gap in existing 

literature identified by Diehl and Druckman (forthcoming) on whether, where and how 

organizational learning occurs across the lifespan of a peacekeeping operation.  

Literature Review 

 This research starts with a review of salient literature along the three strands of the inquiry, 

which establishes a baseline of current study in organizational learning theory, in the evaluation 

of organizational learning in peacekeeping operations, and finally the evaluation of the UNISFA 

mission specifically. 

 This research follows three lines of inquiry. The first strand is organizational learning and 

adaptation. The second thread is evaluating institutional learning in peacekeeping operations. 

The final line is the UNISFA operation itself. 

Organizational Learning  

 Chakravarthy (1982), among others, notes the seemingly obvious idea that “the essence of 

management is coping with change.” Strategic management is a process used for coping with 

change in a firm's external environment through the choice of appropriate strategies and 

organizational structures designed to match those strategies. He expands, “the primary purpose 

of strategic management is adaptation” (Chakravarthy, 1982. p.35). This adaptation framework 

consists of three concepts that Chakravathy (1982) borrows from general literature on adaptation: 

the ability to adapt, the process of adaptation, and the state of adaptation respectively. These 

concepts form the foundation of organizational learning theory. He gauges an organization’s 

ability to adapt by classifying it into one of three states of being. Organizations that have either 

too little or too much organizational stability have a more difficult time implementing 
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organizational change. Firms with the most ability to adapt are in what he defines as a neutral 

state where, “a firm can withstand most environmental changes because they have been 

anticipated before their occurrence and the firm has invested in the requisite adaptive ability” 

(Chakravarthy, 1982 p. 36). Classifying an organization’s ability to adapt allows for evaluating 

the organization’s actual capacity for change, and then to identifying specific change 

methodologies.  

 Burgelman (1991) explains that as organizations grow, strategy (and strategic learning) 

becomes differentiated across levels of an organization. Strategy, other than in broad context, 

does not get directly communicated to management at all levels. This leads to organizational 

leaders perceiving that strategies best for their (personal and departmental) success often differ 

than those best for the organization’s success. These differing interpretations of the 

organization’s strategy  “...provides an important source of internal variation, as individuals who 

possess data, ideas, motivation, and resources all strive to undertake specialized initiatives” 

(Burgelman, 1991 p.244). Senior organizational leaders have to develop the structural 

mechanisms that allow strategy (and organizational learning) to evolve through organization 

administration and culture (Burgelman 1991).  

 Burgelman’s findings that organizational change is evolutionary, rather than revolutionary 

complement Hannan and Freeman’s (1984) work on organizational inertia. Their argument that 

society favors organizations, “...that can reliably produce collective action and can account 

rationally for their activities” (Hannan & Freeman, 1984 p. 162). They talk about reproducing 

structures with high-fidelity (such as is done in military type organizations). Each unit of the 

organization should mimic a standardized design for that type of unit. They assert that this kind 
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of “high-fidelity reproduction” militates against experimentation and inhibits change, especially 

in operational organizations (Hannan and Freeman, 1984). This applies aptly to the United 

Nations, which as a body, has a high degree of inertia built in to its very structure and processes. 

 Levitt and March (1988) reinforce the organizational inertia with organizational memory. 

They find, “...conceptions of learning presume that the lessons of experience are maintained and 

accumulated within routines despite the turnover of personnel and the passage of time. Rules, 

procedures, technologies, beliefs, and cultures are conserved through systems of socialization 

and control... ...Such organizational instruments not only record history but shape its future path, 

and the details of that path depend significantly on the processes by which the memory is 

maintained and consulted” (p. 326). Organizational memory can lead to what Levitt and March 

(1988) call competency traps. They assert that an organization’s members prefer to repeat 

routines at which are successful. As they repeat the routines, their competence grows and their 

openness to alternatives is reduced. Kim (1998) among others explains how standard operating 

procedures can act as a brake on organizational learning, “...the wider the range of situations 

subsumed by the routines and the better the routinized performance, the fewer reminders there 

are that something besides routinized competence might on occasion be useful or even essential 

to survival” (p.7). 

 This early work in strategic learning provided much of the basis for large leaps in 

organizational change studies that led to John Kotter’s 1996 seminal work, Leading Change. 

Kotter’s understanding that change in large organizations often consists of “projects within 

projects” or what Kim (1998) describes as “closing the loop” on situational learning, lends itself 

to providing a method for relatively rigid organizations to embark on adaptation. Militaries (and 
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military-type organizations) also gravitate towards this change construct because of the emphasis 

on “leadership” over “management” that Kotter (1996) espouses as a necessary element of 

organizational change.  

 From Kotter’s general construct and methodology, Nagl and others (e.g. Hammes 2006), 

have “militarized” the model for use in analyzing the kinds of structures and operational 

challenges found in military organizations as they conduct the full spectrum of operations, 

including peacekeeping and peace support operations. 

 According to Nagl (2002), organizational theory, which he borrows from Downie (1998), 

and is the “grandchild” of Chakravarthy (1982), is a useful backdrop for looking at institutional 

change issues in military-type organizations. Both authors contend that organizational theory 

explains how organizations are created in order to accomplish a certain set of missions, and as 

time passes, some missions become more important than other missions to the organization’s 

leaders. To put Nagl into context, an assumption that an organization has the ability to change in 

Chakravarthy’s construct has to hold, even if adaptation is only to satisfy leader preferences. 

Nagl (2002) suggests a cyclical organization “learning” process that starts with recognition of 

shortcomings in organizational knowledge or performance (usually codified as doctrine and 

standard operating procedures) identified through experience of failure. The learning path then 

leads from finding consensus on the right solutions for the shortcomings to the adoption and 

dissemination of the modified doctrine. The process then repeats itself endlessly. He defines 

learning as “a process by which an organization uses new knowledge or understanding gained 

from experience or study to adjust institutional norms, doctrine and procedures in ways designed 

to minimize previous gaps in performance and maximize future successes” (Nagl 2002).  
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 The consensus of the literature is that organizational learning requires a number of 

conditions. The first is condition is that an organization is at a state of being (neither too 

immature or too dug-in) that allows for learning and change. The second condition is the ability 

of the organization to capture learning into institutional memory. The third condition is the 

organizational learning process is cyclical, usually born out of shortcomings and failures of 

current organizational knowledge.  

Organizational Learning in Peacekeeping Operations 

 The second thread of the inquiry is to evaluate the current state of study and analysis at the 

peacekeeping institutional level. This level includes the United Nations, other major 

International Organizations (IOs) such as the African Union and NATO, and possibly a handful 

of state powers with capability to engage in unilateral peace operations.  At this level, 

institutional learning and adaptation both drive, and are driven by the development of 

peacekeeping doctrine. Theoretical literature has concentrated on answering questions of 

whether peacekeeping works, an outcome based evaluation. For example, Fortna (2008) 

concludes that, “... peacekeeping is an extremely effective tool for maintaining peace” (p. 179). 

and that, “... the chances that peace will last, and last longer, are significantly and dramatically 

improved when the international community deploys peacekeepers” (p. 126). Her study, 

however, focuses primarily on the outcomes of peacekeeping operations, not on how or whether 

peacekeeping operations were capable of organizational learning.  She comes closest to 

addressing potential inhibitors to organizational learning when she notes, “Mission mandates are 

often ambiguous, reflecting the lowest common denominator of agreement among sending states, 
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... are usually improvised and ad hoc; they are too often planned at the last minute and are 

perennially understaffed, underfunded, and underequipped” (Fortna, 2008 p. 76).    

 Howard (2008) moves the study further, defining two levels of organizational learning that 

can occur in peacekeeping missions. Her second level of learning consists of learning and 

adaptation mainly emanating from the experiences of UN Headquarters between operations, 

applying lessons-learned from one to the next. While she only summarizes the state of second 

level learning, she finds the UN as an organization to be mostly in a state of dysfunction. She 

does note one bright spot, a UN “Best Practices Section” charged with managing knowledge, 

analysis, reporting and training. She minimizes the current impact of the section, noting that it “is 

a small section, with only nine professional staff, who have limited influence over the rest of 

DPKO” (Howard, 2008 p. 337).   

 It is her construct of first level learning as a development of measuring the ability of the 

peacekeeping organization to learn and adapt within an operation, which is directly on point to 

this study. She defines first-level learning as, “increasing ability to engage in multi-dimensional 

peacekeeping.” She then develops four indicators of first-level learning that look at the “process 

of learning” rather than the operational outcome. These four indicators are: 1) the ability to 

gather and analyze information; 2) the ability to coordinate among the different divisions of the 

operation; 3) the ability to engage in the post-conflict environment; and 4) exercising leadership 

so that the organization commands authority from all actors (even during periods of crisis) 

(Howard, 2008 p. 16). In her model, if the peacekeeping organization is able to demonstrate the 

ability to master tasks grouped across the four indicators, the organization has demonstrated first-

level organizational learning, regardless of the operation’s ultimate success or failure.  
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 It is on this last point where Howard’s study falls short in two ways. First, her methodology 

does not tie first-level organizational learning to mission success. In her inquiry, an organization 

could demonstrate learning while the mission still fails. An analogy would be the football team 

that executes every play correctly, adapts to the other team’s strategy, and yet still loses the 

match. The end result is still a loss. Her second shortcoming is in only measuring the indicators 

over the course of the operation. There seems to be no accounting for the organization’s existing 

capabilities prior to deployment to the operation. She asserts that learning is only possible if 

there are preconditions to the four indicators listed above, but in nearly all contingency-type 

operations, the caliber of competence of individuals and units used to fill the contingency can 

vary greatly from operation to operation. Veteran units and experienced commanders may start 

out demonstrating many of Howard’s preconditions, while green units and less experienced 

commanders may not. This could lead to skewed results, either as green units appear to learn 

more (because they have more to learn), or as veteran units perform at higher levels from the 

outset. 

 Cassidy (2004) provides an additional framework to evaluate organizational adaptation with 

his case study of the British participation in the UNPROFOR mission in Bosnia. He carefully 

details the background of the conflict in Bosnia, the role of the British Army as part of the UN 

force as the British leadership understood it, and then highlighted four main “characteristics” of 

the British Military Strategic Culture and how the UNPROFOR force adapted itself to the 

situation at hand within the limits of the overarching culture. This framework provides a 

jumping-off point for enquiries into the abilities of UN operations to learn/adapt to the peculiar 

circumstances of any peacekeeping operation. This framework is necessary (and absent from 
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Howard’s study) because there are discrete boundaries beyond which peacekeeping 

organizations cannot pass, no matter how much any organizational adaptation may seem to be in 

order.  

  Finally, Williams’ (2017) report on UN support to the AMISOM operation (UNSOA) 

provides a good template for assessing lessons learned during UN operations. Although the 

Williams report was for assessing a UN logistics operation, not a direct peacekeeping operation, 

the structure of the report (basically an abbreviated case study) works well for organizing 

empirical results and making policy recommendations. Williams framed the report by 

enumerating what he found to be the greatest challenges faced by the UNSOA operation 

(expanding mandate, organizational culture clash, lack of security, distance problems, and the 

difficulties of having AMISOM as the client). He described each challenge in detail, UNSOA’s 

current response, and then his recommended improvement. 

UNISFA 

 There is limited information available specific to the UNISFA operation beyond UNPKO 

operational status updates, modifications to the mandate approved by the UNSC and 

contemporary news reporting. For example, Craze (2014) does an extensive analysis of the 

activities of the Joint Border Verification and Monitoring Mission (JBVMM), which is a sub-

component of the UNISFA operation. Blanchard (2014) journals the overall depth of the 

problems in South Sudan, detailing the costs that the U.S. has sunk as well as future financial and 

training commitments to the UNISFA operation. Sloane (2014) discusses the decision to invoke 

Chapter 7 authority in the UNISFA operation in the context of the Brahimi letter. Both 

Globalsecurity.org (undated) and Smallarmssurveysudan.org (2015) have posted historical 
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accounts of events in the Abyei area and UNISFA activities. Additionally, the author has 

conducted numerous telephone and in-person interviews with key staff officers who served in 

UNISFA Force Command rotations.  

Theory 

 This research builds on Nagl and Howard to explore whether a change in the way the UN 

authorized an operational command (single nation command element) created the conditions for 

the operation’s leadership to institutionalize organizational learning in the operational 

environment. In this case, the question is: Did the unified command structure approved for the 

UNISFA operation allow the UN Force Command in Abyei to adapt more quickly and 

independently to changes in the operation, including changing force posture, to respond to 

changing “facts on the ground”, expanding capabilities to accomplish additional missions, and 

lending support to adjacent operations (UNAMID1 and UNMISS2) when those operations faced 

significantly changed situations than if it had been arranged along the lines of other UN Force 

headquarters? If so, then what elements of organizational learning theory might explain why 

UNISFA succeeded (or failed) at learning and implementing change over the course of 

operation?  

 A number of things become clear regarding the conditions under which organizational 

learning and adaptation occur. First, an organization must be able to learn. That is, it must be in 

Chakravarthy’s neutral state where it is secure from being overwhelmed by its environment 

(unstable), but not so secure that it is overwhelmed by inertia (stable). Second, organizational 

                                                

1 United Nations African Union Hybrid Mission in Darfur 
2 United Nations Mission in South Sudan 
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learning starts with leadership. Senior leaders have to develop the mechanisms that allow 

organizational learning to evolve through organization administration and culture.  Third, 

organizational learning may vary across levels of the organization. Fourth, organizational inertia 

militates against radical adaptation. Fifth, most initial learning and adaptation occurs as “projects 

within projects”. Sixth, organizational learning and adaptation is, for the most part, an 

evolutionary and cyclical process. Finally, organizational learning has to be routinized into 

organizational memory. 

   In the context of UN Peacekeeping Operations (even though each operation is Ad Hoc 

and unique), the United Nations Department of Peacekeeping (UNDPKO) uses a structural 

template that produce operational structures that vary little from mission to mission. The normal 

template is for a multi-national force command element drawn from individual augmentees and 

some number of troop contingents drawn as units from contributing countries. This 

organizational structure is designed to create a robust and diverse level of expertise for the force 

command while preserving unity of command at the unit level. It also works to satisfy the 

political concerns of member nations needed to build support for the missions.  

 While this method of mission building would support the seven conditions to allow 

organizational learning, there have been initial mission mandates with organizations inadequate 

to the tasks the operation will be assigned. Per Fortna (2008), “...perennially understaffed, 

underfunded, and underequipped.”  Chakravarthy (1982) would term those missions as unstable 
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and unable to do much more than act in self-preservation, lurching from crisis to crisis. A good 

example of this kind of organization was the UNAMIR3 mission in Rwanda. 

 PK mission leadership can also be hit or miss, as the same political concerns that impact 

force composition also come into play in vetting and approving the mission leaders. Howard 

(2008) assigns most leadership failures in PK missions to the Secretariat, or to the Secretaries 

General rather than to individual mission leaders. She attributes these senior leader failings to the 

“organizational dysfunction” of the UN Secretariat (p. 51). 

  The “high-fidelity reproduction” (Hannan and Freeman, 1984) of organizational structures 

(of the kind used by UNDPKO) to build missions can militate against experimentation and 

inhibit change, especially in operational organizations. For example, the UN standard infantry 

battalion for PK duties is 800 soldiers arrayed into four light infantry and one mechanized 

company formations. Troop contributing nations have to change their unit tables of organization 

and equipment to meet the UN requirement prior to deploying on operations. 

 Finally, in terms of the UNDPKO building an organizational memory as a necessary 

component of organizational learning (Levitt and March, 1988), Howard’s (2008) critique of the 

UNDPKO Best Practices Section as too small and with limited influence means that individual 

missions have limited access to learn from others and have to build their own organizational 

memory through the course of each unique mission. 

 A peacekeeping operation should be able to demonstrate whether it is able to “learn” 

organizationally by: a) ensuring a robust enough organization to be able to learn; b) selecting 

operational leaders that put administrative and cultural mechanisms in place that encourage 
                                                

3 United Nations Assistance Mission in Rwanda, 1993-1996. 
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change within organizational bounds; c) recognizing that change would vary across different 

levels of the organization; d) overcoming the kind of organizational inertia inherent in UNPK 

operational structure; e) demonstrating learning through anticipation of and in response to 

incidents and activities “on the ground”; f) applying new thinking about how to conduct 

peacekeeping activities within the bounds of the operation; and g) memorializing the learning 

into the organization’s collective memory. 

 In the case of UNISFA, the test is to find what impact, if any, installing a unified command 

structure (condition b), have on the organization’s ability to successfully meet the conditions that 

would demonstrate organizational learning during the operation. If there is an impact, was it 

positive or negative, and was it a uniform impact across the other conditions. For example, 

evidence should show whether UNISFA’s unified command structure overcame or encouraged 

organizational inertia or encouraged the memorialization of organizational learning. If the 

unified command had a positive impact, then the research should expect to find evidence that the 

organization was successful in meeting the conditions necessary to be considered a learning 

organization because of the command structure.  

Research Design 

 This paper uses a case study analysis to test whether the structure of United Nations 

Peacekeeping Operations enables those organizations to apply the other tenets of organizational 

learning theory over the course of an operation.  

The Case 

 The case study explores if, when, how, and why the leadership of the UNISFA Operation 

applied (or failed to apply) organizational learning throughout the course of the operation in 
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Abyei, Sudan. The case study attempts to determine whether, and to what extent, the unified 

command structure of the Abyei operation either enabled or inhibited organizational learning.  

The period of this case study is from the initiation of the operation in 2011 to the end of 2015, 

the ending period of the last mandate prior to its most recent extension.  

 This case is an appropriate vehicle for analysis of whether and when a UN Operation can 

successfully apply organizational adaptation and learning, and whether the unified command 

structure of the operation’s force command had an impact on that learning and adaptation. 

Starting with the negotiations over the initial force and command composition which fulfilled 

condition (b) of the learning conditions, to the accelerated timetable for deployment to the 

additions of scope and scale (some planned – some in response to facts on the ground), the case 

is rich in “learning moments” using the conditions for organizational learning elaborated above. 

Background 

 The United Nations’ involvement in Abyei that ultimately led to the UNISFA operation goes 

at least as far back as the 2005 Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) for Sudan signed 

between the Khartoum Government and the rebel Sudan People’s Liberation Movement – the 

umbrella organization for South Sudanese secession efforts. Abyei occupies an area of about 40 

km by 60 km roughly halfway between the east and west ends of the border between Sudan and 

South Sudan. The question of Abyei’s sovereignty was left undetermined under the terms of the 

CPA. Once the South exercised its right to secede in the 2009 elections, the Abyei question 

became a major issue of contention regarding the unwinding of the two countries for at least 

three reasons. First, Abyei sits on top of the Diffra Fields, one of the largest known reserves of 

oil in the entire region. Second, Abyei’s  “permanent” population is majority Ngok Dinka, who 
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have expressed strong preference for joining the new nation of South Sudan rather than 

remaining in a Sudan controlled by the political administration in Khartoum. Finally, the area of 

Abyei north of the Kiir River (Bahr Al Arab) is used by the Misseriya People, who are allied 

with Khartoum, as grazing areas during the summer dry season, usually from May to October 

every year. 

 In 2008, the Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) in The Hague set the current borders for 

Abyei. This ruling returned Heglig to Sudan, but left Diffra inside the new Abyei borders. As the 

reality of the South’s secession set in throughout 2009 and 2010, violence ratcheted up in the 

area known as “the Abyei Box” with armed Dinka militias backed by Juba battling both Sudan 

Armed Forces (SAF) and units of Sudan’s Special Oil Police. The issue came to a head in the 

final run-up to Southern Independence in May of 2011 when SAF units destroyed the Banton 

Bridge across the Kiir River, effectively cutting off many Ngok Dinka from their villages on the 

north side of the river. At the same time, large numbers of Misseriya nomads began their annual 

migration into the grazing lands north of the Kiir. Khartoum insisted that the Misseriya be 

included in any referendum regarding Abyei’s ultimate future. The problem of Abyei threatened 

to derail the entire independence process, throwing the two nations into open war even before the 

official date of independence. 

 The UN stepped into the breach and authorized an interim security force under Chapter 7 of 

the UN Charter. UNSCR 19904 was formally approved on June 27, 2011 and Ethiopian 

Lieutenant General Tadesse Worede was appointed as both Head of Mission and Force 

Commander for the new operation designated as the United Nations Interims Security Force for 
                                                

4 United Nations Security Council Resolution 1990, UNISFA United Nations Interim Security Force for Abyei 
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Abyei, or UNISFA. The UNISFA initial mandate called for a robust peacekeeping force that 

would provide basic law and order, security, protection of civilians, and assistance with local 

administration in the area. They would be empowered to intercede between Dinka militias, 

Sudan Peoples Liberation Army (SPLA) units and other southern sympathetic groups and the 

SAF and Oil Police who answered to Khartoum. The initial mandate also provided for the future 

implementation of a border length Joint Border Verification and Monitoring Mechanism, 

although resources for that portion of the mandate was not included in the initial UNSCR that 

authorized the mission.  

 The Ethiopians deployed to Abyei in late July of 2011, closing on initial base camp facilities 

in Abyei Town (built by the UNMIS operation prior to the CPA) and began PK operations. From 

these beginnings, the scope and scale of the operation would change over the next five years as 

the JBVMM was operationalized, demining, disarming and repatriation (DDR) activities were 

added to the mandate, and as the political situation in South Sudan deteriorated from 2013 

onward. 

  The original proposed mandate had envisioned a multi-national command structure, much 

the same as most prior PK missions. LTG Tadesse and Ethiopian Prime Minister Meles Zenawi 

lobbied hard through the African Union and directly with Khartoum and Juba to pressure the UN 

to authorize a “single nation lead” command structure which would allow Ethiopian leadership 

to dominate the Force Command. The Ethiopians justified this change from the UN’s 

institutional norms by emphasizing that the entire troop contingent of 4,000 peacekeepers would 

come from Ethiopia, that the deployment timeline was short, that only the Ethiopians had the 

trust of both major parties in conflict, and that the ENDF had the organizational capacity to 
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manage the mission on their own.  Throughout May and June of 2011 Ethiopian leadership 

engaged in shuttle negotiations from Juba to Khartoum to New York to affect the change to the 

single nation lead. With both Juba and Khartoum on board, the UN acquiesced and, in essence, 

gave the entire mission to the Ethiopians, less a few nominal positions (for example, the Chief of 

Staff was from India – however his deputy was an Ethiopian Colonel).  

 This case is also adequately reported. There are over 100 UN generated reports (Secretary 

General’s Situation Updates to the SC, UNSC Resolutions, UNDPK Budgeting Documents, and 

UN Operations Orders – all available from the UNPK website); news reports from the BBC, Al-

Jezeera, the Sudan Tribune, Reuters, the Associated Press and others; and reports generated by 

interested NGOs such as the Enough Project, Human Rights Watch, Relief Watch, the Small 

Arms Survey, and Genocide Watch. In addition, the author has extensive first-hand knowledge 

of this case from the vantage point of assignment to the U.S. Embassy to Ethiopia as the Chief of 

Security Cooperation in 2011 and as a senior advisor to Ethiopian PK units through the African 

Contingency Operations and Training Assistance (ACOTA) program from 2013 to 2014. These 

resources develop the picture of the operation from which incidents where organizational 

learning should have been expected to happen can be found. 

 For the purposes of this inquiry, an incident is conceptually defined as some significant 

change from the normal routine of the operation. Changes may be tactical, operational, or 

organizational reorganizations; modifications to rules of engagement (either anticipatory or 

reactionary); additional responsibilities assigned to the mandate; or activities that cause dramatic 

shifts in the operational environment. These incidents can be likened to Howard’s (2008) 

“crises” where, “Leaders of a learning organization are able to defuse the crises...” or, “... are 
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overrun by crisis, and operations cease to function” (p. 19), and Williams’ (2017) “challenges” 

which entailed the expanding scope of mandated tasks; clashes between organizational cultures; 

the insecure operating environment; problems posed by distance; and idiosyncrasies of the 

organization’s partners (p.5). 

The goodness of a measure should be in how well it represents the end result of the object 

being measured. Measuring capabilities is no different, albeit much more difficult to accurately 

and objectively determine. As to the independent variable, the unified command structure, 

measurement is straightforward. UNISFA has a unified command structure, and that structure 

should have an impact on the other measures of organizational learning. 

 The measure of the dependent variables (the other six conditions of organizational learning) 

are much more difficult to parse.  Judgments on whether any, all, or none of those conditions 

were present in anticipation of or in response to the selected incidents will initially come from 

observed actions the organization made. The measures should answer the following: Did the 

organization attempt to apply a response generated from existing knowledge only to fail 

(inertia)? Did the organization do nothing (inability)? Did the organization ask for outside help 

(evolutionary change)? Did the organization attempt to respond with actions that demonstrate 

adaptive thinking/learning (projects within projects, varying levels of change)? How did the 

organization internalize the results of the activity (organizational memory)? 

 A note of caution comes from organizational learning literature at this point. Fiol and Lyles 

(1985) note that it is difficult to determine whether organizational changes are merely defensive 

adjustments or responses based on an understanding of the relationship of the change/response to 

environmental events and/or past actions. They further elaborate, “Making organizational 
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changes or adjustments does not and should not automatically assume the existence of learning” 

(p. 810). However, they also realize that to determine learning, “...one must rely on the 

statements or actions of the individuals or groups representing the organization, and one must 

separate behavioral and cognitive development from each other and from mere action-taking” (p. 

811).  

  For this case study, the research methodology is an in-depth historical analysis of the 

operation to determine an appropriate number and kind of “incidents” where the organization 

would not be expected to have existing knowledge to generate a successful resolution. The 

incidents this case study will evaluate are: 1) the initial organization of the UNISFA Force 

Command prior to the issuance of the UNSCR in May and June of 2011; 2) the UNISFA 

response to the Misseriya Nomad migrations from 2012 thru 2015; 3) the implementation of the 

Joint Border Verification and Monitoring Mission (JBVMM) in 2013; and 4) UNISFA’s original 

mandate mission of strengthening the capacity of the Abyei Police Service.  

 The choice of these four incidents allows analysis across a variety of mission types that 

should have required the unified command structure to meet one or more of the conditions 

necessary to demonstrate organizational learning. For example, incident one (initial force 

composition) should answer whether the UNISFA organization was able to meet the first 

condition - the ability to change, and the seventh condition – creation of organizational memory. 

Incident two (response to the Misseriya) should answer whether the organization could meet 

condition three – varying levels of change throughout the organization, condition four – 

overcoming inertia, condition five – evolutionary adaptation, condition six – projects within 

projects, and condition seven – organizational memory. Incident three (operationalization of the 
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JBVMM) should answer conditions one, three, four, five, six and seven. Finally, incident four 

(strengthening the capacity of the Abyei Police Service) should answer conditions five, six and 

seven. 

 As each incident is evaluated, any pattern of whether and when the organization met the 

conditions of organizational learning should begin to appear in the observed actions and post 

incident reporting and memorialization of the mission. Examples of the observations, reporting 

and memorialization will be found in the after action reporting from the mission staff, in 

contemporary journalistic accounts, and in the first-person interviews conducted of Abyei 

mission members.  As patterns are discovered, follow-on analysis should determine the impact of 

the unified command structure on whether the organization was (or was not) able to successfully 

“learn” over the course of the operation. 

Findings  

Incident One: Initial Force Organization for UNISFA 

 UNSCR 1990 of 27 June 2011 established the 4,200 strong security force for Abyei with an 

initial six-month mandate under Chapter VII of the UN Charter. (UNSCR, 2011) By the time the 

UNSCR was approved however, the composition of the force, especially of the Force Command 

element, had been significantly modified from the standard UN template for staffing 

peacekeeping operations. The UNISFA troop contingents, by the agreement of both the 

Government of Sudan and the Transitional Authority of the impending new nation of South 

Sudan (South Sudan would declare its independence on July 9th, 2011), would come exclusively 

from Ethiopia. The Force Commander was also to be an Ethiopian, and it was the first time an 
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Ethiopian Officer had ever commanded a UN element larger than a troop contingent battalion in 

any peacekeeping operation.  

 The Ethiopian government and the Ethiopian National Defense Force (ENDF) High 

Command had serious reservations about the initial structure of the Force Headquarters 

Command in its initial composition (Fikremariam, 2017). According to Col. Fikremariam, “Lt. 

Gen. Tadesse Worede, Gen. Samorra Yonus, and Prime Minister Meles Zenawi were all 

unhappy with the UN’s proposed Force Command roster.” He related that the initial composition 

included staff officers from over 60 different nations. In the Ethiopians’ estimation, the speed 

with which the operation was to be implemented and that the troops would all be Ethiopians 

would make the standard UN Force Command structure impractical, and possibly lead to early 

mission failure (Fikremariam, 2017). His inference was that the Ethiopians felt the organization, 

as initially composed by the UNDPKO, would never get to Chakravarthy’s neutral state and the 

urgency of the crisis would overwhelm that kind of organization before it could even be 

operationalized.  

 Prime Minister Meles undertook an initial round of shuttle diplomacy in early May between 

Khartoum and Juba (South Sudan’s capital city) to convince the disputants to accept a change in 

the Force Headquarters personnel structure from a multi-national to a “single-country lead” 

organization made up primarily of Ethiopian staff officers (Fikremariam, 2017). At the same 

time, Lt. Gen. Tadesse travelled to New York to make the case for the structural change to the 

UNDPK staff as the best way to create conditions for mission success. Ultimately, both efforts 

were successful and the UN approved the single-country lead force command structure with only 

token multi-national representation for the new operation.  
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 Once the new force command headquarters was approved, the Ethiopians were faced with 

another decision on how to staff it themselves. Lt. Gen Tadesse pulled together a “joint planning 

team” (JPT) of his senior instructors from the Ethiopian Defense Command and Staff College 

(EDCSC), all colonels who had attended foreign general staff colleges. He tasked this JPT to 

devise options for filling the 200-odd positions in the new headquarters (Fikremariam, 2017). 

The JPT presented two options: 1) give the assignment to an existing ENDF Corps Headquarters; 

2) use the JPT as the nucleus of a new “built from scratch” headquarters that would be staffed 

with the best officers in the ENDF. Lt. Gen. Tadesse selected option two, and within days most 

instructors from the EDCSC, senior instructors from the ENDF Peacekeeping Department and 

senior staff from the ENDF Logistics Department were reassigned to the UNISFA staff. The 

ENDF even recalled several senior ENDF officers who had recently retired to capture missing 

expertise (Fikremariam, 2017).  

 In this incident, the evidence supports a finding that the UNISFA organization did apply 

adaptation or learning, even as the organization was being created. The actions of both the ENDF 

and the Prime Minister indicate that the parent organization was very concerned that the 

UNISFA operation not be constrained by the kind of organizational inertia (Hannan and Freeman 

1984) that might have resulted from accepting a more conventional UN mandated force 

headquarters structure. The Ethiopians had a strong bargaining position with the UN to insist on 

a unified command. The fact of the matter at the time was that they were the only outsiders 

acceptable to both the Sudanese and South Sudanese. The formation of the Joint Planning Team 

to devise an appropriate personnel-staffing method also demonstrated that the UNISFA 

organizational culture under Lt. Gen. Tadesse would be one of a “learning” organization 
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(Burgelman 1991). Tadesse was able to “hand-pick” officers for key staff positions that would 

bring a learning ethos with them. Had UNISFA been a more traditional UN PK Headquarters, 

this simply would not have been possible. The force command headquarters initial deployment 

should be considered successful as the first elements of the UNISFA were able to close on the 

operational area within 30 days of issuance of UNSCR 1990. 

Incident Two: Misseriya Migrations 2012 through 2015 

 The first Ethiopian troops under the UNISFA banner began arriving in Abyei in August 2011 

at the height of Abyei’s rainy season. While the conditions made movement throughout the 

Abyei box difficult for the UNISFA forces and hampered their deployment, it also meant that 

UNISFA would deploy after the 2011 Misseriya migration, which ended in May. The UNISFA 

staff would have the luxury of a three-month planning window before the next migration started 

in December 2011. According to ENDF Col Gebregiorgis, the UNISFA Operations Officer, 

developing a plan for the upcoming Misseriya migration was the Force Command’s highest 

priority (Gebregiorgis, 2014).  

 The UNISFA staff faced a number of challenges in planning this mission that would test the 

organization’s ability to learn “on the job.” Because of the weather and deployment problems, 

many elements of the staff were not able to deploy into Abyei until late October. This meant that 

critical planning teams and processes were still being developed while the planning for the 

Misseriya response was ongoing. Several of the ENDF staff had prior peacekeeping operational 

experience either in troop contingents to the UNAMID5 operation, or as individual augmentees 
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to other peacekeeping missions. Nearly all the ENDF officers had combat experience. They 

planned to rely on that collective experience, at least early in the operation. 

 The UNISFA staff devised a very simple, yet effective plan to minimize violence during the 

Misseriya migration. They designated two corridors through Abyei where the Misseriya would 

be able to drive their cattle to the grass and water sources, and they would ensure security by 

keeping the Misseriya inside those boundaries and the Ngok Dinka, who were returning to their 

farms in Abyei, outside of them. They opted for this plan because they were still facing 

manpower limitations when the migration started. UNISFA was only finally able to deploy the 

bulk of its 4,200 authorized strength into Abyei by March 2012. 

 The 2012 migration turned out to be almost bereft of violence and the Ethiopians put what 

they saw as a successfully executed mission plan on the shelf until the next migration season, 

and turned their attention to other pressing tasks. This turned out to be a major mistake. 

 As the 2012 migration season wound down, the first large groups of Ngok Dinka started to 

return to their homes in Abyei. By the end of the Dry season, between 6,000 and 10,000 Ngok 

Dinka had returned. The UNISFA command had not encouraged the Ngok Dinka to return due to 

the lack of a civilian government authority and the presence of large numbers of landmines left 

when the Sudan Armed Forces pulled out of Abyei in 2011. However, the Ngok Dinka were 

eager to reclaim their traditional homes and to create a presence prior to any referendum on 

Abyei’s eventual political future. Also, unusually wet weather in Eastern Darfur had made 

grazing conditions in that region so favorable in 2012 that many Misseriya never moved their 

cattle south at all. The UNISFA staff never collected these essential pieces of information about 

why the migration of 2012 was so peaceful. 
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 The 2013 migration returned to historic norms as estimates of between 55,000 and 90,000 

Misseriya with almost a million head of cattle descended on Abyei in December 2012. The 

UNISFA staff pulled the previous year’s plan off the shelf and made preparations to set up the 

grazing corridors again.  

 The problems started with overcrowding of the grazing corridors. There were just too many 

cattle and too many Misseriya to fit into the space UNISFA had allocated. The Ngok Dinka 

farmers, who had returned to their previously abandoned farms, compounded this. The 

Ethiopians employed almost their entire force to keep a presence between the Misseriya and the 

Ngok Dinka. Through herculean effort, UNISFA managed to keep a lid on the tensions until 

May 4, 2013.  

 On that day, a Misseriya group ambushed and assassinated the Paramount Chief of the Ngok 

Dinkas along with a UN Peacekeeper as they were returning from a meeting with Misseriya 

elders to work out a migration plan for 2014. This ignited a firestorm of rage in Abyei town and 

other Ngok Dinka villages throughout Abyei. Several Misseriya traders were beaten or killed, 

young Ngok Dinka men rioted and a general sense of anger at UNISFA fell over Abyei. The 

Misseriya, for their part, were already on their way to new grazing areas north of Abyei, and the 

situation subsided. The Ethiopians at UNISFA HQ breathed a sigh of relief and turned their 

attention to other, more pressing matters, namely the impending flood of refugees massing near 

the border with South Sudan. 80,000 Dinka were fleeing the fighting to the relative safety of 

their kinsmen’s homes in Abyei. In addition, another 60,000 to 80,000 Ngok Dinka had decided 

that it was time to return to their homes rather than stay on in the now violent atmosphere south 

of the border. 
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 UNISFA, even knowing the problems that had occurred in 2013, opted to use the same basic 

plan for the 2014 dry season, UNISFA’s most challenging migration season to date. The force 

headquarters refused to make any major changes to the response plan, which was essentially the 

same plan that had been used in 2012. 

 By the time the 2014 migration started, neither the Ngok Dinka nor the Misseriya were happy 

with UNISFA’s handling of the migration. Both sides were convinced that UNISFA favored the 

other. UNISFA personnel were on edge and dealt with any perceived infraction of UNISFA 

directives in very heavy handed fashion, and it seemed the UNISFA priority was not on crafting 

an equitable settlement between the Ngok Dinka and the Misseriya, but on slogging through the 

season with as few casualties as possible.  Episodes of violence were higher during the 2014 

migration than at any other time in UNISFA’s history. 

 The evidence does not support a finding that UNISFA applied organizational learning in 

response to this situation. The finding is that the structure of a unified organization may be 

responsible for many of the shortcomings in responding to the migrations. First, the number of 

veterans in the staff may have given the organization a false organizational memory. Because of 

the difficulties getting the staff into place, the force command relied on a small cadre of planners, 

counting on their superior skill to make up for depth in the organization. They failed to anticipate 

that conditions in subsequent migrations might be significantly different than they were in the 

first one. This may be because the collective experience of the peacekeeping and combat 

veterans created inertia in the organization that impeded any new thinking about the migration 

problem. Finally, the organization memorialized the wrong learning from the success in dealing 
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with the 2012 migration. It is likely that the lesson learned was that Abyei was not as difficult as 

they had been led to believe and that simple plans would be enough to succeed. 

Incident Three: Operationalization of the JBVMM in 2013 

 The Joint Border Verification Monitoring Mission was authorized by UNSCR 2024 on 14 

December 2011 as an additional mission to the UNISFA operation. The principal mission of the 

JBVMM was to verify the implementation of a Safe Demilitarized Border Zone (SDBZ) along 

the newly designated international boundary between Sudan and the Republic of South Sudan 

outside the Abyei box. The UN originally authorized a force of some 200 personnel for the 

JBVMM. These were to be the nuclei of the joint border verification and monitoring teams 

(JBVMTs) who were to act as the honest brokers during the border verification and monitoring 

patrols. The teams would also be made up of military and police representatives from both Sudan 

and South Sudan. The idea was that these tripartite groups would patrol and inspect the border 

areas to insure that neither country encroached on the 10 km buffer zone along the new border.  

 UNISFA accepted the mission, but the staff at the Force Command HQ in Abyei voiced 

serious concerns over the security of the JBVMTs as authorized in the resolution. It was clear to 

UNISFA, based on their interactions with both SAF and SPLA forces in the Abyei box that 

neither Sudan nor South Sudan would offer more than minimal cooperation to the JBVMM. 

ENDF Col. Elias Seyoum, a planning officer on the UNISFA staff recounted that his planning 

team advocated for a far more substantial JBVMM security element, made up of additional 

UNISFA personnel only, be authorized at the earliest opportunity if the JVBMM was to have any 

chance of successfully performing its mission (Seyoum, 2017). In late spring of 2013, UNISFA 

Force Command recommended augmenting the JBVMM with a robust security force, a 
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reinforced battalion sized element of over 1,000 light infantry to augment the 300 or so 

monitoring personnel of the JBVMTs. The UN Security Council approved the additional force 

structure in May 2013 (UNSCR 2104). UNISFA felt this additional force would give them wider 

latitude to aggressively enforce the UNSCR 1990, as they would no longer be reliant on the SAF 

or SPLA for security and transportation. 

 Throughout 2013, the JBVMM made minimal progress in operationalizing the border 

verification mission, mostly because, as the UNISFA staff had predicted, neither Sudan nor 

South Sudan would live up to their commitments to allow unimpeded passage of the JBVMTs, 

either for ground or aerial patrolling. It was becoming clear that the JBVMM mission was in 

danger of failure if the mission continued as originally planned. By November 2013, after 

making only limited aerial patrols over small sections of the border, actions of the JBVMM were 

suspended due to lack of cooperation from both the SAF and the SPLA. The Ethiopians were 

also slow in providing the extra personnel that would constitute the JBVMM force protection 

unit (FPU) The battalion sized element was not identified for peacekeeping training until late 

summer and did not complete its training until mid-November 2013. The first elements of the 

FPU deployed to Kadugli, Sudan just before Christmas 2013 in preparation for deployment to 

four forward patrolling bases near the border. 

 In this incident, there is evidence to support that the UNISFA Force Command was able to 

learn as an organization by synthesizing their experiences with both SAF and SPLA units inside 

the Abyei box into a change recommendation for the force composition of the JBVMM that 

would enable the monitors to patrol more independently. The unified command structure, in all 

likelihood, enabled the planning staff to consider options that would not have been tabled in a 
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composite planning team. The Ethiopians were able to apply new thinking about how to solve 

the cooperation issues by recommending a structural change to the organization through the 

addition of another troop contingent. Additionally, the Force Commander (first Lt. Gen. Tadesse, 

then his replacement, Maj. Gen. Johannes) was able to make the case to the UNDPKO and the 

Security Council to approve the addition to the mandate. UNISFA was also able to exert 

influence on the training program for the FPU, so that they would assume their mission duties 

very prepared for a non-traditional peacekeeping mission. UNISFA reached back through the 

Ethiopian Peacekeeping Training Center (EPKTC) to the U.S. State Department’s ACOTA6 

program to aid in developing a “mission-specific” training program for the FPU battalion staff. 

This ability to reach back is also a consequence of UNISFA’s unified command structure. There 

were people on the UNISFA staff with direct connections back to the EPKTC, who could 

influence the Americans to modify the training program.   

Incident Four: Mandate to strengthen the capacity of the Abyei Police Service 2011 - 2015  

 When it became apparent throughout 2013 and 2014 that executing the mandate to build 

capacity of the Abyei Administration Police Service was an untenable mission because the Abyei 

Joint Administrative Council had been dissolved and along with it, the Abyei Police Service, the 

UNISFA command was faced with limited options. They could try to police the region 

themselves, using their peacekeepers as makeshift policemen. They had tried this solution over 

the course of the Misseriya migrations of 2013 and 2014, and the results had been less than 

optimal. The UNISFA soldiers found themselves trying to arbitrate cattle thefts, civil disputes, 

and enforce something resembling law and order between two groups whose cultures they were 
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very unfamiliar with. Their response (discussed in incident two) to the conditions on the ground 

left all parties frustrated and the security situation faltering. The command determined they 

would try something new. 

 In late 2014, UNISFA’s police component, a 50 officer detachment staffed by contingents 

from the Ethiopian Federal Police Force along with several police officers from other UN partner 

nations began to implement a community police and protection committee scheme in cooperation 

with a cadre of former officials of the Abyei Joint Administrative Council (AJOC). The 

Sudanese government in Khartoum (GOS) refused to recognize the authority of the former 

officials, but the facts on the ground made them UNISFA’s only partner for developing any kind 

of civilian authority in any portion of the Abyei box.  UNISFA undertook the program ostensibly 

at the urging of the government of the Republic of South Sudan (RSS) who made a point of 

emphasizing the operation’s shortcomings in delivering on the police capability enhancement 

included in the original mandate (UN Report on the Situation in Abyei, 13 May 2014). 

 By early February 2015, UNISFA police specialists were working with community 

protection and policing programs in several Ngok Dinka villages across southern Abyei, and had 

reached out to Misseriya encampments in the northern reaches of the Abyei box. The Ngok 

Dinka were enthusiastic and received the initiative well, but the Misseriya were less excited, as 

both sides felt that any policing initiative involving former AJOC officials would lend credibility 

to a group that the RSS favored and the GOS did not. The UN formalized the community 

policing and protection programs for Abyei through language in UNSCR 2205, which requested 

that UNISFA, “...within its existing capabilities and resources and in close coordination with the 

Misseriya and Ngok Dinka communities, to strengthen the capacities of Community Protection 
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Committees in order to assist with management of law and order processes in Abyei;” (UNSCR, 

2015).  

 By June of 2015, UNISFA was getting the word out about the community policing and 

protection committee training and assistance. 165 Ngok Dinka from Abyei and Agok towns 

applied to join the community police and protection committees (CPPCs) in the southern half of 

the region, and in Diffra town in the north, 50 Misseriya volunteered for the community police 

committees. The UNISFA police contingent had to develop all the procedures for supporting the 

community protection committees including: training, mentoring, monitoring, advising and co-

location of committee members. UNISFA also had to create a comprehensive policy framework 

for how UNISFA peacekeepers would interact with the newly formed CPPCs. One of the main 

challenges was determining how the committees would apply law, since, under the terms of the 

CPA; Abyei’s permanent status was still undetermined. These problems were brought into sharp 

focus in September 2015, when UNISFA’s Senior Police Adviser visited Khartoum to discuss 

the law and order challenges brought on by the dissolution of the Abyei Police Service in 2011 

with senior GOS officials. The GOS officials stressed that they would recognize only the Abyei 

Police Service.  

 UNISFA pressed ahead with the initiative, and by the end of 2015 the UNISFA police 

advisors had begun conducting joint patrols with both Misseriya and Ngok Dinka CPPCs. 

UNISFA police advisors had moved out of the UN compound and had co-located with the 

CPPCs in the central and southern sectors so they could better mentor, advise on law and order 

techniques, and improve efficiency during routine duties. The UNISFA staff meanwhile had 
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developed a logistical support plan to insure that the community policing activities were 

adequately supported.  

 In the Abyei Police Capacity incident, the evidence supports the assertion that UNISFA 

demonstrated the tenets of a learning organization. When faced with a set of circumstances that 

made the original mandate untenable, UNISFA was able to adapt to the new circumstances and 

create a new way of developing civilian law and order capacity. The UNISFA staff and 

specialized Police elements devised a community based policing system that began a transfer of 

basic law and order functions from the peacekeepers to some sort of civilian authority. The 

ability of UNISFA to imagine and implement this idea was definitely helped by the fact that 

UNISFA was a unified command. The UNISFA police advisors, being fellow Ethiopians, were 

able to gain the confidence of the Force Command and the military staff through their common 

national bond. It is also likely that many former ENDF officers staffed the UNISFA Police 

contingent as well.  

Table One: Summary of Findings 
incident one (initial operation organization) 
unified command enabled 
organizational learning 

• insured robust organization (condition one) 
• chief of ENDF Training Command appointed Force 

Commander (condition two) 
• recruited the most able officers in the ENDF into the 

Force Command staff (condition two, four) 
• was able to activate the operation within 30 days of 

mandate approval (condition four, five, six) 
 

incident two (response to the Misseriya migrations) 
unified command inhibited 
organizational learning 

• relied on former PK deployers experiences to frame 
response (condition four) 

• used the same response every year (condition five)  
valued continuous security over progress in resolving 
the conflict (condition six) 

incident three (establishment of the JBVMM) 
unified command enabled • insured robust organization – fully staffed and 
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organizational learning 
 

equipped 1,000 man battalion (condition one) 
• conducted extensive, mission-specific training prior to 

activating the JBVMM (condition four)  
• forced both parties to comply with the SDBZ* through 

personal intercession of the force commander on the 
parties in dispute (condition five) 

incident four (response to renewed fighting in South Sudan)  
unified command enabled 
organizational learning 

• developed anticipatory deployment plans to transfer 
UNISFA units to UNMISS (condition five) 

• filled the void of no Abyei Administrative authority to 
designate camp locations for expected refugees from 
South Sudan(condition six)  

incident five (establishing and assisting Abyei police organization):  
unified command enabled 
organizational learning 

• supplemented initial 50 person police training 
contingent with an additional 250 police specialists 
(condition one) 

• created an all female staffed and led policing unit 
(condition six) 

Overall finding: there is evidence to support the finding that the unified command organization 
used by the UNISFA Force Command has enabled organizational learning in most cases. 
 

Conclusions 

 This paper set out to use theoretical frameworks drawn from institutional and organizational 

adaptation, business adaptation, and military adaptation to create evaluative criteria to measure 

the ability of a peacekeeping operation to recognize the need for and the ability to apply the 

tenets of organizational learning. A case study analyzed the UNISFA operation, including policy 

and implementation decisions at the UN, regional, national and operational levels. The analysis 

developed four “incidents” where organizational adaptation and learning should have been 

expected to occur. These incidents were then evaluated for evidence to support the theoretical 

frameworks of organizational learning. Analysis of the UNISFA case study shows support for 

the assertion that a unified command enables organizational learning in a peacekeeping 
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operation. Three of the four incidents studied point to UNISFA’s unified structure as a factor that 

enabled organizational learning.  

 In the initial command organization, the decision to use a single country lead as the basis for 

organization insured that the organization would be able to meet the seven conditions that define 

a learning organization. The organization as mandated was robust enough to be able to learn. The 

appointment of the ENDF General in command of institutional training meant that leadership 

would encourage organizational learning. Lt. Gen. Tadesse’s decision to put his best trained and 

educated senior officers into key positions in the UNISFA staff as it operationalized showed new 

thinking and a desire to not be a “routine” command. 

 In the planning for the JBVMM mission, UNISFA showed evidence of the organization’s 

ability to learn. UNISFA was able to synthesize their experiences “on the ground” into a 

structural change recommendation that anticipated a much more difficult mission set for the 

JBVMM. UNISFA was also able to demonstrate that the command applied original thinking to 

the unique problem sets they were facing with the JBVMM. The unified command structure also 

gave UNISFA a reach-back that was also able to exert influence on the training program for the 

JBVMM FPU.  

 UNISFA also demonstrated organizational learning abilities by adapting the spirit of the 

mandate to strengthen the Abyei Police Service into a program to build community policing 

institutions and capacity when the original mandate became unachievable. UNISFA showed new 

thinking, and an ability to respond to the realities of the situation. The UNISFA unified 

command structure very likely helped the organization achieve the trust level necessary for the 

Police element to find the command support necessary to implement the CPPC program.  
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 The response to the Misseriya migration, on the other hand, showed that even an organization 

that has all the elements for learning baked in can still fail to use those elements in some cases. 

UNISFA relied far too heavily on the accumulated experience of a few key personnel when the 

original planning for the Misseriya migration was conducted. This may have been due to some of 

the difficulties UNISFA faced in deploying to Abyei early in the operation. UNISFA deployed 

during the rainy season and moving the force completely in to place took an exceedingly long 

time. UNISFA did not front load its planning staff into the deployment, so the planners were 

among the last to get to the operational headquarters. UNISFA also fell victim to inertia when 

the first response seemed to work better than expected. Rather than re-evaluate the migration in 

2013, they basically used the same plan, which failed to account for the dramatically changed 

circumstances. Ironically, the same unified command structure that encouraged new thinking in 

the responses to the JBVMM and the Police capacity building problems may have been critical 

in discouraging innovation in regards to the Misseriya. The organization memorialized the easy 

success, learning all the wrong lessons from the 2012 migration. 

 The major limitation to this study is that only one operation with a unique command structure 

was analyzed so there is no comparison case. The findings, which are unique to the UNISFA 

operation, may have only a limited generalizability. There are also limited organizational records 

available, so there are gaps in the information that led to the findings. 

 The results of this study find use first in a broader theoretical sense. They fill a gap in 

existing literature identified by Diehl and Druckman (forthcoming) on whether, where and how 

organizational learning occurs across the lifespan of a peacekeeping operation. 
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  The findings should also be used to inform future policy to guide UN Peacekeeping operation 

decision-making, and fill gaps regarding command structure influence on organizational learning 

during peacekeeping operations. Policy makers need to know whether the learning (if any) that 

occurred over the course of the UNISFA operation is unique to this one operation, or are there 

lessons that can be generalized into other ongoing and future missions.  UNISFA’s ability to 

learn organizationally translated into operational success over the life of the mission. This 

research has presented evidence that the unified command of the operation played a large role in 

the organization’s ability to learn. The UNDPKO should consider this kind of force command 

arrangement for future peacekeeping operations.  

 However, there are potential drawbacks to using a similar command arrangement. The 

Ethiopians came into the UNISFA operation with a well-trained and highly motivated 

peacekeeping military organization. Should a nation assume command of a future operation as a 

“single nation” lead that does not share the Ethiopians’ training and motivation, the results might 

not be as successful. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 

Lt. Col. Randell Torno has a long history of excellence directing and developing institutional 

training and security sector cooperation programs, both in and out of U.S. Government service. 

He has a long history of working “on the ground” in the Middle East or Africa since 2007. 

Col. Torno’s skills as an innovator, trainer, negotiator and program designer culminated in his 

posting as the senior advisor to the Ethiopian Defense Command and Staff College in 2009. His 

team of senior U.S. military officers built the institution, literally from the ground up. Torno 

wrote the Strategic Security Studies curriculum that is still used at Ethiopia’s highest-level 

professional military institution. 

Recalled to Active Duty in 2011 at the request of the U.S. Ambassador, Col. Torno returned to 

Addis Ababa as the Chief of the Office Security Cooperation. During this final assignment, he 

was cited by the Commander of United States Africa Command for his skills in negotiating the 

first bi-lateral defense cooperation agreement between the two countries since Ethiopia’s 

imperial times. 

Col. Torno was recalled to active duty as a Lieutenant Colonel in the U.S. Army and deployed to 

Iraq in 2007. He ran the Theater Transportation and Corps Logistics Support elements of the 

U.S. Government’s Logistics Civil Augmentation Program (LOGCAP) with oversight for more 

than $10 billion of transportation assets, as well as supply and services supporting 320,000 

Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, Marines and civilian personnel in the combat zone. 

His strengths in institutional development and organization were evidenced by his assignment to 

lead planning and implementation teams that reorganized the U.S. Army’s Reserve Training 

Division structure. Col. Torno developed the guidelines that transformed the 95th Training 
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Division from a geographic basis to a functional training model. This reorganization ultimately 

changed the way the entire Army Reserve was organized and trained. 

Since retirement, Col. Torno has continued to innovate and advise in security sector issues across 

Africa. Through the auspices of the U.S. State Department’s Africa Contingency Operations 

Training Assistance program (ACOTA), he has been contracted as a Senior Staff Advisor and 

Instructor, leading repeated staff training missions to Ethiopia, Senegal and South Africa for 

troop contingents earmarked for UN peacekeeping duties across the continent. He was called 

on to develop specific courseware for the Force Headquarters training program for the 

UNISFA mission in Sudan. 

Col. Torno is a “hands on” expert in Africa with experience in multiple countries across the 

continent.  He holds a Master’s Degree in Public Policy and Political Economy and is a PhD 

Candidate in Public Policy and Political Economy at the University of Texas at Dallas, expected 

to complete his dissertation in the fall of 2017.  

Col. Torno served as the Chief Executive Officer of Savannah East Africa, Inc. from 2010 to 

2011. In this capacity, he led the company’s efforts to develop business interests in East Africa, 

developing light manufacturing capability in partnership with the Kenyan Government. 

Because of his knowledge and expertise in Sub-Saharan African security sector issues, Torno has 

been an invited speaker at a number of conferences and events including: the 2009 U.S. Army 

Africa Engagement Planning Conference, and the 2010 Center for International Security Affairs 

Conference on Security Issues. 

Col. Torno commissioned as an Army officer in 1987 after graduating from the University of 

South Dakota with a Bachelor’s Degree in Journalism.  He left active duty in 1990 for a new 
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career in motion picture production and corporate communications. He founded the Light 

Brigade, LLC, to channel his unique vision and artistry, and knack for crafting effective 

messages, to a client list that included companies from Lennox Heating and Air Conditioning, 

Pizza Hut, Cadbury Schweppes, Frito-Lay, Southwest Airlines, Diageo Brands, to Wal-Mart. 

Col. Torno holds the Legion of Merit, Bronze Star and Joint Meritorious Service Medals for his 

service and achievements in the U.S. Army. 
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02/2013 – 07/2017 
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Northrop Grumman, Inc. 
International Sites – Africa 
I planned, prepared, conducted, and reviewed training for Peacekeeping Operations, (Command 
and Staff Training), for the African Contingency Operations Training and Assistance program on 
a project basis. I have multiple rotations of battalion and higher-level staffs from Ethiopia, South 
Africa and Senegal for deployments to Darfur (UNAMID), Abyei (UNISFA) and the Congo 
(UNOCI) as the keystone-training event in their preparation for those peacekeeping missions. I 
developed the key situational awareness briefs for both the UNISFA and UNAMID 
deployments. I developed scenario specific training programs for both the Ethiopian and 
Senegalese contingents that encompassed peacekeeping related tasks; common staff functions, 
tracking operations, tactical operation center operations, battle rhythm, and special staff 
functions for Personnel, Intelligence, Operations, Logistics, and Civil-Military Cooperation as 
required by the Military Decision Making Process. I prepared POIs, lesson plans, training 
support plans, and training schedules to support contract task order requirements.  I wrote the 
unique training program for the Joint Border Verification Monitoring Mechanism Force 
Protection (JBVMM-FP) battalion, including intelligence background, mission parameters, 
organization for deployment and rules of engagement. I led the development of the Force 
Headquarters Element training program for the Ethiopian UNISFA force Headquarters staff 
replacements consisting of strategic overview, force logistics planning, conducting Operational 
Planning Groups, Negotiations and respect for Human Rights.  
  
04/2011 - 12/2011 
Chief, Office of Security Cooperation 
US Army, US AFRICOM (mobilization tour) 
US Embassy to Ethiopia 
Entoto Road, PO Box 1014 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
During this AFRICOM directed mobilization tour, I served as the Chief of the Office of Security 
Cooperation for the US Embassy Mission to Ethiopia. In this role, I executed the US 
Government's Security Cooperation Program for Ethiopia and represent the US Africa Command 
Commander, the US Ambassador and all US agencies in the field of Security Cooperation and 
Assistance to the Government of Ethiopia. I was responsible for the management of a multi-
million dollar Foreign Military Sales and Financing (FMS/FMF), International Military 
Exchange Training (IMET), the DoD portion of the President’s Emergency Program For AIDs 



 

 

Reduction (PEPFAR), other Humanitarian Assistance Programs, Military to Military Exchange 
programs, the purchase of U.S. Excess Defense Articles program in support of the African 
Theater Combatant Commander's Theater Security Cooperation Plan and the US Embassy 
Mission Strategic Plan. I planned and executed these programs with a net value of over $10 
million USD, providing scheduling and acceptable performance guidance to subordinates and 
contractors, monitoring and approving the finished work and negotiating the terms of delivery 
with the host nation. I provided advice to the Ambassador concerning the impact of military 
programs on relations with Ethiopia, including communicating the proper message with our 
engagements. I communicated and reconciled DoD's interests to the partner nation. I was also the 
primary planner for Security Cooperation issues in regard to AFRICOM contingency plans 
relating to Ethiopia. I managed an office staff of four military and two foreign service nationals 
(Ethiopian local hires), along with oversight of numerous military, DoD civilian, and contractors 
on shorter term assignments. I was asked for “by name” by the Defense Attaché and Ambassador 
because of my in-depth knowledge of the Ethiopian Defense Forces (ENDF) and overall 
knowledge of the strategic environment in East Africa. From the start of this mission in April 
2011, I was instrumental in drafting, planning and execution of the first Bilateral Defense 
Committee Agreement between Ethiopia and the United States in well over forty years, with 
primary authorship of the working documents, including the Executive Level Agreement signed 
in November 2011. I also crafted messaging regarding AFRICOM’s Security Cooperation 
engagement priorities that seemed to resonate positively with key players in the ENDF. I 
developed personal relationships with over two dozen senior ENDF officers, including the 
commander of the UN Peacekeeping Force deployed in Abyei (ENDF Lieutenant General), the 
Head of the ENDF Training Main Department (ENDF Major General), the Head of the ENDF 
Engineering Main Department (ENDF Lieutenant General) and many others. I was able to use 
these relationships to develop communications channels that greatly aided in enhancing 
understanding and cooperation between the militaries of the USA and Ethiopia. I also used 
communications and negotiating skills to secure landing permission for US Aircraft at the 
Ethiopian Air Force (ETAF) Main Operations Base as part of a military to military exchange 
program - the 1st time in over 5 years that the ETAF allowed a US aircraft to land at their main 
operational base. 
 
12/2008 - 12/2010 
Senior Advisor to the Ethiopian Defense Command and Staff College 
US Army, US AFRICOM, US CENTCOM (mobilization tour) 
Ethiopian Defense Command and Staff College 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
During this Overseas Contingency Operations tour, I served as the Senior Advisor to the 
Ethiopian National Defense Force’s Defense Command and Staff College (EDCSC), in Addis 
Ababa, Ethiopia. Requested “by name” for this assignment, I led a joint advisor team (four Army 
LTCs and an Air Force Lt. Col.) that assisted and advised the Ethiopian National Defense Forces 
(ENDF) with establishing their highest level professional military education institution. As the 
team leader, I developed and communicated the mission and purpose of the EDCSC to both 
internal and external stakeholders, up to the ambassadorial and DASD level, and to international 
stakeholders including UN and other national diplomats. I routinely prepared and directed 



 

 

communications to inform higher commands (USARCENT and CENTCOM/USARAF and 
AFRICOM) of the progress and status of the team at the EDCSC. I communicated the EDCSC's 
goals to the US Security Cooperation Community to ensure the team met US National Security 
Objectives while fostering improved relations between US DoD agencies and the ENDF. I 
briefed partner nation leadership on the progress of the EDCSC's establishment. I crafted 
communications for the EDCSC Command Group to better inform stakeholders of the progress 
and vision of the institution. Of note, I institutionalized the Military to Military Exchange 
seminar program to synchronize visiting lecturers with courseware topics. I also upgraded the 
level of US visiting lecturers by communicating the strategic importance of the engagement with 
leadership of the US Professional Military Education (PME) community. I oversaw the 
successful completion of the US PME institution curriculum development program – consisting 
of at least six visits by curriculum development teams from the US Naval War College and the 
US Army Command and General Staff College guide the curriculum development of the 
Operations, Strategy and History programs of the EDCSC. I taught the Strategy course and 
trained four ENDF instructors in the strategy department to teach future iterations of the 
courseware. I mentored 12 ENDF instructors in courseware and instructor development 
techniques. I oversaw the entire training program, which resulted in a successful transition to 
ENDF control in June 2010 (two years ahead of schedule).  
 
03/2007 - 07/2008 
Deputy Support Operations Officer 
US Army, US CENTCOM (combat tour) 
Joint Balad Base Balad 
Balad, AN Iraq 
During this combat tour in Iraq, I was responsible for oversight of over $10 billion of the US 
Government’s Logistics Civil Augmentation Program (LOGCAP), the major supply and services 
provisioning program for the logistics needs of the 180,000 plus soldiers, sailors, airmen, 
marines and civilian personnel (both US Government and Contractors) deployed to the combat 
zone. I directed the employment and staffing levels for the LOGCAP contractor for ground 
transportation systems, airfield operations, military maintenance requirements and forward 
resupply services in support of the Combat Commander’s campaign plan. I was responsible for 
evaluating the Contractor’s performance record and ensuring compliance with applicable 
contracting regulation and guidance. I also planned for re-posturing of Contractor controlled 
assets as conditions changed in the Area of Operations (AO). The execution of one of these 
contingency plans resulted in a 30% increase in bulk fuel delivery efficiency over the course of 
my deployment – directly saving millions of dollars and, more importantly, decreasing US 
Soldiers’ exposure to hostile activities by decreasing the number of hours spent “on the road” 
escorting fuel convoys. I led a team that planned and executed the expansion of support activities 
in response to the deployment of the first Stryker Brigade Combat Team to Iraq. This operation 
enabled the Stryker unit to successfully conduct combat operations independently of a larger 
base cluster, greatly expanding the Combat Commander’s flexibility in executing the Operation 
Iraqi Freedom Campaign Plan. I initiated systems reviews in the LOGCAP oversight program 
that resulted in over $25 million in savings to the government over the course of the deployment 



 

 

by “right-sizing” staffing and support services levels much earlier in the LOGCAP planning and 
execution cycle.  
 
02/2011 – 9/2013  
Chief Executive Officer 
Savanna East Africa, Inc. 
14860 Montfort Drive, Ste 210 
Dallas, TX 75254 United States 
(Leave of Absence for Active Military Service from 4/11 to 12/11) 
I served as the Chief Executive Officer for a publicly traded company, which focuses on 
developing investment opportunities in the growing economies of East Africa. As the CEO, I 
was the strategic messenger for the company and managed and approved all media related 
content (broadcast, print, web, etc.) produced to advance the interests of the company. Working 
with my team, I developed and executed the company’s vision of creating and then exploiting 
potential lines of business in the fast-growing economies of East Africa. I analyzed market 
opportunities, potential partner companies, developed synergy between investors and business 
operating units, and negotiated the terms of investment between the involved parties. I was 
responsible for determining the feasibility of potential investment vehicles, soliciting partner 
cooperation (both from the investors and the businesses seeking investment) and developing 
partnerships beneficial to all parties, whether for loans at term, or equity partnership 
arrangements. I was instrumental in the expansion of SEA’s business platform into East Africa, 
especially into Ethiopia and Kenya. In the short time I was at SEA’s helm, we were able to brand 
ourselves as a resource for small to medium sized enterprises in East Africa to turn to for 
financing that would otherwise be unavailable to them. As part of this messaging, we conducted 
investment trade missions to Nairobi, where we planned and executed multiple events designed 
to introduce potential investors from the U.S. and Western Europe to businesses in the East 
African Community as well as with partners such as the United Nations International Strategy 
for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR). Integral to these trade missions was effective design and 
implementation of a media coverage plan that effectively communicated SEA’s operational goals 
and intent to both investors and potential partner companies. I was also the company’s primary 
cultural ambassador. I routinely used my background and understanding of East Africa to help 
the company navigate through the delicate processes inherent in succeeding in international 
business arrangements.  
 
11/1991 - 01/2011 
Owner and Creative Director 
The Light Brigade  
3719 Fairfax Ave 
Dallas, TX 75209 United States 
(Leaves of Absence for Active Military Service from 03/07 to 07/08 and 12/08 to 1/11) 
I was the Chief Creative Director and Principal Operations Officer of The Light Brigade, a 
Dallas, TX based film and media Production Company. I founded this company in 1991. My 
company vision was to provide a full range of U.S. broadcast standards compliant film 
production and production support services, including script and messaging development, 



 

 

production and post-production, editorial, and multi-platform distribution (broadcast, video 
streaming, video for the web, etc.) to a broad range of national and international corporate 
clients. These clients included numerous regional, national and international companies ranging 
from Lennox Heating and Air Conditioning, Yum Brands (Pizza Hut), Cadbury Schweppes, 
Southwest Airlines, Diageo Brands, and Wal-Mart. The Light Brigade played key roles in 
developing media effectiveness objectives in support of each of the client companies’ corporate 
media strategies, whether for broadcast advertising, video for web or internal corporate visual 
communications. Of note, I led the production team that produced over 5,000 commercials for 
Lennox from 1994 to 1997, incorporating both franchised dealers and the national company into 
the advertisements. The project, valued at over $5 million for a three year period, included 
hiring, training and managing multiple field production units and building and supervising a 
central editing facility. The field units travelled to over 70 cities across the U.S. and Canada, 
while the editing facility finished an average of 50 advertisements per day. I was responsible for 
evaluating and approving field unit production as well as for each finished commercial. I also 
developed the production and compliance schedule to deliver the national quality campaign in 
time to meet the Lennox national media buying strategy. I was the visual content creator for 
numerous corporate strategic messaging programs. One example program was the re-branding of 
Wal-Mart’s home electronics sales strategy. Our solution resulted in a bottom to top re-
engineering of the Wal-Mart Electronics division, which eventually resulted in a sustained 40% 
year over year sales improvement. I developed the visual content portion of the original 
analytical efforts conducted by HoundDog, LLC to develop the re-branding strategy. HoundDog 
and The Light Brigade created a unique documentary style fact gathering and consumer insight 
analysis presentation, which was presented to the highest levels of Wal-Mart management to 
justify the re-branding effort. In addition to the above projects, I have produced and directed one 
award-winning independent feature film (Title: A Time To Play), one documentary film (Title: 
Sentenced to Read) and have written or directed numerous other short projects, including well 
over 500 television advertisements, numerous corporate training or strategic messaging videos, 
and three feature film scripts. I have won two Aurora Awards for directing. 
 
06/1987 - 08/1990 
Field Artillery Officer 
US Army (active duty) 
Fort Sill, The Republic of Turkey and Fort Carson 
I served in various capacities on active duty in the US Army, from team leader for an advisor 
team assigned to assist the Turkish Army, to fire support team leader and battalion adjutant for a 
field artillery battalion based at Fort Carson, Colorado. My notable achievements during this 
service were leading teams that received the highest ratings on readiness inspections in two 
separate operational readiness reviews, one conducted by NATO for the Turkish Army in 1988 
and the second conducted by US FORSCOM for the 3-29 Field Artillery Battalion in 1989. 
 
  



 

 

Conference Invitations: 
 
University of Rome Sapienza, Faculty of Economics – International Conference on Migration 
and Welfare, 11-12 May 2017, Rome 
Presentation Title: “Misery and Mis-direction or Nine Million Reasons for Cooperation: The 
Refugee and IDP Crisis in The Horn of Africa”  
 
Nigerian National Institute for Legislative Studies – Effective Writing Workshop for NILS.  
Mar. 2016, Abuja, Nigeria 
Led a weeklong seminar in effective writing techniques for the Institute. The topics included: (1) 
Deadline Writing and Bottom Line Up Front (BLUF) Writing, (2) Simplifying Complex Issues 
and Making Statistics Understandable, (3) Transitioning from Academic to Action Writing 
(Writing for the Real World), (4) Drafting Policy and Procedure Documents, and (5) Strategic 
Communications. 
 
Nigerian National Institute for Legislative Studies – Improving the Sergeant at Arms Service. 
Jan. 2016, Abuja, Nigeria 
Invited by the Director General of the National Institute for Legislative Studies to give several 
keynote addresses to an assemblage of African Legislative security stakeholders from 23 
countries. Topics included: Tactics, Training and Operational Procedures for a Legislative 
Security Service; and Conducting and Evaluating Threat Assessments.  
 
Center for International Security Affairs, National Defense University – International Security 
Affairs Conference. 
July 2010, Nairobi, Kenya 
Presentation Title: Developing Professional Military Leadership Capacity in Africa 
 
Other relevant experience: 
 
May 1984 - June 1987; August 1990 – September 2012 (retired): Officer, United States Army 
Reserve 
Highest Rank: Lieutenant Colonel 
Narrative of Service: 
In over 26 years of service in the USAR since 1984 (over 31 years of total service), I have held 
positions of increasing responsibility in a variety of USAR Troop Program Units, Starting as a 
platoon leader and progressing to Logistics Officer to Operations Officer to Command and 
General Staff College Instructor to Director of Instruction for a nine-state region for the US 
Army Command and General Staff College Distance Learning Program. During these 
assignments, I have excelled at independent action and acted as a public face for the USAR. I 
have been a key member of USAR led teams charged with developing both internal and external 
communications strategies and programs of instruction which include topics on effective 
communication and the strategic importance of communication to the US Army Officer. I led the 
95th Division's Officer Education System (OES) Transformation Team, which developed plans 
for re-organizing the highly fragmented Reserve Officer Education system structure under a 



 

 

single command. I also created the support brigade concept for the USAR training divisions, 
which, after being piloted by the 95th Training Division, was implemented USAR-wide in 1997. 
 
Awards and Honors:  
Combat Veteran: Awarded the Bronze Star during deployment to Iraq in 2007-8 
Awarded Legion of Merit Medal in 2014 
Awarded Iraq Campaign Medal in 2008 
Awarded Joint Meritorious Service Medal in 2010 while serving in Ethiopia 


